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1. IHTRODOCTION 
1.1. General 
tfe introduce oar work with an explanation of the meaning 
that we associate with the term 'information system*. The 
term, information system, is used to refer to a subsystem, 
such as a file system or data base system, dedicated to a 
single language which runs as a part of a host operating 
system. The subsystem is designed to own and manage the 
resources and information structures within its local 
operating system. For example, when the subsystem is loaded, 
the host system allocates a block of resources to the 
subsystem to maintain its information structures; thereafter, 
the subsystem controls the flow of information between the 
structures and the users of the subsystem. The resources 
owned by the subsystem are private to that system and may 
only be accessed on user demand. Thus, no user can gain 
access rights to the structures, only to the information. 
Information systems and operating systems have been 
proposed, and in most cases, implemented in a bottom-up 
manner. The activities of the system are divided into 
modules. These modules are placed at various hierarchical 
levels. The entire system is viewed as a hierarchical 
structure of levels with modules in the lower (earlier) 
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levels being closest to the machine supporting the modules 
in the higher (later) levels. 
Each level attempts to define the support of an 
important abstraction of the management of some system 
resource or information structure. For example, one level 
might support complex information structures using 
multidimensioned arrays, while a lower level supports an 
array by a vector. These systems may be viewed as layers of 
virtual machines where the lower levels hide information 
(abstract out details) of the machine from the higher levels. 
This systematic approach to systems design is widely 
acclaimed and appears suitable for general purpose systems 
which support diverse programming languages on a specified 
hardware system. 
In this investigation, we will consider a design 
methodology that may contribute to the art of system design 
as applied to information systems. We approach the design of 
such systems in a top-down manner employing the technique of 
functional decomposition in much the same way as in the 
design of structured programs. 
Our interest will be confined to information subsystems 
dedicated to a single language. In this sense, we view the 
system as a semantic base for executing instructions in a 
given language. By considering the commands in the user 
language as primitive operations on abstract information 
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objects, functional decomposition may be employed to define a 
sequence of virtual machines which converge to a target 
machine. The target machine may exist before the fact or be 
built to directly support any of the virtual machines. 
A complicating factor, which is the prime interest in 
our work, is the assumption of a multi-user environment in 
which each user interacts with the system using the same 
command language. Sharing of information, including 
modification, is also assumed. It is now critically 
important that our design process satisfy two additional 
constraints. 
1) We wish to introduce as much concurrent activity as 
possible, both between separate users and within a 
single user, working strictly from the semantic 
definition of the user language. Concurrent 
activities between users allow for higher resource 
utilization and may lower response time. Concurrent 
activities within user contribute to lower response 
time. 
2) we wish to ensure that each virtual machine is 
correct in the sense that it contains three classic 
properties in concurrent execution: 
a. mutual noninterference between concurrent 
processes, 
b. determinacy within a single computation, and 
n 
c. deadlock free. 
The first, or outer, level of the hierarchical structure 
defines the semantics of the commands producing a virtual 
machine which operates on abstract information structures. 
Subsequent levels of process decomposition and structure 
refinement will begin to make assumptions about the 
supporting information structures. By working in such a 
top-down fashion, we can specify a provably correct design 
for a certain class of lower level supporting architectures. 
This is highly desirable in that such designs are 
transportable and may be defined to support processing by the 
appropriate hardware. 
1.2. A Review of Previous Work 
Three characteristics of our work in the art of systems 
design are: 
1) An information system is specified as a hierarchical 
structure of information handling routines. 
2) The information system specified must support the 
concurrent activity of a single language whose 
semantics are precisely defined. 
3) The information system is to be specified by the 
technique of functional decomposition with respect 
to the semantic definitions. This specification is 
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provafcly correct with respect to concurrency for 
each decomposition. 
While there are a number of studies and systems having some 
of these characteristics, we are aware of only one attempt to 
incorporate all three (7). In the following sections, we 
review the previous work in systems and software 
specification having any of the above characteristics and 
discusses the relation to our work. 
1.2.1. Hierarchical structures 
Parnas (32) discusses various systems which have been 
designed as hierarchical structures. The differences between 
them is described and how these differences effect the 
overall design of the system. He defines a structure 
hierarchical. if a relation on pairs of the parts of the 
structure (R(X,Y)) allows levels to be defined by 
1) Level 0 is the set of part X such that there does 
not exist a Y such that B(X,Y) and 
2) Level i is the set of parts X such that 
a. there exists a Y in level i-1 such that R(X,Y) 
and 
b. if B(X,Z) then Z is in level i-1 or lower. 
It is noted that such a relation R exists only if the 
directed graph representing R contains no loops. 
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The parts to which Parnas refers is the collection of 
programs and modules which form a level. The definition 
indicates a property of all hierarchical systems, but it does 
not indicate, as he points out, the motivation for any 
particular structure. 
The T.H.E. - Multiprogramming System is one of the 
earliest significant examples of a computer system whose 
operating system was systematically designed in a manner to 
cope with the complexity of resource handling (17,15). The 
parts of the system are subprograms used as procedures. The 
subprograms at a low-level define some "abstract machine" 
which the programs at a higher level use. The hierarchical 
structure was developed by building more complex "machines" 
around each existing "machine". A hierarchical structure of 
abstraction was also used by LisKov (26) in the design of the 
VENUS operating system, a system which exploits architectural 
features of the machine. 
Madnick and Alsop (27) and Ritchie and Thompson (37) 
describe operating systems whose file system design is based 
on a hierarchical structure. The hierarchical structure of 
Zurcher and Randell (46) was motivated by the desire to be 
able to simulate a system as it was designed. The ECUOOO 
system (5) based its hierarchical structure on the ownership 
of memory. Varney (42) extends this concept so that the 
hierarchical structure controls the management of other 
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resources as well. MOLTICS (30, 39) uses a hierarchical 
structure of "rings" to control access to information 
structures and enforce a protection scheme. 
All the projects and studies represent the development 
of structures whose conceptual basis, the hierarchical 
structure, provided a clear and logical design. 
1.2.2. Information handling in a concurrent environment 
The design and construction of information systems that 
support concurrent activity has been chiefly motivated toward 
achieving a high processing rate by exploiting the machine 
organizations made feasible by technological advances. Such 
systems can increase total production and decrease the 
overall cost to the user. Unfortunately, the information 
handling in such systems has been complicated by the 
potential interfering use of information structures by 
concurrent users. 
The problem of being able to guarantee noninterfering 
access to information structures has been studied and 
solutions found for particular cas°s. Dijkstra (17), Cerf 
(8), and o+hers have presented solutions to the problem by 
introducing new operations to be used in conjunction with the 
accessing of information structures. Erinch Hansen (6) and 
Hoare (22) give solutions that introduce additional software 
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support, called critical regions and monitors, which have 
sole control of the access rights to the information 
structures and can be designed to guarantee mutual 
non in ter ference. 
In any concurrent system, there will exist an acceptable 
amount of indeterminacy when executing independent systems of 
processes. Indeterminacy between concurrent processes is 
natural and is normally acceptable, while within a single 
process indeterminacy is normally undesirable. 
Deadlock prevention, detection, and recovery have been 
studied and some solutions are given by Holt (23), Russell 
(38), Havender (20), Coffman et al. (10), and others. These 
solutions are for concurrent systems which support the 
dynamic sharing of information and resources. Criteria for 
granting access capabilities depending on the system state 
have been determined. 
The problems have been analyzed and solutions offered 
with respect to resources and access capabilities to 
information structures. The solutions have normally been 
determined for general purpose systems and not toward the 
particular demands of a special purpose subsystem. 
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1.2,3, Reliability and the design process 
Recently, there has be^n increased concern over the 
design and construction of programs and systems of programs. 
This has been motivated primarily by the fact that the 
traditional design mechanisms have not always produced 
reliable products. The additional complexity of concurrency 
has only accentuated the inefficiencies of the traditional 
methods and has increased the need to be able to generate 
reliable programs and systems. 
The difficulties in software construction in finding 
techniques of determining correctness of a program are 
documented by Floyde (19) , Elspas et al. (18) , and others. 
Lauer (25) Newton (29) , and Ashcroft and Manna (2) have only 
recently been able to formalize and prove properties about 
concurrent processes. These techniques have their 
applications in demonstrating correctness of processes, but 
they leni little insight into the design of an operating 
system which guarantees correct resource or information 
structure handling. 
Due to the difficulties in proving properties about 
programs, and resulting partly from the research in that 
area, another approach toward reliable software has recently 
evolvid. This approach has been to develop programming 
techniques and languages constructs which aid in avoiding the 
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potential problems. These methods result from the structured 
programming philosophies of Dijkstra (16), Wirth (45), Hills 
(28), and others. One such approach is to apply the method 
of functional decomposition in the generation of the code in 
a system of programs. Hoare (22) , Brinch Hansen (6) , Parnas 
(33), and others have considered the problems of reliability 
by studying language requirements and suggesting certain 
language constructs or specification techniques which lend 
themselves to analytic approaches, while these methods have 
aided in the generation of the code, they have not, however, 
been able to guarantee the correct specification of error 
free algorithms, 
1.3, Statement of the Problem 
In our work, we will consider the design process of an 
information system which is supported by a hierarchical 
structure to be specified in a top-down manner. The levels 
of the hierarchical structure will be composed of processes 
which can only communicate with those processes in the 
immediate lower level. We follow the lead of Parnas (35) and 
apply the term uses. He states that the primary advantages 
of having system parts 'use' each other can be retained and 
the disadvantages reduced if the uses are restricted so that 
the graph of uses relation is loop-free. 
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The information structures will belong to that class of 
structures that can be modeled by directed graphs called 
trees ; hierarchical data bases and some file systems, for 
example. The processes will be restricted in that the 
structures upon which they operate must either be local to 
the process or be passed as an argument into the process. 
This eliminates global structures. 
When a new level is being defined, the instructions of 
the new processes are considered as primitive, that is, the 
operations of the lowest «machine* and, as such, 
uninterruptible operations. The semantics of these 
operations is given in a definitional, or base, language 
similar to that used by Dennis (12) and Hawryszkiewycz (21), 
When the processes which define a level are accepted, 
the process definitions of the next lower level are 
determined by investigating the functional statements of the 
newly accepted level. The processes of that level are then 
specified to meet the definitions of those functional demands 
upon tha structures, possibly refined, of that level. 
The most important aspect in our work is the assumption 
that the system exists in a multi-user, information sharing 
environment. Now, the primary consideration of the design 
process becomes two-fold: 
1) to increase the degree of concurrency when possible, 
with each new level, and 
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2) to ensure that the system is correct, and remains 
correct, with each new level with respect to three 
major problems of concurrency, namely, 
a) mutual noninterference between concurrent 
processes, 
b) determinacy within a single computation, and 
c) maintaining a deadlock free system. 
We wish to guarantee these two properties at each stage 
of the design process. Then as each new level is completed, 
there exists a structure which is correct with respect to the 
stated problems of concurrency. 
We now illustrate the process by considering the 
development of some of the processes of two neighboring 
levels. 
Let the processes of a level be written on the 
assumption that the information structures have the form as 
shown by example in Figure 1.1. 
The total set of information structures are collected 
together to form a tree. Each information structure is 
selected by the arc name at the first level. Subsequent 
levels are selected by giving the path name, th» 
concatenation of arc names separated by periods, directed 
into the structure. Thus, if we wish to indicate node n^ we 
use the path name A.B. Let the arguments to the level 
processes take the form of path names. We illustrate two 
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processes at this level in Figure 1.2, 
IS 
0 
(é) 
c. 
6 
Figura 1.1, Example of the structures operated on by the 
level processes. 
destroyi (s, x) 
begin 
if has2(s,x) 
then do 
dêstroy2 (s,x) 
end 
el se do 
write (error) 
end 
end 
createl (s,x) 
begin 
if has2(s,x) 
then do 
write (error) 
end 
else do 
add2 (s,x) 
end 
end 
Figure 1.2. Example of level processes. 
Informally we define 'destroyl' as destroying the 
structure to which x is the path name. Createl creates a 
structure with the path name x. For the moment, we will 
describe the instructions as follows: 
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has2 (s ,x) true if X is a path name in s 
false otherwise 
destroy2 (s,x) remove x from s 
add2 (s ,x) add X to s 
write (error) inform user of error condition 
If destroyi were invoked by destroyl (IS, A.B) with the 
structures having the state as given in Figure 1.3, we would 
expect the final form as given in Figure 1.4. 
If, on the other hand, createl were invoked by 
createl(IS,A.E) and the structure had the initial state as 
given in Figure 1.3, then we would expect the final state to 
be as given in Figure 1.5. 
IS 
A D 
6 C 
Figure 1.3. The initial state of the structure 
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IS 
A 
C 
0 
d) 
Figure I.U. The final state of the structure after 
destroyi (IS,A.B) . 
Figura 1.5. The state of the structure IS after 
createl (IS,A.E) . 
If, however, both destroyi and createl were invoked 
concurrently by destroyi(IS, A) and createl (IS, A.E), then 
would be possible for both processes to test and find that 
IS 
A 0 
B C E 
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both destroy2(IS, A) and add2(IS« A.E) could be performed, 
but to have the structure K destroyed while add2(IS, A.E) was 
performing the addition. In ether words, the final state is 
unpredictable. 
This is an example of mutual interference between two 
copies of processes at the same level of a hierarchical 
structure. The problem can be solved by introducing access 
control mechanisms similar to the monitors of Hoare (22). Ve 
call these mechanisms request and release. The mechanisms 
are considered as operations which must be used to acquire 
and return access capabilities to the structures. Both must 
be required to allow no two interfering processes access to 
the same structure. If we further require that these 
mechanisms be used by every process to acquire access 
capabilities and to return access capabilities, then we can 
eliminate any potential interference by rewriting the 
procedures as in Figure 1.6. 
If, now, destroyi and createl were invoiced, then only 
one of the processes can gain access to the structures at any 
time. When that process is complete and returns the access 
capability, then the other process can acquire that 
capability and perform its function. 
Thus, we would have the effective result as if destroyi 
executed first then createl, giving the final state as in 
Figure 1.7, or as if createl (IS, A.E) executed first then 
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destroy 1 (IS, A), giving the final state as in Figure 1.8, 
Either cas^ is correct and any concurrent execution of the 
restated procedures will result in a correct result. 
destroy 1 ( s ,  x) createl (s,x) 
I§aJi£5i(s.x) 
if has2(s,X) 
then do 
destroy2 (s. X )  
mnd 
else do 
write (error) 
release (s. x) 
end 
begin 
request (s.x) 
if has2 (s,x) 
then do 
write (error) 
end 
else do 
add2 (s,x) 
end 
release (s.x) 
end 
Figure 1.6. The level processes restated with access control 
operations 
IS 
1 
0 
Figure 1.7. The final state if the execution sequence were 
destroy1(IS, A) then createl (IS,A.£). 
The degree of concurrency, however, in either case is 
small; only one process can be executing at any time. We can 
increase the degree of concurrency, in some cases, if we 
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again restate the procedures as in Figure 1.9, 
IS 
u 
é 
Figure 1,8. The final state if the execution sequence were 
create1(IS, A.E) then destroy1(IS, A), 
destroy 1 ( s , x )  
re 
if 
th 
el 
quest (s, X) 
has2(s,x) 
en do 
destroy2(s,x) 
release (s, x) 
end 
se do 
release (s. x) 
write(error) 
end 
end 
createl (s,x) 
bogin 
if has2(s,x) 
then do 
release (s,x) 
write (error) 
end 
else do 
add2 (s, X )  
release (s.x) 
end 
end 
Figure 1,9, The procedures restated to take advantage of any 
potential increase in concurrency. 
In more complicated procedures, the analysis of code to 
increase the degree of concurrency may be tedious and very 
time consuming. The restated procedures are correct, 
however, in the sense that they guarantee no potential 
interference between these two processes. 
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Having guaranteed the correctness of the procedures of 
one level, we can then consider the next lover level 
structures and procedures. 
Let the information structures as operated on by the 
next lower level be refined to reflect the general form as 
shown in Figure 1.10. The structures are composed of 
directory objects and value objects. The objects are now 
selected by positional selectors as in vectors. Each object 
in a directory will either be another directory or a value 
object. 
Figure 1.11a gives a logical structure as used by the 
higher level and Figure 1.11b gives the supporting structure 
used by the next lower level. The argument structures which 
are passed to the next level procedures are given in Figure 
1.12. 
Figure 1.13 gives the argument structure for the 
argument A.B and Figure 1.14 gives an argument structure 
which points to IS as given in Figure 1.11b. 
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«i.3t 1 # « # 
A 
name val 
4) 
6^ 
nantc val 
(& 
I—r 
si3t 1 
I I 
name. val 
name vai 
1 I 
Figure 1,10. A general form of information structures as 
accessed by the supporting level. 
r 
IS 
&) 
d) (2) 
Figure 1.11a. The logical information structure as used by 
the higher level. 
name 
Figure 1.11b. The supporting structure used by the lower 
level to support the logical structure of the 
higher level. 
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rrn 
Figure 1.12. General form of the argument structures passed 
to the lower level procedures. 
S{2€ 
Figure 1.13. 
à 
The argument structure for the argument whose 
value is A.B. 
silt 
Figura 1.1U. The argument structure for the argument whose 
value is IS. 
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The structures and th« processes of the lower level must 
support thp logical path name accessing used by the previous 
level. The procedures to be defined to support that 
accessing methodology are has2, destroy2, and add2. It is 
assumed that the defined procedures and structures will 
provide th? necessary support. The lower level becomes the 
machine (real or virtual) upon which the higher level runs. 
The procedures of the next level are defined in Figures 1.15a 
through 1.15c. 
The 'has2* procedure searches an information structure 
to see if the path name specified is a path name in the 
structure. It returns the values true or false depending on 
whether it finds the path name or not. 
The •destroy2' procedure will remove the node of a 
structure to which a path name refers. 
The 'add2' procedure will add a new node which can be 
referenced by the new path name. 
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has2 (s,x) 
begin 
peints (ptr, s) 
i=1 
pathfoand=true 
while i LE x.size and pathfound do 
1= 1  
arcfound=f als*» 
while j LE ptr.size and not arcfound ^  
if ptr.j.name=x.i 
"then do 
arcfound=true 
point3(ptr,ptr.j.val) 
end 
else do 
j = j  +  1  
end 
end 
pathfound=arcfound 
i=i + 1 
end 
return (pathfound) 
end 
Figure 1,15a, The procedure •has2' of lower level. 
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destroy2 (s,X) 
begin 
peints (ptr, s) 
i=1 
while i LE x.siza-1 do 
i=i 
arcfound=false 
while j LE ptr. size and not arcfcund ^  
if ptr.j.name=x.i 
then do 
arcfound=true 
points(ptr,ptr.j.val) 
end 
else do 
i=j + 1 
end 
and 
i=i + 1 
end 
i=i 
donô=false 
while j LE ptr.size and not done ^  
if ptr.j.name = x.'x.size' 
then do 
destroy 3 (ptr ,j) 
done=true 
end 
else do 
1=1 + 1 
end 
end 
end 
Figura 1.15b. The procedure •destroy2* of the lower level. 
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adi2(s, X) 
begin 
peints (ptr,s) 
i=1 
pathfound=true 
while i LT x.size and path found do 
j = 1 
arcfound=false 
while j LE ptr. size and not arcfound do 
if ptr. j.nanie=x.i 
then do 
arcfound=true 
points(ptr,ptr.j.val) 
end 
qlse do 
j= j+1 
end 
end 
pathfound=arcfound 
i=i+1 
end 
while i LT x.size ^  
adds (ptr, x.i) 
points(ptr,ptr.'ptr.size'.val) 
i=i + 1 
end 
end 
Figure 1.15c, The procedure •add2* of lower level. 
There are three operations in these procedures for which 
we give an informal definition. The 'points* operation 
points a pointer variable at a specified structure. The 
•destroys* operation removes an arc and the associated 
structure from a given structure. The *addS* operation adds 
an arc to a specified structure. 
If we assume that the logic of the new processes is 
correct, as we will continue to do since that is not the 
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focus of this papnr, then the processes will operate on the 
refinïd structures and also give correct results with respect 
to th a problems of concurrency. This is true since the use 
of tb 3 access control mechanisms of the previous level 
guarantees noninterference and any refinement of the 
structures or operational support does not negate that 
guarantee. We can not, however, increase the degree of 
concurrency by leaving these controls at the higher level. 
Me can only increase that degree by increasing the 
concurrency at that level. 
We can, however, increase the degree of concurrency, and 
still maintain correctness, by moving some of the controls 
into the lower level procedures. This is demonstrated by 
giving the modified low level procedures in Figure 1.16a 
through 1.16c. The modified high level procedures are given 
in Figure 1.17. 
Thus, by moving th-^ access operations to the lower level 
we have increased potential concurrency. The designers of 
hierarchical structures can achieve the same increase by 
moving at ^ ach level those reguests and releases to the next 
lower level which, if moved, will still maintain correctness. 
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has2(s,x) 
bsgin 
peint.3 (ptr,s) 
i=1 
pathfouna=true 
(s. X) 
while i LE x.size and pathfound do 
1=1 
arcfound=falso 
while j LE ptr.size and not arcfound ^  
if ptr.j.name=x.1 
then do 
arcfcund=true 
points(ptr,ptr.j.val) 
end 
else do 
j=j + 1 
end 
end 
pathfound=arcfound 
i=i + 1 
end 
return (pathfound) 
end 
Figure 1.16a. The modified 'has2' procedure. 
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iestroy2 (s, x )  
begin 
peints (ptr,s) 
i=1 
while i LT x.size do 
j=1 
arcfound=false 
while j LE ptr.size and not arcfound ^  
if ptr.j.name=x.i 
then do 
arcfound=true 
pointa (ptr,ptr.j.val) 
end 
else do 
j=j + 1 
end 
end 
i=i+1 
end 
j=1 
done=false 
while j LE ptr.size and not done ^  
if ptr,j.name=x.'x.size* 
then do 
destroy] (ptr, j) 
release (s. x) 
done=true 
end 
else do 
j=i + 1 
end 
end 
end 
Figure 1.16b. The modified *destroy2' procedure 
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add2 (s,x) 
begin 
points (ptr,s) 
i=1 
pathfound=true 
while i LT x.size and pathfound do 
j=1 
arcfound=false 
while j LE ptr.size and not arcfound ^  
if ptr.j,naBe=x.i 
then do 
arcfound=true 
points(ptr,ptr.j.val) 
end 
else do 
j=jTl 
end 
and 
pathfound=arcfound 
i=i+1 
end 
while i LT x.size do 
add 3(ptr,x.i) 
points (ptr,ptr. • ptr. size'. val) 
i=i + 1 
end 
release (s.i) 
end 
Figure 1,16c. The modified •add2* procedure. 
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destroy 1 (s, x) createl (s,x) 
if has2(s,x) 
then do 
destroy2 (s,x) 
end 
begin 
if has2 (s,x) 
then do 
release (s. x) 
else do 
write (error) 
end 
release (s, x) 
write (error) 
end 
else do 
add2 (s,x) 
end 
end end 
Figure 1.17, The higher level procedures restated after some 
of the access controls have been moved lower 
level procedures. 
This, however, is another undue burden to place upon the 
designer. It requires that each level be analyzed for 
potential problems of concurrency and the determination be 
made for the locations where the releases and requests can be 
placed to increase concurrency while still maintaining 
correctness with respect to concurrency. 
Thus, the problem has become as follows; 
1) to specify the hierarchical structure, increasing 
concurrency whenever possible, 
2) to ensure that the system is correct, and remains 
correct, with each new level with respect to three 
major problems of concurrency: 
a) mutual noninterference between concurrent 
processes, 
b) determinancy within a single computation, and 
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c) deadlock avoidance, and 
3) determination of a method, which if automated, will 
relieve the designer of the burden of 1) while 
ensuring 2) . 
1.4. Organization of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 presents the graph models used to represent 
process and information structures. The concept of 
computation of a process is discussed and the use of the 
model in the design process is illustrated. 
Chapter 3 introduces and discusses the design process in 
de+ ail. 
Chapter 4 discusses correctness with respect to 
concurrency. Determinacy, mutual exclusion, information 
integrity, and deadlock conditions are defined and 
demonstrated with the aid of the models. 
Chapter 5 presents the algorithm used in the design of a 
hierarchical information system which will guarantee 
correctness with respect to the properties discussed in 
chaptar 4. 
Chapter 6 demonstrates that the algorithm will guarantee 
the properties of correctness with respect to concurrency. 
Chapter 7 discusses access control mechanisms and 
demonstrates various types that can be used in conjunction 
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with the algorithm. 
Chapter 8 discusses conclusions and recommendations for 
further work. 
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2. THE MODEL 
2.1, Introduction 
In this chapter, a model for processes and information 
structures is presented. The directed graph is used to 
represent the processes where the nodes of the graph 
represent computation steps and the edges represent 
transitions between computations. This is similar to the 
graph models used by Adams (1), cerf (8), Dennis (12), and 
others. The information structures are represented as tree 
structured graphs and changes to the structures are 
demonstrated by appropriate changes to the graphs, A 
definitional, or base, language similar to VDL (44) , and the 
definitional languages of Hawryszkiewycz (21) and Dennis 
(12), is used to define the semantics of the computations in 
terms of tree manipulation operations on the information 
structure representations. 
We find this approach useful because it gives a concise 
representation of the logic of the processes, a logical 
representation of the information structures, the effect of a 
computation upon the structures, and the state of a 
collection of processes and structures at any point in a 
computation , 
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2.2. Processes and Computations 
In our work, #e adopt the concept of a process as used 
by Horning and Bandell (2U)• Much of the following is either 
borrowed directly or paraphrased from their work. 
Their definition is based on the concepts of state 
variable, state variable sets, and states. "State variables 
are elementary quantities which assume certain well-defined 
values. A set of named state variables constitutes a state 
variable set. An assignment of values to all the variables 
in a state variable set defines a state of the set. ... The 
set of possible states for a given state variable set is the 
state space of the set." 
An example of a state variable set is given by 
V= (x,y,z), 
which contains the three state variables x, y, and z. Let x 
be assigned the value of 1, y the value of 2, and z the value 
of 3. The state is defined by 
(x=1,y=2,z=3) 
or just 
?= (1,2,3) . 
The state space of this set, if x, y, and z are limited to 
the positive reals, is the set given by 
s(7) = {(x=i,y=j,z=k) |i>0, j>0,k>0) 
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••A computation in a stat® space is a sequence of states 
from that space. The first element of the sequence is called 
the initial state, the last, if the computation is finite, is 
the final state." 
A finite computation from the above state space is the 
sequence, 
c={(1,2,3), (2,4,6), (4,8,12)}, 
where (1,2,3) is the initial state and (4,8,12) is the final 
state. 
"An action in a state space is a set of assignments to 
some of the variables of its state variable set." 
Thus, in the above example, if the state (1,2,3) is 
followed by the action (x:=2,y; =4,z:=6) then the immediate 
successor is the state (2,4,6). 
"An action function in a state space is a mapping from 
states into actions. Me may use an action function to 
generate a sequence (computation) 
The previous computation could be generated by the 
action function, 
f(x,y,z)=(x:=2x,y:=2y,z:=2z), if x<4. 
"A process is a triple (S,f,s ) where S is a state 
0 
space, f is an action function in that space, and s^ is the 
subset of S which defines the initial states of the process." 
A process then is "an abstract, timeless entity." Only 
when a 'machine' or a processor realizes a process, (i.e. 
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generates the same set of computations) is the process 
related or interpreted in time. If the two sets of 
computations are identical then the processor is said to be 
an exact realization of the process and the process an exact 
specification of the processor. 
In a concurrent environment, there may be more than one 
process active at the same time and we may need to be able to 
consider the concurrent sequences of action functions as they 
are applied. In a concurrent environment, it is possible for 
one action to initiate before another has been terminated. 
Using the notation presented in Coffman and Denning (9), it 
is possible to represent this overlap in actions. Let p be 
an action, then define p to be the initiation of the action p 
and p to be its termination. These initiations and 
terminations are called events. They will be considered 
timeless. We now can represent concurrent actions as a 
sequence of events. For example, if p and g are concurrent 
actions, then a possible event sequence could be p g a £. 
We will use these concepts of Horning and Randell (24) 
and Coffman and Denning (9) when we discuss processes and 
their analysis. 
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2.3. Process Representation 
He represent the operations and the flow of control of a 
process by directed graphs called process graphs. The 
operations are represented as nodes and the flow cf control 
by arcs connecting the nodes. The execution of an operation 
is represented by placing a marker, or token, in a node. The 
execution of a process is represented by moving a token along 
the arcs executing the nodes encountered. Moving a token 
along an arc is called a transition. This is similar to the 
operation of petri-nets (36) or data-flow schémas (13), 
Each of the nodes is labeled. Following Lauer (25), we 
interpret this label as the action to be associated with the 
execution of the node. When a token is placed in a node, we 
say the action has been initiated, when a token is removed 
from a node, we say the action has been terminated. An 
example of a procedure and the corresponding process graph is 
given in Figure 2.1. 
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destroyl (s, x) 
begin 
if has2(s,x) 
then do 
destroy2{s,x) 
end 
else do 
write(error) 
end 
end 
Figure 2.1. The procedure •destroyi' and the corresponding 
process graph. 
The start node. Figure 2.2, corresponds to the entry 
point of a procedure. The action of a start node is 
interpreted as an event and is represented as an initiation 
in event sequences. If a token is placed in a start node, we 
interpret this state as the initiation of a process. We 
require that each process graph contain one, and only one, 
start node. This corresponds to a good programming practice 
of having only one entry point in a procedure. 
Q start 
Figure 2.2. The start node. 
The stop node. Figure 2.3, corresponds to the exit point 
of a procedure. The action of a stop is interpreted as an 
event and is represented as a termination in event sequences. 
ft&rt 
has cs,y)? 
f 
write Ctrror) 
stop 
uo 
@ stop 
Figure 2.3. The stop node; 
The assignment node. Figure 2.U, corresponds to an 
assignment statement of a procedure. The action of an 
assignment node is to make value assignments to some state 
variable. For example, if a token were placed in the node of 
Figure 2.U, the state variable i would be assigned the value 
1 .  
Figure 2.U. The assignment node. 
The decider node. Figure 2.5, corresponds to the testing 
portion of the if-then-else construct used in most 
programming languages. The label associated with this node 
states the tests to be performed on the sta+e variable. In 
Figure 2.5, the value of the state variable i is compared to 
the constant 1. The arcs emanating from the decision node 
are labelled with the condition that must be satisfied in 
order for the transition to be taken. 
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O 
Figura 2.5. The decider node. 
The cobegin and coend nodes. Figures 2.6 and 2.7, 
correspond to the cobegin and coend constructs used by Brinch 
Hansen (6) for introducing concurrency in a process. They 
are used to represent the initiation and termination of 
concurrent execution paths in a process. 
O U ..9 D-
Figure 2.6. The cobegin node. 
Figure 2.7. The coend node. 
In Figure 2.8 we give a partial procedure and the 
corresponding partial process graph. The cobegin and coend 
nodes are each composed of two parts. The cobegin has one 
entry node and n initiation nodes (one for each of n parallel 
execution paths). The coend node has n termination nodes 
(one for each of the parallel execution paths) and one exit 
node. These nodes do not have any actions or events 
1*2 
associated with them; they just serve to graphically 
represent the initiation and termination of concurrent 
portions of a process. We demonstrate the use of these nodes 
by example. 
cobegin 
y: = 1 
end 
begin 
x:=2 
end 
coend 
I 
I 
y:=1 
A 
T 
I 
I 
Figure 2.8. An example of the cobegin - coend constructs and 
their graphic representations. 
Assume a token is placed in the entry node of the 
cobegin construct, as shown in Figure 2.9. The operation of 
the cobegin node will remove this token and place a token in 
each of th9 initiation nodes, as shown in Figure 2.10. An 
execution sequence for each of these initialized parallel 
paths can be generated by moving these tokens through the 
paths. After all of the parallel paths have completed, there 
will be a token in each of the termination nodes of the coend 
node, as shown in Figure 2.11. At this time, the coend node 
can operate, removing the tokens from each of the termination 
nodes, and placing a token in the exit node, as shown in 
U3 
Figure 2.12. If this example had been used in a procedure, 
the flow would have continued to the next node immediately 
following thp coend node. 
Figure 2.9. Initialized cobegin node. 
Figure 2.10. Parallel paths initialized. 
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Figure 2.11. Parallel paths terminated. 
Figure 2.12, Completed operation of the coend action. 
The request and release nodes. Figures 2.13 and 2.14, 
are used to represent request and release operations used in 
procedures to acquire and return access capabilities to 
share! information structures. The request is associated 
with two events, the request for the access capabilities and 
the granting of those capabilities. The request can be made 
for access capabilities to more than one structure, but the 
process is assumed to own none of the capabilities until they 
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are all granted simultaneously. The release is associated 
with one event, thft returning of access capabilities to an 
information structure, we require that the operation of the 
request ani release actions must not allow interfering 
processes to be granted simultaneous access capabilities. 
CK) 
Figure 2.13. The request node. 
least W 
Figure 2.14. The release node. 
2.4. Information Structures 
We represent the logical structure of all the 
information structures by graphs called trees. These graphs 
are built from two node types and labeled arcs. The nodes 
are branching nodes and valu* nodes as shown in Figure 2.15. 
Arcs may enter and emanate from branching nodes but may only 
enter value nodes. An example is shown in Figure 2.16. The 
nodes of a tree may be referenced by giving the arc labels 
which point to the nodes. In the examples, the value node n^ 
is spacifi^d by IS.AB and the branching node n^ is specified 
by IS. 
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O 
cranching node value node 
Figure 2,15. The nodes used in thp trees. 
1 
I S  
A D 
—I"» ® "j 
B 
(j) 05 
Figure 2.16. An example information structure. 
2.5. Process Definition 
Wp define the semantics of the operations of a process 
by using a definitional, or base, language. The language is 
a trea-manipulation language and defines the effect of the 
operations upon the information structures. The instructions 
in the base language and their definitions are given in 
Figure 2.17. 
A process is completely specified when all the 
operations have been defined. When a process is specified, 
it is assumed that the language is powerful enough to 
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interpret the path names and reference the specified nodes. 
When the operations are evident, such as addition or 
multiplication, we do not give the definition. The effect of 
other operations, which may become procedure calls, must be 
given, however, for this is the definition used tc generate 
necessary procedures. An example of a completely defined 
procedure is given in Figure 2.18 along with an example 
information structure. 
We can trace the execution sequences of the processes by 
specifying the node labels of the sequences. For example, a 
possible execution sequence of the process in Figure 2.18 is 
start ,has2 (Q, Y) ,has2 (P,x) ,copy2 (P,x, Q, y) ,delete2 (Q, y) ,stop. 
When generating sequences, we often, for convenience, 
give th<* nodes of a process graph symbolic labels as in 
Figure 2.19 and specify the sequences using the symbolic 
labels rather than the operation name. For example, we can 
now represent an action sequence from the process in Figure 
2.19 by 
start n ,n ,n ,n stop. 
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There are cases in which the action sequences are not a 
fine enough representation. In these cases we can expand the 
action s9quenc*»s into event sequences giving the initiation 
and termination events associated with the actions. The 
event sequence associated with the above action sequence 
would be 
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f &2 '^4 4' 6* 
Such sequences will aid us later in specifying and 
representing concurrent execution sequences. 
Let P and Q be pointer variable, x a path name, and y an 
arc name. 
ispath (c,x) =true if x is a path name emanating from c. 
=false otherwise. 
link(P,Q) point the pointer variable P at the node 
to which Q refers. 
addarc (P,y) add an emanating arc y to the node 
to which P refers. 
delet earc (P,y) delete the arc y emanating from the node 
to which P refers. 
assign (P,v) assign the value v to the node 
to which P refers. 
val (P) the value of the node to 
which P refers. 
apply (x,y) apply the function selected by y to the 
structure selected by x. 
Figure 2.17, The base language used to specify operational 
definitions. 
U9 
write Ccrror) 
hast C P» X K 
& 
COpyl.C^X^Q,y) 
del«i<2CQy^) 
g) stop 
take 
&dd2(^») 
CopyZ(f>x,Q,y) 
dc (*tc2 
siop 
has2(P,x):=true 
;=false 
if ispath(P,x) =true 
otherwise 
copy2 (P, x,0,y) := assign (P*x,val (Q*y) ) 
d@lete2 (Q,y) : = deletearc (Q»y) 
add2(P,x):= addarc (P,x) 
Figure 2.18 A process move1(P,x,0,y) and an example 
information structure. 
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Figure 2.19. A process graph with symbolic labels. 
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3. THE DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we explain how we view the information 
system and how the design method supports that view. In 
general, we wish to specify an information system whose 
control programs form a hierarchical structure and whose 
information structures can be modeled by trees. The 
information system is to be specified in a top-down manner 
proceeding from the semantic definition of the user language 
and applying the method of functional decomposition. This is 
the assumed underlying model on which we base our 
investigation. 
This method may be applied to design systems whose 
information structures have been defined over that model. 
The model and the definition of the language constructs can 
be used as a guide to the refinement of the information 
structures and the decomposition of the procedures written to 
realize the language. The model and definitions may also be 
used to determine whether or not the system realizes its 
logical definition. 
This method may also be applied to the design of a 
system to be implemented on different machines each of which 
has different software or hardware support already available. 
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The design method can generate a system whose higher levels 
are transportable across the machines. 
This method may also be applied to the design of a 
system which is to be implemented in phases where each phase 
increases the power of the user language constructs. Each 
level of the hierarchical structure can, as the system is 
designed, allow the use of more complicated and more powerful 
arguments. The resulting user language allows the user to 
operate at various levels in the hierarchy. 
In this section, we will present an example of the first 
category as applied to an information system for personnel 
records. We will specify the system top-down, using as a 
guide to design decisions, the semantic definition of the 
user language. 
In this work, we are not concerned with the correctness 
of the procedures apart from correctness with respect to the 
problems of concurrency. We are only concerned with 
relieving the designer of the burdens of analysis necessary 
to increase concurrency and still ensure correctness with 
respect to concurrency. 
The next two sections of this chapter give our views on 
hierarchical structures and informations structures. Section 
3.U gives an example and shows how the design process 
progresses. Section 3.5 comments on the method and its 
applicat ion. 
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3.2. Hierarchical Structures 
In recent years, considerable effort has been devoted to 
the development of large and complex systems. As a result of 
their size and complexity, there has been considerable 
concern about the design of reliable software systems 
(40,34,31), In order to overcome these difficulties, some 
systems have been constructed according to the principles of 
modularity (17,15,33,43). It is generally acknowledged that 
these principles present the right approach. The code to 
perform a function is placed within a single module and 
standards are established concerning the use of the module. 
This allows the designer to concentrate on particular aspects 
of the system whose entire dimensions can be mentally 
visualized. The designer can then implement and verify these 
parts independent of the other parts. Unfortunately, this 
may not eliminate problems, especially in a multi-user 
environment, because different modules may share information 
structures in conflicting ways or call each other in 
unpredictable ways (33). 
Dijkstra (17,15,14) extended the concept of modularity 
by introducing the idea of a hierarchical control structure. 
In this structure, the hardware is regarded as the lowest 
level, level 0, in a multilevel system. The system is 
developed in stages, one level at a time. The designer 
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chooses some feature not supported by the hardware, say 
logical file accessing, and implements that feature in 
software; this becomes level 1. The next level, level 2, 
uses the lavel 1 machine to implement seme other feature, say 
virtual memory. This design process has the advantages of 
being easily testable, since all calls are downward and each 
level is intellectually manageable by the designer. 
Parnas (35) states the characteristics of such a 
structure in terms of how the programs in the structure use 
each other. He states that the disadvantages of interrelated 
processes can be reduced if the graph of the relation between 
the programs is loop-free. If this restriction is accepted, 
then it is possible to design a hierarchical structure whose 
levels are defined according to the following rules: 
1) Level 0 is the set of all programs which use no 
other programs. 
2) Level i is the set cf all programs that use at least 
one program at level i-1 and no programs at a level 
higher that i-1. 
Parnas indicates that if such a hierarchical ordering 
exists, then each level is a testable and usable subset of a 
system. 
We find some disadvantages in using this definition. 
Firsf, according to this definition, it is allowable for a 
program at level i to use programs at any level below level 
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i. We illustrate this in schematic form in Figure 3,1. This 
means the interface between a low level can be with any of 
the higher levels. 
Thus, any system modifications which effects a low level 
will have to be tested against every higher level interface. 
I«vel i-1 
Figure 3.1. Example of communication paths from a level i 
program. 
Second, the levels are only defined by what programs 
they use. In this case, it may be possible for a resource to 
he shared between different levels, thus the problem of 
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controlling access to the resource and the accessing methods 
becomes complicated. This sharing is demonstrated in Figure 
The third problem in Parnas' approach is the complexity 
in invoking features available to the user. If a feature is 
to be available at the outer level, then the system designer 
may have to include this requirement in the design decisions 
when implementing many lower levels, thus, complicating the 
designer's task. If the desired user feature is buried at 
some lower levels, th<»n the user must interface with multiple 
levels and coordinate those different interfaces. 
3.2 
l e v e l  i  
level L- j  
Figure 3.2. Processes at different levels sharing a 
resource. 
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last, and most important to us, if the designer must 
guarantee some property of the overall system, there is no 
intermediate method of checking for that property until the 
system is complete. 
For the reasons stated above, we modify the definition 
of a hierarchical system to be as follows; 
1) L9vel 0 is the outer-most and first defined level. 
2) Level i is the set of programs, which if they do use 
any other programs, use only programs at level i+1 
and no programs at any lower level. 
3) Level k is the inner-most, and the last defined, and 
it is composed of a set of programs which use no 
other programs. 
\ representation of such a structure and the 
communication paths is shown in Figure 3.3. He have 
maintained, with such a structure, the advantages stated by 
Parnas, testability and downward communication, and we will 
also be able to gain advantages. 
First, the only interfaces that exist are between 
adjacent levels. Programs in level i may only communicate 
with programs in level i+1 or level i-1. Thus, the only 
interfaces that need be tested are between immediate adjacent 
levels. 
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leve I L 
Figure 3.3. The communication paths in the redefined 
hierarchical structures. 
Seconi, the programs in a level are defined by the 
refinement or abstraction they represent. Thus, they may 
only access a resource whose access is restricted to a given 
level, not shared among several levels. This means that any 
higher level prcgram can only access a resource through the 
programs of the level which owns the resource. This is shown 
in Figura 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. The access path from PI at a level i-1 to 
resource B at level i+1. 
Third, if any feature is to be made available to the 
users, the logical support of this feature can be 
incorporated into the highest level and the system designed 
to support that feature. Thus, the user can use the feature 
directly and the designer can still proceed using the 
functional demands of the outer level. 
Last, we can guarantee a system property by ensuring the 
property is guaranteed by each new level and assuming the 
property will be guaranteed by its supporting level. This 
will ensure that the previously defined levels will guarantee 
the property. 
As a result of this view point, some hierarchical 
systems would have their structure defined differently. 
There would be no communication within a level, for example. 
Any system with such communication paths would have to be 
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restructured with a new level for the used programs. This 
fact, and 4-he resource policy of communication, may be major 
drawbacks to this approach. Such an approach will result in 
the generation of identity programs (programs which perform 
no operations except a single program at the next lower 
level), For example, assume we had a system with the 
original structure and communication paths as shown in Figure 
3.5, If this system were restructured according to our 
definition, the system would then appear as in Figure 3.6 
with the identity programs and . 
Figure 3.5. Original level structure and communication 
paths. 
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Figure 3.6. Restructured system with identity programs. 
This generation of identity programs will increase the 
time spent in level switching. Bernstein and siegel (4) have 
recently addressed this problem, and the protection problem, 
and proposed some simple hardware mechanisms for level 
structured systems. They state that these mechanisms are 
available and can decrease the amount of switching costs. 
We restrict the logical construction of the information 
structures in our system to structures whose graphic 
representation is given by trees. These types of structures 
are used in hierarchical data bases and in seme file systems. 
As the levels in a hierarchical system are developed, 
portions of this logical definition may be supported by lower 
3.3. Information Structures 
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levels through refinements of the information structures. 
The decisions by the designer about which portions of 
the structures are to be refined are not within the scope of 
this work. We only assume the designer is guided by some 
design criteria, and our concern is in the possible increase 
in concurrency. If, at level i, a structure is defined as a 
single object and at level i+1 this object is refined into 
multiple objects, then it may be possible to increase the 
degree of concurrency by allowing concurrent access to the 
separate objects at level i+1. 
We illustrate this process as follows. An information 
object is defined, as in Pascal, as a type but with no 
structure. For example, 
type IS=? 
var BD: IS 
In the next level, this type is refined and its 
structure specified in terms of new types, as in the 
following example. 
type A=? 
type B=? 
t ype IS : record 
F1: A 
F2:set of B 
end 
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The refinement and the type definition may take place at 
each level but must continue until all types are defined in 
terms of known types supported by some machine. In our work, 
we assume the existence of certain primitives and structure 
types which may be used at any level. The primitive types 
are boolean. integer, real, and character. The structure 
types are record, array, and set. We will also assume the 
existence of certain operations on the set structures. These 
operations are 
x:=x+y put y in the set x, 
x:=x-y remover y from the set x, 
empty(x) boolean, true if the set x is empty, and 
y ^  X boolean, true if y is in the set x. 
The value cf y in the set x is accessed by using x.y as 
a reference. 
3.4. The Design Process and an Example 
In this section, we will demonstrate the design process 
with an example. We will not, however, address the problems 
of concurrency until the next chapter. We have chosen for 
this demonstration a modification of an existing model of an 
information system (U1) . For our example, we will assume 
that an organization wishes to automate the maragement of 
personnel records by building a hierarchical information 
system that may be accessed from a number of terminals. The 
6U 
information structures will be collected into two logical 
sets; employee records and department records as shown in 
Figure 3.7, The semantic definitions of the user language 
constructs must be defined over these logical collections in 
the definitional language (see section 2.U), We illustrate 
these definitions by giving two example language constructs 
in Figure 3.8. 
From an implementation standpoint, these examples may 
lack soma of the security and validity checks normally found 
in information systems. These checks only complicate this 
presentation and do not add significantly to this study of 
the design process. 
çr\p~ recs d«pt-recs 
depti 
Figure 3.7, The sets of information items for employees and 
departments. 
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updat 3 (enp, input 1) 
if ispath (emp-recs,emp) 
then 
apply(emp-recs.'emp*,input1) 
else 
undefined 
transfer (emp,dept,input2) 
if ispath (emp-recs.'dept',emp,input2) 
then 
apply(dept-recs.Mept',emp,input2) 
apply(emp-recs,*emp*,dept,input2) 
else 
undefined 
Figure 3.8. The semantic definition of the 'update* and 
•transfer* language constructs. 
Th«» first step for the designer is to specify the 
information structures as collections, or sets, of 
unstructured items of some named type. The argument 
structures are also specified, and some may be unstructured. 
The type and variable declarations for our example are given 
in Figure 3,9. The guestion mark in the type declaration 
indicates that the type is yet to be defined. 
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type 3mp-r9c=? 
type dept-rec=? 
var eap,3epttchar 
var input2:arg2 
type arg1=? 
type arg2=? 
var input1:arg1 
var amp-recs;set of emp-rec. 
var d9pt-recs;set of dept-rec 
Figure 3.9, The original type and variable declarations. 
The operations 'update' and 'transfer* will operate on 
these structures. Let the initial state of the information 
structures be as given in Figure 3,10. Thon Figures 3.11 and 
3.12 give the final state after update and transfer have been 
applied, respectively. 
The graphic representation of these operations (also 
called processes) is shown in Figure 3,13, We adopt the 
notâtional convenience and naming convention of suffixing 
operation names with integers, updatel and transfer 1, for 
example. This is used to distinguish the level in which an 
operation is used and differentiate it from possible 
identical operational names in other levels. The rule for 
naminj is to suffix the operational name op at level i-1 with 
the integer i; thus, op becomes opi. 
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e^p-^ecs <dept-r<cs emp dcpt inputi CnputZ 
Jones Cabot Lab5 Sales 
6: © 
Figure 3.10. The initial state of information and argument 
structures. 
tmp-recs <Lept-recs 
Tones Cabot Labs Sales 
i 
Figure 3.11. Information structures after 'update*. 
e»np-rcc5 dept-rces 
3on«S Cabot labs Sales 
Figure 3.12. Information structures after 'transfer*. 
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start 
@ stop ©stop 
•updatel*(emp,input1) 
'transferl•(emp,dept,input2) 
Figure 3,13, The level 0 process graphs for update and 
Level 0 is interpreted as a machine whose operations 
incluie 'updatel' and 'transferl', and whose machine operands 
have the structure of the logical information structures. 
The machine, as defined at level 0, may be real or virtual. 
If virtual, the decision may be made to realize the machine 
in hardware or the decision may be made to refine the machine 
to increase concurrency (or more closely approach a known 
target machine). We will assume the refinement of the 
operations and the information structures is desired. 
In order to specify the refinement, the designer selects 
some logical portion of the information structure to refine, 
makes tha refinement, and then generates the level 1 
processes to support the operational definitions of level 0. 
Thus, the next step for the designer, in the example, is to 
specify the types to be refined. In this case, the types to 
transfer. 
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be defined are dept-rec, emp-rec, argi, and arg2. In the 
process of refining these structures, new unknown types are 
introduced. The structure refinements and new type 
declarations are given in Figure 3.14. 
The naxt step for the designer is to define the level 1 
processes upon the structure refinements to satisfy the 
semantic definitions given in the higher level, in this case, 
'updatel* and 'transferl*. These processes are given in 
Figures 3.15 and 3.16. An example of the application of 
updatsl is given in Figures 3.18 and 3.19. 
type ara1=record type arg2=record 
spousetchar 9mp-input:vital-arg 
vital-input:vital-arg end 
change-spouse:(yes,no) dept-input:dept-arg 
type dept-rec=record type emp=? 
dep-head;char 
dept-emps:set of emp type admin-rec=? 
admin-data:admin-rec 
end 
type amp-rec=record 
spcuse:char 
child:children 
vital-data;vita1-rec 
end 
type dept-arg=? 
type children:? 
type vital-rec=? 
type child-arg=? 
type vital-arg=? 
Figure 3.14. The type declarations for level 1 
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updatai (x:char,y:arg1) 
'Q) stop 
n.: 
"3= 
"4= 
"5= 
X ijj emp-recs 
write(error) 
update-child 2 (emp-recs. x. children, y .child-input) 
y,change-SFOuse=yes 
updat9-vital2(emp-recs.x,vital-data,y.vital-input) 
emp-recs.X.spouse;=y.spouse 
Figure 3.15. The level 1 procedure 'updatel'. 
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trans fer 1 (x;çlia£,y:çhar,z;arg2) 
n 
2* 
"6-
start 
St 
6t o 
n^: X in emp-rpcs 
write(error) 
n^: y in dept-recs 
nwrite (error) 
4 
n^: dept-recs.'y'.dept-emps:=dapt-recs.y.dept-emps + x 
update-dept2(dept-recs.y.dapt-emps.x,z.dept-input) 
update-vital2(emp-recs.x.vital-data,z.emp-input) 
Figure 3.16. The level 1 procedure 'transferl' 
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update-child2 (x,y) = apply (x,y) 
update-vital2 (X, y) = apply (x, y) 
update-dept2 (x,y) = apply (x,y) 
Figure 3.17, The semantic definitions of the level 1 
operations, 
I 
enip-recs 
"Jones Cabot 
Figure 3,18. The state of the information structures prior 
to updatel (x,y) , 
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emp-re&s 
7oAC3 Cabot 
Figure 3.19. The state of emp-recs after update! (x,y). 
Level 1 is now intepreted as a machine whose operations 
include *update-child2', •update-vital2', and •update-dept2*. 
The machine operand of this level have the types 'emp', 
'admin-rec', 'children', 'vital-rec', 'child-arg*, 
'vital-arg', and 'dept-arg*. Again, this machine may be 
real or virtual. We again assume virtual and that the 
refinement of the operations and operands is desired. 
Again, the designer selects some portion of the 
information structure to refine, makes the refinement, and 
generates the level 2 procedures to support the operational 
definitions of level 1. The types for this level are given 
in Figure 3.20. The level 2 procedures are given in Figures 
3.21 through 3,23. The semantic definitions of the level 2 
operations 'update-child3*, *update-skill3', •update-ed3', 
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and *updatq-dept-emp3' are given in Figure 3.24. 
At this point, we stop the design process. The process 
steps have been illustrated for three levels of the machine, 
namely, operand structure specification, process 
specification, and operation definition. These three steps 
are applied repeatedly until the structures and processes are 
completely supported. 
type children=set of child type vital-rec=record 
type emp=emp-d-rec 
skills: sJcill-rec 
education;ed-rec 
pay-rate;real 
end 
type child-arq=record type vital-arg =record 
skill-data:skill-arg 
ed-data:ed-arg 
pay-change: (yes,no) 
pay-rate: real 
end 
name:char 
change:(yes,no) 
child-data:child-rec 
end 
type dept-arg=emp-d-arg type child=? 
type skill-rec=? type ed-rec=? 
type child-rec=? 
type ed-arg=? 
type 9mp-d-rec=? 
type skill-arg=? 
Figure 3.20. The type declarations for level 2. 
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updatg-child2(xzchildren,y;child-arg) 
stop 
nc 
stop 
n^: y,chanqe=yes 
n^: y.name in x 
n : x=x + y.name 
3 
n : update-child3(X.'y.name',y,child-data) 
4 
n^: update-child](x.'y.name',y.child-data) 
Figure 3,21. The level 1 procedure •update-child2'. 
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upaat9-vital2(x:vital-rec,y:vital-arg) 
ù. 
Stop 
n^: update-skill3(x.skills,y.skill-data) 
ng: apdat2-ea3 (x.education,y.ed-date) 
n^: oav-chanqe=ves 
n^; X.pay-rate=y.pay-rate 
Figurî 3.22. The level 2 procedure 'update-vital2'. 
update-dept2 (x: enip,y:dept-arg) 
n^: updat?-dept-prap3(x,y) 
Figura 3.23. The lev*! 2 procedure •update-dept2'. 
Q start 
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update-childS(x,y) = apply(x,y) 
upaate-skill3(x,y) = apply (x,y) 
update-ea3(x,y) = apply(x,y) 
update-dept-9mp3 (x, y) = apply (x, y) 
Figura 3.24. The level 2 operational definitions. 
3.5, Comments on the Design Process 
3.5.1. Consistency 
In his work on the semantics of relational data base 
system, Rawryszkiewycz (21) studied the correspondence 
between the relational data base model and an abstract 
representation of that model. The operations on the data 
base are defined by semantic procedures whose instructions 
were defined over acyclic graph models of information 
structures. He was interested in being able to prove that 
the definitions were correct, i.e. they defined exactly the 
effect of the data base operations on the data base 
information structures. In order to show correctness, he 
introduced the concept of consistency. We will review his 
definition of consistency and comment on how the designer may 
relate consistency to the design process. 
Let the state of the data base model be given by S and 
let B be a representation, called an abstract representation. 
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of S. Let H be a data base operation over S and let Z be a 
sequence of abstract transformations over B which result from 
the application of the semantic procedure which defines H. 
This can be represented as in Figure 3.25. The upper path 
represents operations in the data base. The application of a 
data base operation H to the data base state S results in the 
data base state S* where 
S'=H (S) 
The lower path represents the transformation of the 
abstract state by a sequence of transformations from the 
semantic procedure corresponding to the data base operation. 
The application of Z to the abstract state P results in the 
abstract state B*. 
E'=Z(B) 
Let ^  be a relation between the data base state and the 
abstract state; that is, is defined over the pair (S,R), 
and let be the converse of The transformation of R 
by Z is said to be consistent with the transformation of S by 
H, if for all initial states of S 
S'=H(S) = ^ -» (ZC^(S))) . 
This condition is illustrated in Figure 3.25. 
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-1 
Data base 
State S' 
Abstract 
state 
Data Base 
State S 
Figure 3.25. Conceptual relationship between data base 
operations and the semantic procedures. 
In our work, we view consistency somewhat differently. 
Let H be a process at level i. H is constructed of 
operations which operate on the information structures. The 
effect of these operations is well defined in the 
definitional language. As a result of refinement and the 
generation of the new level i+1, we divide the information 
structures into two parts, the abstract part and the real 
part. The abstract part of the structures is that portion of 
the structures which is refined and operated on by level i+1 
or lower. The real part is that portion not refined. For 
example, assume that Figure 3.26 gives a logical structure 
used in level i and Figure 3.27 gives a refined structure 
used to support level i, then Figure 3.28 gives the abstract 
and real parts of the level i structures. 
F U 
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CB 
CTS 
CT, CTj. 
t-i) (tz^ 
Figure 3.26. The logical structure accessed by level i, 
CT 
1 
CPS 
CP, CPz 
1^2 > 
0 0 0 
Figure 3.27. The refined structure for the type CT 
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FN 
CB 
real 
part 
CTS 
CB 
CTS 
CTi Oi 0 m • 
abstract 
part 
Figure 3.28, The real and abstract parts of the level i 
structures. 
Let S£ be the abstract part of level i and let Rf+i be 
the information structures of level i+1. Let H be an 
operation in level i defined over S^. As a result of the 
refinement and the specification of level i+1, this operation 
will become a procedure Z in level i+1. Let the 
transformation over by H as defined in the semantic 
definition be defined by 
Sl=H(Si) 
Let the transformation over by the procedure Z be 
defined by 
Gi+l=Z (Bi+l) 
Let be a relation between and and let be 
its converse. Then we say the transformation of by Z is 
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consistent with transformation of by H, if for all Initial 
states of S. 
S^=H(S^) = ^ -i (Z(^(S^))) . 
The difference between these two definitions is that the 
first is applied to the semantic definition of an operation 
and the second is applied to the implementation of an 
operational definition. The first states when a semantic 
definition is consistent with an operation. The second 
states when a procedure is consistent with its definition. 
In the top-down design of a system, the second 
definition appears to have more application than the first. 
The designer may need to determine whether the procedures at 
a new level are consistent with their definition. It appears 
more critical for the designer to be able to guarantee that 
the implementation of the prescribed user language is 
consistent with the original definition. These questions are 
not considered in this work, since they apply to definitions 
of correctness ether than those addressed in this work. 
3.5.2. Language constructs 
It this point, we discuss the types of languages to 
which this process can be applied. We assume that all of the 
operations to be supported by level 0 are to include 
arguments that are involved in the same action. That is, the 
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operations will not support lists of argument. For example, 
some languages have commands like 
copy , (Agi'Bg) t (AgfBg) * 
This command will have the effect of copying the value from A^ 
into 3 , copying the value from A. into and copying the 
1 2 
value from A into BWe interpret such a command as a 
3 3 
macro-type command which, if expanded, would result in the 
sequential application of three different operations, 
speci fically 
copy 
copy (A 2» 
copy (A y B ^  . 
We assume that the types of user language constructs to be 
supported will not be of the macro-type. 
The procedural language used to express the procedures 
at each level will also restrict the application cf this 
design process and the use of the algorithm presented in 
chapter 5, If the language is restricted to a few primitive 
data types (real, integer, array) as in some algebraic 
languages, then the amount of structure refinement is 
severely limited. Also, the use of program branches can 
reduce the level of potential concurrency and complicate the 
development of the level programs. 
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4. CORRECTNESS 
4.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we presented a top-down design 
methodology which produced a concurrent environment. In this 
chapter, we consider issues of correctness within such an 
environment. Specifically, we are concerned with mutual 
exclusion and information integrity, deadlock, and 
determinacy (within an individual process). Our intent is to 
take some existing ideas about solutions to these problems 
and extend them to apply to the design methodology. Osing 
these extensions, we will present an algorithm in chapter 5, 
which if used as the system is designed, will increase the 
degree of potential concurrency while maintaining the 
specified correctness. The algorithm, if automated, relieves 
the designer of the analysis associated with these two tasks. 
This algorithm may also be applied to existing hierarchical 
systems which have the properties described in chapter 3. 
In our work, we will only consider information 
structures which are accessed as logical resources. In a 
multiuser environment which shares these types of resources, 
uncontrolled access can result in chaos. We will discuss 
some specific problems in sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 and 
comment on some limitations to solutions in section 4.6. 
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\s each problem is considered, with its associated 
conditions for correctness, we will relate it to hierarchical 
control structures, and information structures modeled as 
trees. 
U.2. Notation 
In this section, we introduce the notation and some 
definitions used to discuss the problems of concurrency. The 
notation will be similar to our representations of processes 
and information structures. It is motivated by what appears 
to be the most important applications to our problems. 
4.2.1, Process graphs 
When considering the properties of correctness, we will 
discuss th«^ action and event sequences generated by the 
process graphs used to define the level processes. 
We will also assume that each level may be analyzed as a 
set of independent processes and that a sufficient number of 
copies of each process is available to satisfy all users. 
when considering the interface between two levels, we 
interpret the nodes of the higher level processes differently 
than we interpret the nodes of the lower level processes. 
The nodes of the higher level are interpreted as operations. 
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only when they do not use a low level process. If a token 
enters a node which represents the use of a low level 
process, it is interpreted as the initiation of the low level 
process. We represent this initiation by placing a token in 
the start node of a copy of that process. When a token 
enters a step node of a low level process, it is interpreted 
as the termination of the process. We represent this 
interaction by a set of the event sequences for both 
processes. For example, if we had the high level and low 
level processes as in Figure U,1, then we could have the 
event sequences 
for H ani 
for L, 
G = 1 
6 
ng : L (ng uses I) 
Figure 4,1. An example high level process H which uses the 
low level process L, 
fîiven the processes in Figure 4,1, we say that n^ is a 
predecessor of rg and that ii2 is a successor of n^. We say 
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that the nodes on the separate paths emanating from a decider 
are alternatives» In Figure 4.1, n^ is an alternative to n^, 
4.2.2. Information structures 
When discussing the effect of the processes on the state 
variables (the information structures), we may use an 
al+ernate representation to the graphs, the list form. We 
represent a value node and its list form in Figure 4.2. If a 
value node has not been assigned a value, then its state is 
represented as in Figure 4.3. The list form of a labelled 
arc and value node is given in Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.2. A value node and its list form representation. 
112) 
0 
Figura 4.3. A valueless value node and its list form. 
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A 
A (F) 
Figure 4.U. A labelled arc and value node with list form. 
Me represent a branch node by giving the emanating 
labelled arcs and the list form of the component nodes as in 
Figura 4.5. A branch node with no arcs emanating from it is 
represented in Figure 4,6. Figure U.7 gives an example of a 
tree structure and its list form. It is noted that the order 
in which the arcs are specified is not important. Another 
list form for Figure 4.7 is 
<A<C<E<G(2) ,F 0 >,D<-»,B (1) ». 
<A(1) ,B(2) > 
Figure 4.5. A branch node and list form. 
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A 
i 
A<-> 
Figure U.6. A labelled arc and empty branch node. 
A 
6 C 
D E 
1 
F G 
<A<B (1) ,C<D<->,E<G(2) ,P() »» 
Figura 4,7, An example structure and a list form. 
As indicated in chapter 3, when one level is being 
specified some cf the types may be unstructured. An example 
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of unstructured types and their list form is shewn if Figure 
U.S. The states of these types, t^ and t2» are called 
symbolic states. 
CS 
<A<B(1) ,CS<C1 (t^),C2(t2)»> 
Figure U.8. An information structure with nodes of 
unstructured types. 
These symbolic states may be manipulated as other 
states. For example, if A.CS.CI in Figure 4.8 was assigned 
the state of A.CS.C2, then the new state would be given by 
<A<B{1) ,CS<C1 (tg) ,C2 (t^) »>. 
Thm application of operations to unstructured nodes is 
indicate] by superscripts. The superscript value of t. is 
assumed to be t? and with every application of an operation 
which could modify the unstructured node, we increment the 
superscript. For example, if A.CS.CI in Figure U.8 is 
modified by some operation, then the state would be given by 
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1 0 
<A<B(1),CS<C1(ti ),C2(t2)>>>. 
The state of a path name, if it terminates within the 
structure, will be the state of the node to which the path 
name refers. Thus, in Figure 4,8, the state of A.B is (1) 
and the state of A.CS is <C1 (t^ ) ,C2 (t^ ) >. The state of a 
path nam? which does not exist in the structure is »; this 
would be the state of the path name A.C in Figure 4.8. The 
state of a path name which extends beyond the structure into 
an unstructured node is given a unigue symbolic state and is 
manipulated as mentioned above. Thus, in Figure 4,8 
A,CS,C1,E,F may be assigned the state t^. 
4.2.3 Communicating processes 
One of the complicating factors in our work is that the 
processes of any two adjacent levels can communicate. When a 
process us4s a process at the next lower level, it 
relinquishes control while the lower level process executes. 
As a consequence, if a level has been shown to exhibit a 
property of correctness when its actions are analyzed as 
operations, this property may not be guaranteed when those 
actions ar^ supported by lower level processes. 
Another analytic problem is that if we analyze the lower 
level as a system independent from the higher, then we can 
only analyze the lower level in terms of the variables named 
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in those processes. A system of processes at a low level may 
possess a property with respect to its local names, but may 
not possess that property as a result of the states assigned 
to their formal parameters by the user processes. 
For the above reasons, we introduce the following 
notation which can be used when discussing the interaction 
between two levels. 
Let HS be the information structures as defined at a 
high level. As noted in chapter 3, these structures are 
partitioned intc two parts, the real part which is modified 
by tha high level processes and the abstract part which is 
modified by using a low level process. Let HS^ be the real 
part and HS2 be the abstract part. For example, let the high 
level structures be represented by 
HS = <A<FH (N) ,CTS<B (tj^) ,C(t2) »>. 
Then, the real and abstract parts would be represented as 
<A<FN(N)» 
and 
HS2= <A<CTS<B(tj^) ,C(t2) »>. 
When a low level process is used, portions of the 
abstract part are passed as arguments from the higher level. 
As a result of the typing at the low level, a structure may 
be imposed on seme unstructured nodes, (this corresponds the 
relation ^  mentioned in section 3.5.1). This imposed 
structure may result in the introduction of state variables. 
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He let LS represent the information as structured in the 
lower level. For example, if A.CTS.B is passed as an 
argument to the low level, then it could be represented, 
depending on the structuring, as 
LS = <A<CTS<B<TY (1), E (t3) ,F (4) »>, 
As a result of renaming in a low level process, this 
structure may be operated on as if it had the structure 
<x<TY (1) .Eftg) ,F (%)>>>. 
In the above example, we would represent this mapping by 
;^(<A<CTS<B»>)= ( < X<TY,E,F») . 
The state s(<x<TY,E,F>>), in this case, is given by 
{(1)» (^3) # (4) ) . The converse of this relation is given by 
yi-i (<x<TY,E,F») = (<A<CTS<B»>) . 
We also define the relation over the states. That is, 
if 
^(x) = <x^, ... »Xj^>, 
then 
^ ( S  ( X ) )  =  < S ( X ^ ) ,  . . .  , S ( X j ç ) > .  
U.3. Determinacy 
U.3.1, Formal definition of determinacy 
In this section, we extend the definitions and the 
approach to determinacy presented by Bernstein (3) to our 
9U 
design methodology. We will present the definitions as they 
apply to tree structured operands and hierarchical control 
structures. 
Let the logical information system on which the 
processes of a level operate be represented by the set of 
path names 
P = {Pi » • • • » Pro) 
where each path name can have the states as described in the 
previous section. As the processes of a level execute, these 
states may change. Let 
E = e^ej ... e2jj 
be an event sequence of a process at a level where 
S = Sq s J . . . Sjjj 
is the corresponding state sequence for the path names. If 
(k) is the state of a path name immediately following 
the event ej^, then sj^ is defined as 
5%= lPi(k),P2(k), ... ,P^ (k)) . 
Associated with each action are two subsets of P called 
the domain D and the range P of the action. The range of an 
action is that subset of P which the action modifies and the 
domain is that subset which it reads. These sets may 
intersect. 
For example, assume we have the process graph as given 
in Figure U.9. Then, the ranges and domains for L^ and L2 
are 
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Di= (A.C), Ri= (à.B), 
02= (A.F), ^ 2' (A'E). 
1^: assign (A. B,val (A.C) ) 
Z.2' assign (A. E, val (A.F)) 
Figure 4.9. A level process with two actions. 
Let the initial state of the structure be given by 
<A<B(1) ,C(2),E(3) ,F(4)>>. 
Then the initial state is given by 
Sq= So(<A<B,C,E,F») 
= ((1)/ (2), (3), (4)). 
If these two actions in Figure U.9 execute concurrently, 
then two possible event sequences are given by and Eg 
where 
El = 
and 
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The corresponding state sequences are given by 
Si=(((1),(2) ,(3),(*)),( (2), (2),(3),(4)), 
((2), (2), (3),(*)),( (2),(2), (*),(*))) 
for and 
S2=(((1) , (2) ,(3) , (4)),((1) , (2), (3) ,(*)), 
( n) , (2) , (4) ,(%)),( (2) , (2) , (4) ,(%))) 
for Eg. 
Given the event sequences, the domains, and the ranges 
of the actions of the system, we define the value sequence of 
a path name. Let 
*^^i'®0®l *•* 
be th3 state of the value sequence for the path name after 
the event ^ , then we define the value sequence of the path 
name by 
V(P^,9Q) = (0) initial state of P. 
' ( ^ ^ ) 
(V(P^,eo ... 9^-1 ) (k) ) if e|c=âj and Pj in Rj 
l.V(Pj^,eQ ... e^ otherwise. 
If the event sequence is given by 
E — e e  . . . e  ,  
0 1 k 
then 
V(P ,e p ... e ) 
i 0 1 k 
will have one entry for each action that has P, in its range 
and those entries will be the state assigned to P^ by the 
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action. The value sequence for A.B from above is given by 
V(A.B,eQ) = (1) 
V(A.B,eoei) = V (A.B,eg) = (1) 
V(A.B,eQe2e2) ~ V(A.B,eQe2) ~ (^) 
V ( A. B ,eQe2®2®3) ~ V (A. B,eQej|^e2) = (1) 
V(A. B,eQe^e2e2e^) = (V (A.B»^Qej^e2e2) »S^ (A. B) ) = (1,2). 
ae may also represent the value sequence by specifying 
it in terms of the event sequence; for example, 
V(A.B,Ej^) = (1,2). 
The value sequences for the path names in Figure 4.9 as 
a result of E are given by 
V(A.B,Ej^) = (1,2), 
V(A.C,E^) = (2) , 
V(A.E,E^) = (3,4), 
V(A.F,E^) = (4) . 
When a system of processes is executed concurrently, 
there exists a set E of all valid event sequences that can be 
generated. In this work, any member of the set E is also 
called a realization. The event sequences E^ and are 
realizations fcr the process in Figure 4.9, while the 
sequence ^^^2^2-1 not. Deterninacy is defined in terms of 
the realizations and value sequences. 
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Determinate: 
A system of processes P is determinate, if for any given 
initial state Sq , V (P^ ,E) =V (P^,E') 1<i<m and for all 
realizations E and E'. 
Functionality of a system is defined in terms of the 
realizations and the final states. Let F(Pj^,E) be the final 
state of P^ when E completes. 
Functional: 
A  system of processes P  is functional, if for any given 
initial state Sq, F(P ,^E) = F(P ,^E») 1<i<a and for all 
realizations E  and E * .  
Let P and E* be path names of the form 
P  =  U ^ . U g  . . .  u ^ ,  
and 
P' = V ..v_ ... v^. 1 2 m 
Me say that P contains P', if n<m and Vj^= u^(i<n). For 
example, if P = A and P* = A.B, then we say P contains P*. 
Let X and Y be two sets of path names, then define 
XIY = {x^ in X I x^ contains y^ fcr some y^ in Y) , 
and 
YIX = (y j in Y I Yj contains x^ fcr some x^^ in X}. 
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Path Intersection: 
The path intersection of the sets of path names X and Y 
is represented ty X~Y and defined by the set union of X|Y and 
Y|X, that is, 
X'vY = (X|Y)u(Y|X) 
For example, let X and Y be defined by 
X= {A.C,B,C} 
Y=(A,B.W,C) 
then 
X|Y = {B,C} 
Y|X = {A,C} 
and 
X~Y = {a,B,C). 
Using these definitions, we now modify Bernstein's (3) 
definition of noninterference. 
Hon in ter ference; 
Process and H2 are noninterfering if either 
1) is a successor, predecessor, or alternative of 
H2, or 
2) B2'>'B2 = Bi~D2=B2'^D2=<>. 
That is, potentially concurrent processes may only share 
elements in their domains and be noninterfering. 
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with this definition of noninterference, we have 
Bernstein's theorem on determinacy. 
Theorem 4.1: 
A system of processes consisting of mutually 
nonin terfer ing processes is determinate. 
A level is determinate (functional), if all the 
processes of that level are determinate (functional). 
4.3.2. Determinacy and communicating levels 
In this section, we investigate determinacy as applied 
to communicating processes between two levels. We consider a 
high level which is analyzed to be determinate when its 
actions are interpreted as operations and then consider the 
possible results when the actions are interpreted as uses of 
low level processes. 
Let a determinate high level have the spt of processes 
H = {H2^,H2, ... » » 
and the low level have the set of processes 
L = {L2^,L2, ... ,L^}« 
Let be defined as in Figure U.10, and let the structure 
have the state 
<k<B{t^) ,C(t2),D(t3) ,E(t^)». 
The ranges and domains of the actions of H^are given by 
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= (A.B}, R2^-{A»C}» 
D2 — (A«E}f R2 — {A• D} • 
H, 
Î 
I 
: assign(A.C,val(A.B)) 
I2 : assign(A.D,val(A.E)) 
Figure 4.10. The high level process 
The value seguences, for any realization E, will be 
V(A.B,E) = (ti), 
V(A.C,E) = ((tglfCti)), 
V(A.D,E) = ((t3),(t4)), 
V(A.E,E) = ((t^)). 
L®t use and let the mapping of the structures be 
given by 
^ (<A<B»,<A<C>>) = (<X1>,<X2>) 
and tho state be given by 
;^(Sq (<A<B»,<A<C») ) = SQ {<X1>,<X2>) 
= (%F(1)>,<G(2)>) 
That is. 
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3((ti) , (tg)) = :&(9w(<A<B>>,<A<C>>)) 
= SQ(<X1>,<X2>) 
= (<F(1)>,<G(2) >) 
and 
V(3(A.B),E) = V(X1,E) 
= (<F(1)>) 
V(5(A.C),E) = V(X2,E) 
= (<G(2)>,<F(1)>) 
Given to be defined as in Figure %.11, then it is 
possible for to generate th^» following event sequences E^ 
and E2 where 
"1~ "0-0 "1-1 "2-2"3-3"4-4 "5-5 "6-6 "2-2 "3-3 "4-4 "7-7 "8-8 "9-9 » 
and 
^2~ "0-0"l-l"2"2"7-7"3"8-3"8"4"9-4-9"5"l0-5-10"6"ll-6-ll"2 
^7lÎ2iÎ7"3"8—3—8"4"9—4—9 * 
The value sequences for E^^ are 
V(-XA.B),Ei) = V(x1,E^) 
= (<F(1)>) 
V(:WA.C),Ei) = V (x2,E^) 
= (<G(2) >,<->,<F (1) >) 
and for E2 are 
V (3(A. BlfEg) = V (xlfEg) 
= (<F(1)>) 
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^ C) , E^) — V (]c2 r E. ) 
- IKS (2) >,<->,<F()>) , (<p ()>,<F()>), 
(<P(1),F(| >), (<F(1)>,<F (!)>)). 
"o = 
"2 = 
"3 = 
"4 = 
"5= 
erase (xl) 
x: =0 
getnext (x2,x,y) 
x: =y 
y=0? 
putlist (x1,»y«) 
ig; assign (x1.'y',val(x2.'y')) 
n^: getnext (x2,x,z) 
Hg: x:=z 
'9* z=0? 
n^Q: putlist (x1,z) 
"ll: assign (x1.'z',val(x2.'z')) 
Figura 4,11, Th9 low level process L^. 
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In the first case, the value of ^ (A.B) was copied into 
.C) . In the second a different value was written into 
yi(A.C) . This is an example of a low level process that 
terminates with indeterminate results. 
An analysis of shows it tc be constructed of 
processes which do not satisfy the noninterference condition. 
In order to maintain the determinacy of a high level 
process, we must guarantee that the value sequences of the 
high levai process are equal to those generated when the low 
level processes are used. It follows directly that we must 
te able to guarantee consistent low level processes if the 
high lev4l is to be determinate. Assume H is a high level 
process which is analyzed to be determinate when its nodes 
are interpreted as operations. Let n be any node in H with 
Y = (R,D) and Y* = (P',D*) as the range and domain when n and 
n occur, respectively. Let n use the functional low level 
process L and let ther^ exist at least one realization E of L 
such that for all x in RvD 
3;(s' (X)) = F(s(x) ,E) 
where s (x) and s*(x) are the states of x in Y and Y ', 
respectively. If this is true for all nodes in H, then H is 
-let erminate. 
The importance of this fact to the designer is that if a 
high level process is analyzed to be determinate when its 
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nodes ar® interpreted as operations, then this property is 
guaranteed if the processes it uses are functional. 
Since determinacy implies fuctionality, then the 
processes of a high level in a hierarchical structure are 
determinate if supported by lower levels which are 
ieterminat*. 
U,4, Mutual Exclusion and Integrity 
4.4,1. Independent processes 
In the last section, noninterference was introduced as 
means of defining the sufficient conditions for determinacy 
within a computation. In this section, we consider the 
application of the noninterference condition to the processes 
of a given level and the immediate lower level, 
An example of interfering processes at the same level is 
given in Figure U.12, Let the initial state of the structure 
is giv^n by 
<A<E(1) ,C(2) »,<D<E (3) ,F (4) >>,<G<H (5) ,I {6)>>. 
The final state, with the action sequence ^102^3^4' wculd be 
<A<B(5) ,C(6) »,<D<E(3) ,F(a) »,<G<H(5) ,I(6)>>. 
With th^ action sequence n^n^n^ng, however, the final state 
would be 
<A<B(3) ,C(4) »,<D<E (3) ,F (4) »,<G<H (5) ,I (6)>>. 
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Either of these two final states, as we will see later, 
will be considered correct. If, however, the action sequence 
was n^n^ n^n^ , then the final state would be given by 
<A<B(5) ,C(4) »,<D<E(3) ,F(4) »,<G<H(5) ,I (6)>>. 
This final state will not be accepted. The motivating reason 
is that th9 operations of the two processes were intermixed 
and both had common variables in their ranges. In order for 
these processes to execute and guarantee one of the two 
acceptable states, there must be some method to guarantee the 
mutual exclusion of these processes. That is, when one is 
operating on a variable the ether can not gain access to that 
variable. 
n^: assign(A.B,val(D.E)) : assign(A.B,val(G.H)) 
^2' assign(A.C,val(D.F)) n^: assign(A.C,val(G.I)) 
Figure 4.12. A set of interfering processes. 
Sections of processes to be executed mutually 
exclusively are called critical regions (29,9,1%). In this 
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work, WA shall assume that mutual exclusion must be 
implemented by the processes themselves, using globally 
available conrol mechanisms. We will discuss this topic in 
section 
There are times when processes may have overlapping 
ranges and mutual exclusion reed not be guaranteed. For 
example, consider Figure 4.13. The domains and ranges of 
these processes are 
D^= (A), R^={A.C}, 
D = [A.B], H ={A.B}. 
2 ^ 
H, 
: ispath(fl)? ispath (A.B) ? 
ng : aldpath(A.C) : assign (A.B,'1') 
Figure 4.13. An example of interfering processes. 
From the definition of containment, we say that A 
contains A.B, thus we would say that these two processes do 
not satisfy the noninterference condition. We will see, 
however, these two processes do guarantee a property called 
information integrity. We will consider this property in 
section 4.4.4, but it is motivated by the desire to allow 
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processes to share a data item if that sharing will not cause 
unreliable results for either of the two processes. A 
classic example of this type of sharing is the problem of 
concurrent readers and exclusive writers (11). Informallly, 
the problem is control access to shared item in such a manner 
as to allow reading processes concurrent access. If, 
however, some process wishes to write the item, it must be 
given exclusive access. 
We solve these, and other problems, by assuming the 
existence of a globally accessible collection of data and 
procedures known as a monitor (6,22). It presents a method 
of controlling access to shared information structures and 
preserving certain properties of correctness. We address the 
topic of monitors in the section 4.4.2 and chapter 7. 
y.W.2. Monitors 
The concept of a monitor was introduced by Erinch Hansen 
(5,6) and developed by Hoare (22) as a method of structuring 
operating systems. The monitors were designed primarily to 
control the allocation of a class of shared resources (main 
store, backing store, consoles, etc.). A monitor consists of 
local data structures and a set of processes used by ether 
processes wishing to acquire and release access capabilities 
to resources. 
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The processes of a monitor are similar to other 
processes, in the sense that any process may attempt to use a 
monitor. It is, however, imperative that only one process at 
a time actually succeeds in entering a monitor, and any later 
uses must be held up until the previous use has been 
completed. Otherwise, if two processes were serviced 
simultaneously, the effects on the local information of the 
monitor may be erroneous. The processes local to a monitor 
should not access any information structures other than those 
local to the monitor and the structures local to the monitor 
should be inaccessible to any process outside of the monitor. 
With these restrictions, it is possible to guarantee certain 
properties about the operating system. 
There will be times that it will be necessary for a 
monitor to delay a process requesting a resource until some 
other process returns the required resource. For this 
reason, operations are will be used which control the entry 
to the monitor by other processes. These operations are 
traditionally called the P and V operations. These 
operations are defined over unique variable types called 
semaphores and on which no other operations may be performed 
(17,8,6) . 
The effect of the P and V operations can be described in 
terms of the values of the special variables and a set of 
waiting processes. Let S be a semaphore and Q a set of 
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waiting processes associated with the semaphore, then the 
effect of the operations can be defined for the process x by 
P(S): S<-S-1 
if S<0 then put x in Q 
V(S): S<-S+1 
if S<0 then get some y from Q 
restart y. 
An example of a monitor and the use of the semaphores is 
given in Figure 4.14. 
begin count : integer; 
semi.sem2:semaphore ; 
"initially sem1=1,sem2=0,and count=0" 
procedure request 
begin 
P (semi) 
count=count+1 
if count>1 then V(sem1) 
end 
P(sem2) 
else V (semi) 
procedure release 
begin 
P (semi) 
count=count-1 
if count>0 then V (sem2) 
V (sem 1) 
end 
end 
Figure 4.14, An example monitor. 
We will depart from the 
allow multiple copies of the 
onp copy of the semaphores. 
definition of a monitor and 
processes of a monitor but only 
This will allow many processes 
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to be using monitor at the same time which can increase the 
degree of potential concurrency. 
Ve will also consider the processes of a monitor to be 
developed top-down in the same manner the system was 
developed. This will mean that the monitor processes may be 
distributed throughout the hierarchical structure. 
Ve can represent the use of the monitor by including it 
in process graphs using the request and release nodes. For 
example, in Figure 4.15, a process is shown which uses a 
monitor. The action sequences this process can generate are 
"1 ^1 °2 ^1 
or 
®1 ^1 ^2 ^2 
We will use A to represent the request for the access 
capabilities to an information structure and F for returning 
the capabilities. When we consider event sequences, we will 
associate two events with &, symbolized by A and A, 
corresponding to the request and the granting of the access 
capability. Ve associated only one event with returning the 
capabilities symbolized by F. Thus, an event sequence for 
the process is Figure 4.15 is given by 
° 1-1 *1-1^2-32 ^l°3-3 • 
As we will see later, we will need a monitor which can 
control the access capabilities to multiple information 
structures. It will be assumed until chapter 7 that such 
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monitors exist 
u.4.3. Mutual exclusion 
In Figure 4.16, there are two interfering processes. 
Both these processes access A.C and, hence, have a critical 
region with respect to A.C. The following algorithm 
determines the subgraphs which define the critical regions. 
Figure 4.15. An example of a process using a monitor. 
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O 
: val (A. C) =2? 
: assign (A, B, ' 1') 
n^: assign (A, C, *3 •) 
n^ : assign (A. D, val (A .C) ) 
Hg : assign (A. E, val (A .C) ) 
Figura 4.16. Two interfering processes at the same level. 
Algorithm 1 ; 
Let H= {H,, ... } be a set of process graphs which 
1 m 
share of ... Define the subgraphs 
H'(x^) = {(X^) , ... fHj{,(X£)} of H by the following 
algorithm. 
1) If there exists any initial, or terminal, node n^ of 
1) j=1 
2) 141 Ht(x^)=Hj. 
node n^ and all emanating, or entering, arcs. 
'4) Continue 3 until no more nodes can be removed 
5) j=j+1 
6) Continue 2 through 5 until j>m 
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The final graph (x^) will be the smallest subgraph of 
arcs. 
Critical Regions; 
The graph B»(X£) is called the critical region of H with 
respect to x^. For example, given the process graph H in 
Figure 4.17, H'(x) and H'(y) are given in Figure 4,18 and 
4.19. 
Hj containing all the nodes accessing x^ and their connecting 
H 
D^ = ( x ) ,  Ri=( ) ; D2=( ), R2=(y)î £>3= (Y)» R3=(x): 
(X) , a*=(z); D5={z), Bg=( ) 
Figure 4.17. A process graph 
Figure 4.18. The critical region H'(x) 
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Figura 4.19. The critical region H'(y). 
We represent the action sequences generated in a 
critical region H* (x) by the set G* (x) . For the critical 
region in Figure 4.18, 
G*(x) = (n^ngn^fn^ng). 
Let the C(x) be a symbolic sequence which can represent 
any member of G*(x). This sequence C(x) is called the 
characteristic critical sequence. The nodes in a critical 
region are called critical nodes. The initial and terminal 
nodes of a critical region are referred to as the initial 
critical nodes and the terminal critical nodes, respectively. 
In Figure 4.18, n^ is an initial critical node and n^ and n^ 
are terminal critical nodes. In Figure 4.19, n2 and n^ are 
initial and terminal critical nodes, 
Wf» will use the characteristic critical sequence to 
represent any action sequence generated by a critical region. 
Thus, given the action sequence n^n^n^ for Figure 4.17, 
C(x) ig represents the action sequence with respect to the 
critical region of x and n^C (y) n^ represents the action 
sequence with respect to the critical region of y. 
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MP will also represent all possible action sequences 
with respect to a given critical region by a (x)c (x) b (x) . 
This is called the characteristic action sequence of the 
process with respect to the critical region H(x). Any 
sequence of actions of a process executed prior to the 
critical region of that process is represented by a(x), while 
b(x) represents any sequence of actions following the 
execution of the critical region. In this sequence, any of 
the three subsequences a(x), C(x), or b(x) may be the null 
sequence. The characteristic action sequence for x in Figure 
4.17 is given by 
a(x)C(x)b(x) = {C (X) n5,C (X) } . 
We represent the realization of a process by 
representing the characteristic action sequences in the event 
form 
â{x)a(x)C(x)Ç(x)b(x)b(x) . 
Let D(H'(x)) and R(H'(x)) be the union of the domains 
and the anion of the ranges of the nodes in the critical 
region H'(x), In Figure U,17, we have 
D(H« (X) ) = {x,y}, 
R (H' (x) ) =(x,y,z}, 
D(H' (y)) ={y}, 
R(H' (y) ) ={x,y}. 
Assume S q(x)  =  ( U) prior to the execution of the processes 
in Figure 4.20. If the processes were realized by the action 
seguence then the value U would be written and the 
final state of x would be (1). If the processes were realized 
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by the action sequence n3n^n2» then the value 5 would be 
written and the final state of x would be 0. If, however, 
the sequence n^n^n^were executed, then 4 would be written 
and the final value of would be 0. Some information was lost 
as a result of interference between the two processes. In 
order to avoid such interference, the concept of mutual 
exclusion was introduced (17,8,10). 
write(val (X)) 
n2: assign (x,*0*) 
ng: assign(x,val(X)+1) 
Figure 4.20. A set of interfering processes. 
Mutual Exclusion: 
Let H» (Xj^) ={(Hi(Xi) » be the critical 
regions of H={H^, ... ,with respect to x^ of 
X={Xj^, ... Let the characteristic action sequence of 
for x^ be given by a^(x^) (x^) b^ (x^) . If for every 
concurrent realization of and H and any initial state 
r s 
Sq(x^) of x^, either 
M, 
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1) precedes C, (x^) , or 
2) Cg (x^) precedes ^  (x^) . 
then, we say that and Hg are mutually exclusive with 
respect to x^. If and Hg are mutually exclusive with 
respect to all x^ of X, then we say that and Hg mutually 
exclusive with respect to X. 
Consider the following monitor, designed to ensure 
mutual exclusion of any x^ of X, 
Monitor 1: 
Let E=e^e2 ... e^ be any concurrent realization of the 
processes in H={H^, ... ,H^) which share the set of path 
names X=fx^, ... ,x^]. Define the following sets and events. 
B(x^) processes which have access capability to x^ 
W(x^) processes waiting on access capability to x^ 
K(e^) the to which access capability is granted 
when occurs 
A(H(x^)) the request for access capability to x^ by H 
A(H(x^)) the granting of access capability to x^ to H 
F { H ( x ^ ) )  t h e  r e t u r n  o f  t h e  a c c e s s  c a p a b i l i t y  t o  x b y  H  
It is assumed that if e^=F(H(x^)), then there exists 
some e,=A{H(x.)) where k<j. We require the monitor to have 
the following properties. Initially, let K(e^)=* and 
B (x^) =W (X J =4> for all x^ in X. 
1) If 9^= A(H(x^)) and X£^'K(e^)=t 
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then 
K (®-j+2 ) -K (Qj+i ) =K (©j )vXi 
B(Xi)=H 
2) Tf ej = A(H(x£)) and X£~K(e^)#^ 
then 
W(Xi)=W(Xi)uH 
K (Sj+i) =K(e^) 
3) If ej=F(H(Xi)) 
then 
B (X^) =• 
if some H' in W(X£) 
then 
W(Xi)=W(X^)-H' 
E (X^) =H« 
Sy+1=A(H' (X^)) 
K(e-j+i)=K(e^) 
else 
K(e^+i=K(e^)-X^ 
4) If e^ any other event 
then 
K(e.^^)=K(e.) 
An example of the use of this monitor is given in Figure 
4,21. A possible concurrent realization for these two 
processes is given by 
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A(Hi(x)) A(Hi(x)) A(H2(*)) ni ni F (x) ) 
KH^Cx)) ïï^ FCH^Cx)) 
H i H, 
n^: write (X) 
02% assign (x,0) 
n^: assign (X,val (x)+1) 
Ai: 
A2: 
Fl: 
fz. 
request (x) 
request(x) 
release (x) 
release(x) 
Figure 4.21. Two processes using Monitor 1. 
Proposition 4.2: 
Let ... be a set of processes such that the 
characteristic action sequence of is such that Ay (x^) 
precedes C^(x^) which precedes F^ (x^^) . If every 
characteristic action sequence for x^ of X={X2, ... fX^} and 
all of H is of this form, then the processes 
... ,H^} are mutually exclusive with respect to x^. 
Proof : 
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Assura'? there exists some concurrent realization E of H 
such that H is not mutually exclusive with respect to x^. 
Then for some and (x^) precedes C^(x^) which 
precedes C (x.). Thus, e.=A (x.) and e. =A (x. ) precede 
JL i i JL J & i 
Cg(x^). Then e^_^]^=A^(x^) and « ^®k+l^ ^ *i * & 
result, Ag (X) can not occur until after (x^^) which 
oreceies C (x.)• Thus, C <x.) precedes C (x.) and no such S I —r 1 S I 
sequence E exists and H is mutually exclusive with respect to 
x. . 1 
This proposition just says that if the critical regions 
H'(x. ) = ((H'(x. ), ... ,H'(x. )} of ... ,H } with respect 
i l l m i 1 m 
to x^ of X={x^, ... ,x^) are entered after a request use of 
monitor 1 and a release use occurs after exiting the critical 
section, then mutual exclusion is guaranteed. 
This approach works as long as we do not try to acquire 
access capabilities to more than one structure. Consider 
Figure 4.22. A possible partial concurrent realization of 
these two processes could be 
Â^{H^(x) )A^(H^(x) KÂgtHgfyKIAsfHgty) ) Â 4 (H 3 (x) ) Â 2( H 3^ (y) ) ... 
In this case, tho processes have reached a state known 
as deadlock. Neither can continue until the other has 
released it access capability, which neither is able to do. 
For this reason, we will need another monitor which will 
allow requests for multiple structures. We also need to 
consider the combined critical regions of a process. 
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»r request (X) ^3- request (y) 
"2= request(y) 
^4' 
request (x) 
release (x) 
^3: release (y) 
^2= release (y) ^4: release (X) 
"1= "access x and j" *2: "access x 
Figura 4.22. Processes accessing two shared structures which 
use Monitor 1. 
Algorithm 2; 
LPt ... be a set of process graphs which 
represent the set of processes which share the information 
structures X={x^, ... Define the subgraphs 
. . .  , o f  H  b y  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a l g o r i t h m .  
1 )  j = 1 r  
2 )  
3) If there exists any initial, or terminal, node n^ of 
H! such that if X"^R(n^yJD(n^))=*, then remove 
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node n^ and all emanating, or entering, arcs, 
U) Continue 3 until no more nodes can be removed from 
] 
5) i=i+i, 
6) Continue 2 through 5 until j>m. 
Th«= ... ,H'} are the critical regions of 
1 m 
H={H , ... ,H } with respect to X={x , ... ,x }. 
1 m In
Thn critical regions for H={H ,H } with 
12 1 2 
respect to X={y,z} in Figure 4.23 are given in Figure 4.24. 
For H^, let a^. (X) C^ (X) (X) be the characteristic action 
seguence with respect to X= {x^^, ... ,x^}. For and X in 
Figure 4.23, a2(X)=n2, C^^ (X) =n2n3 or n^n^, and b]^(X)=ng. All 
The final graph H^(X) will be the smallest subgraph of 
containing the nodes accessing X and their connecting arcs. 
Compa tible: 
Let ... ,H'} be the critical regions for 
1 m 
H = {H , ... ,H } with resoect to X={x , ... ,x }. Let E(H') 
1 m In r 
and D (H^) be the union of the ranges and the union of domains 
of th ? nodes from H' of H . Let Y* =R (H')uD(H*) and let 
r r r r r 
characteristic action seguence of 
with respect to Y^. We then define and of H to be 
compatible with respect to X, if for all concurrent 
realizations E of and either 
1) Y^'vY^ = t, or 
2) Cp(Y^) precedes Cg (Y^) , or 
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3) Cg(Y'g) precedes Cj.(Yy . 
Thus, in Figure 4.23, and would be compatible if 
in every realization n^ or n^ precedes n^ or n^ precedes n^. 
Let H'(X) = (X) , ... ,H^{X)} be subgraphs of 
... »H^}. If for every concurrent realization of 
and HgOf H, the terminal nodes of precede the initial 
nodes of H* or the terminal nodas of H* precede the initial 
s s 
nodes of H*, we say that H* and H* are disiointlv realized. 
n. 0^ 
D ^ = (  ) ,  H j ^  =  ( a ) ;  D ^  =  ( y ) ,  =  (  ) ;  D ^  =  ( z ) ,  B ^  =  ( y ) ;  
= (y )  f  (b) ; Dg = (z), Pg = (y); = (c) , = ( ) 
Figure 4.23. Two processes accessing two shared structures, 
H/ • nr 
Figure 4.24. The critical regions of the processes in 
Figure 4.23 
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Proposition 4.3; 
Let = ... ,H»} be the critical regions of the 
1 m 
processes H = {H , ... ,H } with respect to X= {x , ... ,x }. 
1 m in
If for every realization of processes from H, the critical 
regions are dis jointly realized, then H is a set of 
compatible processes. 
Proof : 
Let E be any concurrent realization of H and H from H. 
r s 
Let n and n be in H• and H*, respectively, and n and n be 
r s r s r s 
in E. Let Y' = F (H')v->D (H'). Since H« and H' are dis jointly 
r r r r s 
realized, then for all such r and n , n precedes n , or for 
r s "r s 
all such n and n , n precedes n . That is, c (Y*) precedes 
r s -s r "t r 
Cg (Y^) or (Y^ ) precedes (Y^). Thus, the processes are 
coopa tible. 
Therefore, compatibility can be guaranteed for the 
processes H= , ... if we can guarantee that the 
critical regions ... ,H'} do not interact when they 
1 m 
share X={x , ... ,x }. Consider Monitor 2 which is an 
1 n 
extension of Monitor 1. 
Monitor 2: 
Let E=e^e^ ... e^^be any concurrent realization of the 
processes in H which share the set of path names 
X= {x^ , ... ,x^} . Define the following sets and events. Let 
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B(Xi) processes with access capability to 
W(Xj^) processes waiting for access capability to Xj^ 
K(ey) the x^ to which access capability is granted 
when 9j occurs 
Â(H(Y)) the request for access capability to Y  by H  
A  ( H  ( Y ) )  the granting o f access capability for Y  to H  
F  ( H  ( Y ) )  release o f access capability to Y  by H  
It is assumed that if ej=F(H(Y*)), then there exists 
some ei=A(H(Y)) where Y'SY and i<j. Me then require that the 
monitor have the following properties. Initially, K(e^)=4, 
and B (Xj^ ) =w (Xj^) =• for all in X. 
1) If ej=A(H(Y)) and Y~K(ej)=$ 
then 
ej+i=A(H(Y)) 
B(x^)=H for all in Y 
2) If ej=Â(H(Y)) and Y"K(ej)#$ 
then 
K(e.^L)=K(ey 
w (x^)=w (x^) V H for all x^ in Y 
3) If ®^=F(H(Y)) 
then 
B(x^)=* for all x^ in Y 
if there exists H' in some N(x.) such that 
YV~(K(ej)-Y)=$ for A(H'(Y'W 
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then 
(?))  
B(x^)=H* for all in Y* 
»(Xi)=W(x^)-H* for all in Y* 
else 
4) If Bj any other event 
then 
The ev*nt R(H(Y)) corresponds to the initiation of the 
monitor use request (Xy ... by the process H where 
Y=(x - ... ,x ), a(H(Y)) corresponds to the termination of 
that use, and F{H{Y)) corresponds to the use 
release(x^, ... ,x^ . 
An example realization for the processes in Figure 4,25 
using Monitor 2 is given by 
Â ^(R ^ ) i ^(H Y ^) ) Â ^(H 2(Y ^  ) ÏÏ ^n ^(H ^ (Y ^  ) A ^(Y ) 
where Y^=(A.B,A.C) and Y,^(A.C.D,A.E). We will use the 
symbolic represantation of the realizations when analyzing 
and discussing realizations in general. 
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D^=(A.B), R^=(A.C); 
request(A.B,A.C) 
F^; request (A. B,A. C) 
D2=(A.E), R2=(A.C.D) 
A2: request(A.C.D,A.E) 
Fg : request (A.C«D,A.E) 
Figure 4.25. Processes using Monitor 2. 
Proposition 4.4: 
Let ... ,H^) be the critical regions of 
... ,H^) with respect to X={x^, ... . Let 
Y^=E(H^) D(H^) and let the characteristic action sequence of 
be such that A^ (Y^) precedes (Y^) which precedes ' 
If every characteristic action sequence for every of H is 
of this form, then the processes ... are 
compatible. 
Proof: 
Assume there exists some concurrent realization E such 
that H is not compatible with respect to X={x^, ... ,x^}. 
Then for some H and H , C (Y*) precedes C (Y*) which 
r s r r s s 
precedes If this is the case , then ej^=A (Y^) and 
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9j=Â(Y^) precede Cg(Y^). If Kj, then *** 
until Yg^^(e%)=$f for some k>i, it car not occur until after 
K(e^+2)=K(G^+^)=K(e^)vY^. It can not occur until after 
F^(Y^) . Since Fr(Y^) precedes Cg(Y^), then {Y^) 
precedes Cg (Y^). Thus, there exists no such sequence E 
and H is a compatible set of processes. 
Consider the processes in Figure W.26, the 
placement of the requests and releases to ensure 
compatibility. Note, however, the relocation of the 
access controls in Figure 4.27 will also ensure mutual 
exclusion. For this reason, we weaken the definition of 
compatibility. 
since e . = A (Y*) can not occur j ~s s 
Hi Hi 
: "access x" : request (x,y) 
A^ : request (x,z) 
F^ : release (x,y) 
F^ ; release (x,z) 
Og : "access y" 
: "access x" 
n„ : "access z" 
Figure 4.26. Compatibility ensured by monitor uses. 
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Kl2. 
request (X, y) 
request (x,z) 
F^: release (X) 
P^: release (y) 
F^; release (X) 
F : release (z) 
4 
Figure U.27. Compatibility and increased concurrency. 
Compatibility! 
Let ••• #H'} be the critical regions for 
1  m  
H={e ,  . . .  ,E } with respect to X=(x , ... ,x }. Let 
1  m  I n  
Y?=R(H!)U(D (HÎ) . We define H and H to be compatible with 
1 X 1  r  s  
respect to X, if for every concurrent realization E of and 
Hg, either 
1) or 
2) C^(Y^) and {*i^ precede Cg(Y^), for all 
Xi^iY^~Y^)f*, or 
3) Cg(Y^) and £g(Xj) precede C^fY^), for all 
Xj-(Y^~Y^) #•. 
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Lot = ... be the critical regions of 
... with respect to X=(x^, ... ,x^}. Let 
Y^ = B(Hpv^D (H5 ) and let the characteristic action sequence for 
each Xj^ in Yf be such that A^(Y^) precedes (x^) which 
precedes ) * If every characteristic action sequence for 
each X. in Y* and for every H. in H is of this form, then the 
processes ... are compatible with respect to 
X={x^, ... ,x^}. 
Proof : 
Assume there exists some concurrent realization E of 
processes from H such that H is not compatible with respect 
to X=(x^, ... ,x^}. Then for some processes and of H 
and some Xj^ in Y^,^Yg, (x^) precedes (x^) and (x^^) 
precedes (\) • Then, both ej^=A^ (Y^) and ej=Ag(Y^) precede 
Cg (Xj^) If j<k, then A^ (Y^) precedes Ag(Yg) and x^ is in 
*(^i+2)"*(°i+l)^^^®i)**r' this case, ^  (Y^) can not occur 
until from some e , Y*^#(e )=*. This can only occur after 
n s n' •' 
Thus, since (Xj^) precedes (x^) , then 
precedes ^  (Y^) which precedes (x^) . Thus, no such 
sequence E exists. 
This Proposition just states that by using Monitor 2, we 
can increase concurrency and guarantee the same results as 
the first definition of compatibility, if we return access 
capabilities as soon as possible. 
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Let the high level processes and use the low level 
processes l^, Ig * and Ig as shown in Figure 4.28. The 
critical sequences for Y in the high level processes are n^ng 
for and n^ for Hg. The critical sections for Yg in the 
low level processes are n^n^for 1^, n^for Ig * n^for • 
Be can guarantee mutual exclusion for the high level 
processes with respect to Y by using Monitor 2 and restating 
and H2 as in Figure 4.29. By using the monitor, we see 
that Lg can not run concurrently with either or Lg, and 
always precedes in execution. Thus, we can ensure 
compatibility of and with respect to Y. 
The uses of Monitor 2 are not restricted to any 
particular level. There may be situations in which the uses 
of the monitor are desired in the lower levels. In fact, as 
we will show later, it may be possible to increase 
concurrency by moving some of the uses into the lower levels, 
ie can, however, restate the processes as in Figure 4.30, we 
still guarantee that the low level processes are compatible 
with respect to Process always precedes and n^ can 
never be executed concurrently with n., n_, or n_. 
4 5 D 
As a result of the placement of the monitor uses in the 
lower levels we have guaranteed the mutual exclusion of the 
higher level processes. That is, we have guaranteed mutual 
exclusion by ensuring that the lower level processes are 
compatible. 
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usas ng uses Lg uses 
3Ww,x,y,z) = 
D^=(x), S^=(y); D2=(y), R2=(z); 03= (Y)# ® 3= 
D4=(x^), E^=(y2); Dg=(i2), ' Bg=(z); 
Dy=(y3), Ry=( ); Dg=( ), Bg=(w); Dg=(w), Rg=(y2) 
Figure 4.29. High and low level processes with domains and 
ranges. 
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Hi 
A^; request y 
A : request y 
Ha. 
P^: release y 
F^: release y 
Figure 4.29. Monitor uses in high level. 
Ht H, 
y\3 
: request y 
Ag : request y 
P^: release y 
Fg : release y 
Figure 4,30, Monitor uses in low level. 
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4.4.4. Information integrity 
In ths last section, we looked at an example where we 
were able to the move the uses of the monitor into the lower 
level and still maintain mutual exclusion, we did not, 
however, increase concurrency among the low level processes. 
Consider the processes in Figure 4.31. We can guarantee that 
and are compatible with respect to X as shown in Figure 
4.32. If the processes are executed concurrently, then a 
possible realization is 
'lil*2"l2l"2S2^^2°3S3"4a4''2-
Given any realization and the following refinement of 
the information structures 
r)(x,y,z)=(<x^,x2>,<y^,y2>,<z^yz2>) 
then with the initial state 
3(s^ (x,y,z) ) = (< (1), (2) >,< (3) , (4)>,< (5), (6) >) 
the only two final states that ^ {x,y,2) may have are 
(<(1) »(0)>,<(1), (5) >,<(5) , (7)>) 
and 
« (0) , (0) >,< (0) , (5) >,< (5) , (7) >) . 
If, instead, we had restated the low level processes as 
in Figura 4.33, then with the same initial state we will have 
either of the same final states. Be have, however, increased 
the potential concurrency in this case by releasing the 
structures in the lower level prior to the point that they 
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could have been released in the higher level. 
M, Hj 
L. 
r* ] ^5 LJ ^10 • "11 
-t ^ A 
• «^1 4 3 n, ® 
Di=(x) Bl=(x) D, = (X2) II »?
 
H
 
D2=(*) P2=(y) 
's-'h' 
03= ( ) 83 = (X) Dg = ( ) <M I
I 
II 84 = (Z) 0
 
II
 
% = (Xl,X2> B5 = ( ) "11 = <^2' 
'll-'V 
Dg = (x^) 
y,(x,y,z)= (<x^ '^2^^ 
n^: n 
C
M
 
B
 
^2 ^8" 
"3 = S "9* 
"4* ^4 °10* 
"5: 
val (x^) >val (Xg) ? 
"11= 
"e* 
assign(x^;val (x^)) 
assign (x^, val (x^) ) 
assign (y^, val (x^) ) 
assign (y^f'S') 
assign (y^f'O*) 
assign(z^,va1(2^)+ 
Figure 4.31. High and low level processes. 
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H, 
request (x) 
Ag: request (X) '2= 
H: 
release (x) 
release (x) 
Figure 4.32. Monitor uses in the high level. 
request (x^) 
Ag: request (Xg) 
F^; release(x^) 
F^: release (Xg) 
Figure 4,33, Monitor uses in the low level. 
Information Integrity; 
Let ... be the sets of critical regions for 
1 m 
the processes H=CH . ... ,H } with respect to 
1 m 
X=(X2, ... ,x^}. Let SQ(X) be the initial state of X and let 
E be any concurrent realization of processes from H, say 
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... ,Hj. Let the final state of X be given by P(I,E). 
For the refinement, ^ (X) of the information structures X, let 
••• '*ik " 
Then 
'3>(X) = ••• f^^1 ^ *** '*2k 
... >,<%ni' ••• ' 
Let 3(SQ(X)) be the initial state of the refinement, and 
^(F (X,£)) be final state of the refinement. We say that the 
information integrity for X is preserved by E, if there 
exists some sequential ordering of the processes H^, ... 
such that if E' is the execution sequence resulting from 
executing those processes in that orde r the final state 
3,(F(X,E'))= 3WF(X,E)). 
We will redefine the critical regions for the processes 
in terms of the operations of the lover level processes and 
the refinement on the information structure. 
We now define the critical regions of H with respect to 
the refinements of X=(x^, ... ,x^). We expand the process 
graphs of H={H , ... ,H } in terms of the lover level process 
1 m 
graphs by substituting the process graphs of the lov level 
for the nodes which use them. With this graph, we then 
define the critical region H" (x. .) of H with respect to x. . 
r 13 r 1] 
of the refinement 
We also define the critical region H" of H with respect to 
r r 
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the refinement 
(<^2 ' ••• ' '^k2 
... >,<^1 » ... 
of X={x , ... ,x Algorithm 3 will generate the critical 
1 n 
regions H^(x..) and Algorithm 4 will generate the critical 
regions H^. 
Let H=(H , ... } be a set of high level processes 
1 m 
which shara K=(x , ... ,x ]. Expand the graph fl by 
In * 
replacing each node in with a copy of the low level 
process the node uses. Let 
*3^x^)=<x^2, ... ,*ik^ * 
be the refinement of x^. Define the subgraphs 
H"(Xij)={HJ(x^j), ... 
with respect to Xj^j of (x^) by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 3; 
1) r=1. 
2) L»t H^fx^j) be the expanded graph of 
3) If there exists any initial, or terminal, node n^ of 
H"(x..) such that x.f*(B(n )vD(n_))=*, then remove 
r 1] p P 
the node np and all emanating, or entering, arcs, 
4) Continue 3 until no more nodes can be removed, 
5) r=r+1, 
6) Continue 2 through 5 until r>m. 
W4 will use the results of Algorithm 3 later in the 
chapter. If, however. Algorithm 3 were applied to the 
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processes in Piqûre 4.34, then H"(A,B) and H"(A.C) are given 
in Figure 4,35. 
n. 
n^ : LI (A,B) = return (false) 
ng: L2(A,B) n?; add path(*%*.' y* )  
: L3(A,C) ng : assign (*x'.*y* ,1) 
n^ : ispath('x*.'y') ttg ! assign('x*,*y' f2) 
Hg ; return (true) 
Figure 4.34 .  Low level processes. 
H"(A-d) <Ç> *1  rt" (A C) 
• n, 
Figure 4,35. Critical regions H"(A,B) and H«*(A.C). 
Let H=fH,, ... ,H Î which share access to 1 m 
X=fX^, ... Expand the processes of H by replacing each 
node of ev^ry process with a copy of the low level process 
graph 
mi 
which the node uses. Let 
and 
••• *** '*2X2^ 
•• ••• 
Define the subgraphs H''={H£, ... ,H^} of H by the following 
algorithm. 
Algorithm 4: 
1) r=1, 
2) Let H" be the expanded graph of 
3) If there exists any initial, or terminal, node n^ of 
such that 3i(X)~(B(np)uD (Up) ) then remove the 
node n^ and all emanating, or entering, arcs, 
4) Continue 3 until no more nodes can be removed from 
5) r=r+1 
6) Continue 2 through 6 until r>m. 
If we apply Algorithms 3 and H to the processes in 
Figure 4.36, we would have the process graphs as given in 
Figure 4.37. He let a (x. )C (x..)b (x. .) be the 
^ r * 1] r * 1] r 13' 
characteristic action sequence for the process with 
respect to x..of X. For the process in Figure 4.37, 
a^fXg) is n^, C^Cx^) is n^n^, and b^/x^) is n^. We let 
a (3»(X))C (3^(X))b 0(X)) be th characteristic critical 
r r r 
1*2 
sequence for thp process with respect to 3«(X). For 
process in Figure 4.37, aj^(3(x,y)) is null, Cj^O(x,y)) is 
n^n^n^, and b^(2t(x,y)) is ng. 
Let D (H") and F (Hp be the union of the domains and the 
union of the ranges of the nodes in H". Let YJ=D (H^) wR (Hj^) . 
»e restate the definition of compatibility in terms of the 
and Y^. 
The processes and of ... are 
compatible with respect to (X) of X={x^, ... ,x^3, if for 
every concurrent realization of H and H then either 
r s 
1) Y""Y"=4,or 
' r s 
2) C(Y") and C (x.) precede C (Y"), for all 
r r T 1 s s'  
x.~(Y"nY")#*, or 
X r s 
3) C (Y") and C (x.) precede C (Y"), for all 
s s -s ] r ^ r'  
x.^^Y"*Y")#*. ] r s 
Thus, in Figure ft.36, and would be compatible, if 
for every concurrent realization of and either n^ 
precedes n or n precedes n^. This is a more general 
9 -10 5 
definition for compatible. It can be applied to mutual 
exclusion as well as information integrity. 
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Before refinement: Oses: 
Di=(K) (X) 
"r h 
D2 = (X) *2=(y) "2= 
03= (X) 83= ( ) "3= I3 
Befinsment: 
%Wx,y)=(<x^,x2>,<yi'y2'y3^) 
After refinement: 
II
 
"1' "6-(Xj) "'l''2' 
°2'"2' '2' (ïl.ïj) (a I "7- 1 1 
"3= ( ) 
"2' ®8' (X2) 
"1' "9' (x^) »
 
KO
 II
 ( ) 
D5MX2) *5= ( ) 
Figure 4.36. High and low level processes with structures 
and refinements. 
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Proposition a. 6; 
Let H*=(H£, ... ,1^} be the critical regions of the 
compatible functional processes H=(H2, ... with respect 
to 3(X) of T=(x^, ... fXjj) • Then for every concurrent 
<(«.) |—I ny H,"w p nt H"<«Q «7 
n-. 
O 0, D n„ "'t] "1 
H tt 
•^1 
0* 
n-
Figure a.37. critical regions for Figure 4.36. 
1U5 
realization of processes from H and any initial state Sq(X), 
the information integrity of X is preserved. 
This proposition gives the sufficient conditions to 
preserve information integrity in the concurrent realization 
of the processes and their decompositions. It state that we 
only need to ensure that the processes are compatible in 
order to guaratse information integrity. Prom the following 
proposition, thg locations of the monitor uses can be 
identified. Thsse locations will guaratee information 
integrity and may increase potential concurrency. 
By using monitor 2, we can achieve these conditions. 
Proposition U.7; 
Let H-{x. .)={H"(x. ... and ... ,H"} 
1] 1 1] m 1] 1 m 
be the critical regions (defined by Algorithms 3 and 4) of 
the functional processes H=(R , ... } with respect to x. . 
1 ® 
of 3i(Xj^) and with respect to 3i(X). Let Y^=R (H^)vD and let 
the characteristic action seguence of x^^ in be such tha» 
(I^) precedes j ) which precedes j ) • K every 
action spguence for each x^^ in and every in H is of 
this form than the information integrity of X is preserved. 
Proof: 
For every concurrent realization E and every initial 
state Sn (X) and for every and H in H such that 
u * r s r s 
we have A^fY^) precedes Âg(Y^) or A^fY") precedes A (Y"). In 
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the first case, for all * in C_(Xf^) precedes ij i S» X XJ 
cyx^j). That is and are compatible. In the second 
case, tha same argument applies and they are still 
compatible. Thus, the information integrity of X is 
preserved. 
Thus, we can guarantee information integrity if every 
critical region for every process is preceded by a request 
for all access capabilities needed in the critical region. 
Concurrency is increased by releasing the individual 
capabilities as early as possible. An example of the use of 
Monitor 1 in this manner is given in Figure 4.38. 
When the high level processes access a structure, they 
do so by local reference. When a node in a high level 
process uses, or calls, a low level process it passes 
arguments. These arguments may be structures or values. The 
low level processes then reference the structures by the 
formal parameter name. For example, in Figure 4.39, the 
action n^^ in the high level process passes the structure A 
and the value B to L. The low level process references this 
structure as *x' and the substructure A.B of A by 'x'.'y*. 
For the present, we will only consider the mapping of 3<A), 
but we will return to the reference problem later in chapter 
5. 
1i»7 
H, 0 Hi 0 
• • rtfc 
@ 
ii n k 0 
• ^3 Ù nr 
T ^ T ^ 
• 0 
A pk A FI, 
@ 
h •r 
request (x^fXg) 
"2: ^2 *r 
request (x^fXg) 
"3: 
assign (x^,3) release (x^) 
"4: assign(ig,*) '2= release (X 2) 
"5: assign (x^,val (x^) ) "3: release (x^) 
assign {x^,5) 
"4: 
release (x^) 
Figure 4.38, Information integrity and Monitor 2 uses. 
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A 
M I 
c D 
6 6 
n^: L(A,B) Rg: assign (x.y, 2) 
Figure 4.39. L^vel processes and structure referencing. 
Me have represented the refinement of a in X by 
'^(x^)=oc^^, ... Consider, however, the structure in 
Figure 4.40. The nodes n^ and ng are referenced by A,B and 
A.C, respectively. Consider the high level and low level 
processes in Figure 4.40. We can guarantee mutual exclusion 
for A by rewriting the high level processes as in Figure 4.41 
using Monitor 2. This does not allow any concurrency when 
assessing the structure A. The same applies if we had 
rewritten the low level processes as in Figure 4.42. He 
could have, however, increased the concurrency by some degree 
if W2 had rewritten the level processes as in Figure 4.43. 
H 
5 
6 
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^2* R 2" L2(A#B,A*D) ^3* L2(A*C,AfB) 
n^î LgfAfD)) R g« L^^iyE) 
Ll(x,y) L3(x,X1) 
Dgt ispath(x.y)? assign (z.x1, * 1') 
n y: return (true) L4<x,x1) 
ng: return (false) n^^: assign (x.xl, *2*) 
L2(K,xi,y,yi) 
ng: assign (x.xl, val(y.yl)) 
Figure 4.40. High and low level processes with structure 
references and information structure. 
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^^2 
request(A) 
A^: request (A) 
F^: release (A) 
F^: release(A) 
F^: release(A) 
Figure 4.41, Monitor uses in the high level. 
A^: reguest(*) 
A^: request (K) 
u 
n to 
F^; release (X) 
F^: release (X) 
Figure 4.42. Monitor 2 uses in the low level, 
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Hi 
n 11 
A request(A.B,A.C,&.D) k^z request (A. D, A. £) 
'r 
release(A.C) Fj: release (A.D) 
"3= rel?ase(x.x1,y.y1) 
^4: release(x.xl) 
^5: release (x. x1) 
Pigare 4.%3. Hcnitor 2 uses in both the high and low levels. 
If# however, we had a monitor which allows a process to 
request access capability to a substructure of a structure to 
which the process has the access capability, then it is 
possible to increase concurrency as shown in Figure 4.44. 
The tima for these remaining requests to be granted should 
not increase the time in granting since the process already 
owns the access capabilities. 
request (A) 
A^: request (X.?) 
Ag: request (X. x1) 
F^: release(x) 
F^: release(x.xl) 
Fg: release (x, x1) 
Figure 4.UU, Monitor 
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Ag: request (A) 
A^: request(X.x1,y.y 1) 
A : request(x.xl) 
o 
Fg: release (x.xl ,y.y 1) 
F^; release (X) 
for substructures. 
Consider the monitor as specified below which allows a 
process to request access to substructures. 
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Honitor 3: 
Let E=eie2 ... @211 define the following sets and 
events. Let I&xu^i) where ... 
'^X) = (<xii^ ••• '*1^2^^'^*21' ••• *2^2 ' 
• •• ^ »^*nl' *** 
B(z) processes with access capability to z, 
>(z) processes waiting for access capability to z, 
K(ej) the and to which access capabilities 
have been granted when occurs, 
A(H(Y)) the request for access capabilities to ï by H, 
A(H(Y)) the granting of access capabilities to ï to H, 
F (H (T)) the return of access capabilities to Y by H. 
It is assumed that if ej=P(fl(Y*))» then there exists 
some ^  such that ej^=A(H(Y)) where Y'SY and i<j. Let x^^ be 
in It is required that the monitor have the following 
properties. Initially, K(€^)=(» and 
B(%i)=W(x^)=B(x^j)=W(x^j)=* for all x^ in X and x^^ in 3(X). 
1) If e%-â(H(Y)) and 
for all x^in Y, x^K (e^) =4 and 
for all X. .in Y such that x.^K(9, )f*, ij ij k 
wp ha VP B(x^)=H 
then 
Qk+1=A(H(Y)) 
B(%\),B(x^j)=H for all x^ and x^^ in Y 
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2) If e^-A(H(Y)) and 
for some in Y, or 
for some x . . in Y such that x/y K(e, ) 
13 1] k 
B (Xi)#H 
then 
B (x^)=W(x^)v»H for all x^in Y 
W(x. )=W(x..)uH for all x..in Y 
1] 1] 1] 
3) If e^=F(H(Y)) 
then 
if there exists some H' in some W(x ) or W(x ) 
i ij 
where Â(H'(Y')) and 
for all x^in Y', x/~(K(e^-Y)=*, and 
for all X in Y*such that 
ij 
Xij~(K(ejç)-Y)?É0, B(x.)=H' 
then 
\+l"-^"' (YM) 
B(X ),B(x )=H* for all X and x in Y* 
i ij i ij 
W(x. )=B(x )-H* for all x in Y* 
1 i i 
M(x^j) =W(x^j )-H» for all x^^ in Y» 
"<^+2 '"m 
else 
B(x^ ), B (x^^ ) for all x^ and x^^ in Y 
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Monitor 3 was demonstrated in Figure 4.44. ie will no* 
consider the use of that monitor. We have three sets of 
critical regions to consider for the processes 
H=(HL, ... } with respect to X=fi_, ... ,x } and the 
1 m In
refinement 3<X). 
1) = ... the critical regions of H with 
1 m 
respect to X, 
2 )  H"(x. ) = ... ,H" (%. .)}, the critical 
1] 1 1] m 1] 
regions of H with respect to %. of^Rx.), and 
3) ... H") , the critical regions of H with 
1 m 
to g<X) of X. 
We also have two sets of structures to consider. 
1) Y^=D{eMoR(H^) for in and 
2) Y^=D(Hj:)wR (Hp for Hg in H". 
Proposition 4.8; 
Let the characteristic action sequence for in Y" 
have the following three properties 
1) AJ.{Y^) precedes 
2) ApCx^j) precedes and (Yp , and 
3) C^(*ij) precedes F^(x^j). 
If for every and for all x^j in Y", the 
characteristic action sequences have these properties, then 
the information integrity of X is preserved. 
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Proof; 
For every concurrent realization E ,  every initial state 
(X) and every H and H in H such that we have 0 r s r s 
^(Y^) precedes Ag(Y^) or (Y^) precedes * In the 
first case, for all x, . in Y^Y", C (Y") and C^(x. •) precede 
1] IT S JT Ju t 1J 
C (Y"). In the second case, for all x. . in Y"a/Y", C_(Y2) and 
S s 1J X s s s 
Ç^(x^j) precede (Y^) . That is, they are compatible, and, 
therefore, by Proposition 4.6, the information integrity of X 
is preserved. 
This proposition state that if ve can build a monitor 
vi+h the specifications of Monitor 3, and if we use that 
monitor by requesting all major structures and later all 
substructures of the major structures, then we can return 
access to the major structures and still ensure information 
integrity, such a use of a monitor will increase the 
potential concurrency by allowing for concurrent access to 
subcomponents of major structures. Monitor 2 did not allow 
for such interaction which motivated the development of 
Monitor 3. 
». 5. Deadlock • 
In section 4.4.3., an example of deadlock was presented. 
Two processes were waiting for the other to return the 
access capabilities to a path name. 
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In cur particular case with Monitor 3, the only way this 
can happen is fcr two or more characteristic action sequences 
to contain two or more requests with respect to the critical 
regions ... ,H*} of ... ,H ]. This holds 
1 B 1 m 
because a process which has been granted access to any 
structures can request any substructures and not deadlock. 
Thus, in the use of the monitor, if we require that access be 
requpstsi to all major structures together, and in turn, the 
monitor is built to support the specifications cf Monitor 3, 
then we will have no deadlock. In this work, the placement 
of the monitor uses within the procedures is the 
responsibility of the algorithm to be presented in chapter 5. 
Detailed specifications for implementation of the three 
monitors are presented in chapter 7. 
4.6. Comments 
In this chapter, we have introduced three monitors and 
seen how the use of Monitor 3 can increase concurrency while 
ensuring mutual exclusion and information integrity where 
necessary, we have also seen that there are some assumptions 
on the use of this monitor in the processes of the control 
structure. They are 
1) the monitor will be usable from any level 
2) the monitor will be used to request access 
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capabilities to the structure prior to the 
use of the structures. 
There is an additional assumption that may be necessary 
in the execution environment. When structures and arguments 
are passed from level to level, there may be information 
loss. For example, in some situations we may be required to 
request access, say in level i, but be allowed to release in 
level i+1. The release in the lower level may increase 
concurrency. When the arguments are passed from level i to 
level i+1, it may be possible to lose the identity of the 
structure for which the original request was made. He will 
assume that the releases can be bound to the original 
structure for which the request was made. He will discuss a 
method of handling this situation in chapter 7. 
He now have the following requirements for the monitor. 
1) It must be able to handle requests and releases for 
lists of structures. 
2) It must not grant any access capabilities to a 
process unless capabilities to all the structures 
in thp request list can be granted. 
3) It must guarantee that in its operation no 
processes deadlock as a result of processes 
competing for access capabilities. 
4) It must be able to interface in the execution time 
environment in such a way as to be able to 
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bind all subsequent requests and releases to the 
first structures requested. 
The algorithm presented in chapter 5 assumes these 
properties of th^ monitor. 
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5. DESIGN ASSISTANCE AIGOBITHH 
5.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, ve present an algorithm which if used 
by the designer of an information system has the properties 
discussed in chapter 3. It will 
1) increase concurrency as the system is designed, 
2) notify the designer of nondeterminate processes, 
3) guarantee information integrity of the information 
structures, and 
4) guarantee a deadlock free system. 
Three different monitors were presented in chapter 4. 
The first monitor was primarily specified as an access 
control mechanism to individual components of the information 
structures. This monitor required a separate request and 
release for each component to be accessed. It was 
demonstrated that the use of this monitor could, in some 
cases, lead to deadlock. The second monitor could be used 
for requests and releases of access capability to multiple 
structures and would, if used according to the form presented 
in Proposition 4.5, increase the degree of concurrency. The 
third monitor could be used as the second monitor, but it 
could also be used to request and release subcomponents of 
structures to which a process already had access capability. 
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It was demonstrated in Proposition 4,7 that this monitor 
could preserve the information integrity of the structures 
and allow for an increase in concurrency over the second 
monitor. 
The algorithm presented in this chapter will assume the 
existence of the third monitor and will base its decisions on 
that assumption. The algorithm can be modified to be used in 
an environment where the first or second monitor is 
sufficient. The algorithm will also assume that the 
procedures for the level processes are written in a 
Pascal-lik4 language presented in the next section. It is 
not, however, restricted to this language, but may be 
modified to apply to other languages. The algorithm will 
also require information about the domains and ranges of the 
language constructs and the uses of lower level processes. 
This information can be generated by a précompilation of the 
procedures and explicit input by the designer in the case of 
procedure or function statements. This information will be 
used to place and remove request and release uses of the 
monitor. The algorithm will also need access to a parser for 
the procedural language so that it may make decisions based 
on the structure of procedures. 
In general, the algorithm analyzes the procedures of a 
high level and the immediate lower level. It assumes that 
the monitor uses located in the high level processes will 
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guarantee correctness with respect to information integrity 
and deadlock. (In the outer level, this requires an initial 
effort by the designer of declaring the shared information 
structure, or structures.) The algorithm places request for 
subcomponents and releases for major components and 
subcomponents in the lover level processes based on the 
location of the requests and release in the higher level and 
on the structure of the lover level processes. 
This portion of the algorithm requires the parser and 
the information about the domain and range of the language 
constructs. As the algorithm is applied, it also analyzes 
the procedures for the sufficient conditions for determinacy. 
If a procedure fails to satisfy these conditions, the 
designer is notified. The algorithm may be halted at this 
point, or continued, depending on the desirability of 
determinacy. As stated above, the final state of the 
procedures is assumed to be supported by a monitor having the 
properties described for monitor 3 in section 4.4.4. 
5.2. The Procedural Langauge 
In this section, ve present the procedural language over 
which ve define our algorithm. This language is Pascal-like, 
and can be useful in the top-dovn design of a software 
system. The syntax for this language is given in Figure 5.1 
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in Backus-Naur form and an example procedure is given in 
Figura 5.2. The data and type declarations are omitted in 
this language since they are not pertinent to the algorithm. 
G1 <procedure and function>=<procedure declaration) 
G2 <procedure and function>=<function declaration) 
G3 <procsdure declaration>=<procedure heading);<block> 
G4 Cprocedure heading>= 
procedure<identifier>(<formal parameters)) 
G5 <function declaration>=<function heading);<block) 
G6 <function heading)= 
function<identifier)(<forfflal parameters)); 
<result type) 
G7 <block)=beqin<statement list)end 
G8 <statement list)=<statement) 
G9 <statement list)=<statement);<statement list) 
G10 <statement)=<assignment statement) 
Gil <statement)=<procedure statement) 
G12 <statement)=<function statement) 
G13 <statement)=<structured statement) 
G14 <statement)=<access control statement) 
G15 <statement)=<empty statement) 
G16 Cstructured statement)=<block) 
G17 <structured statement)=<conditional statement) 
G18 <structured statement)=<parallel block) 
G19 Cstructured statement)=<repetitive statement) 
G20 Cconditional statement): 
if <expression)then<block)else<block) 
G21 <repetitive statement)=while<expression)do<block) 
G22 <parallel block)=cobeain<parallel statement list)coend 
G23 <parallel statement list)=<block) 
G2U Cparallel statement list)= 
<block)<parallel statement list) 
G25 <access control statement)=request Kidentifier list)) 
G26 <access control statement)=release Kidentifier list)) 
Figure 5.1. The BNF of the grammar of the procedural 
language. 
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procedure command interpreter(command,Al,A2,A3,&4) 
type information structure =yecord 
~ boards:set of board; 
basic components;set of basic; 
teststset of test; 
end 
lIRà board=? 
type basic=? 
type test=? 
var database;information structure 
begin 
if command='test* 
then 
^in 
test (database, A 1,A2, A3,A4) 
eni 
ilse 
Main 
if command:'build' 
then 
begin 
build (database, A1,A2, A3, A4) 
end 
else 
begin 
write('error') 
end 
end 
end 
Figura 5.2, Example procedure. 
5. 3. Automatic Procedure Analysis and Control Placement 
When analyzing a procedure for determinacy, or 
attempting to make information integrity decisions, it is 
necessary to know the domain and range of each operation in 
the procedure. It will be assumed that this information will 
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be available. 
For each construct s of a procedure, let B(s) and D(s) 
be the range and the domain of the construct, and let 
T= (R (s) ,D(s) ) • Then, ve can represent the ranges and the 
domains of the parts of the procedure by forming the unions 
of the domains and ranges of the subparts. For example, in 
Figure 5.3 the ranges and the domains of the parts are given. 
The analysis for noninterference and compatibility will 
compare these sets. In particular, ve define T*Y'=* if 
For example, the procedure in Figure 5.3 
has tvo parallel statements, and since and 111*112=*, 
this procedure satisfies the sufficient conditions for 
determinacy. 
The analysis for determinacy is part of the algorithm 
presented in this section. It applies a set of boolean 
functions and the parser to compare the ranges and the 
domains of each parallel statement. Figure 5.4 demonstrates 
one of these functions. The function is A3 which is applied 
to the language construct '<statement list>*. The range and 
the domain of this construct is T. If the construct will 
parse as a *<statement>*, then A3 has the boolean value of 
the function A4. Otherwise, it is the logical product of A4 
applied to a *<statement>* with range and domain of T*, and 
A3 applied to the remaining *<statement list>* with the range 
and domain of T**. 
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procedure swapl(w,x,y,z) 
begin 
cobegin 
begiji 
copy2(v,t1,w,x)------Yl Y7 Y9 
erase2 (w,x) —-------Y2 
end 
begin Y13 
copy (v,t 2,y ,z) ——-Y3 Y8 Y10 
erase2 (y,z) ——-yu 
end 
coend Ï15 
legin 
begin 
copy2(y,z,v,+ l) Y5 Y11 
end Yl* 
begin 
copy2(*,x,v,t2)------Y6 Y12 
end 
coend 
end 
Yl=((t1),(x)) Y9 =((t1,x),(x)) 
Y2=((x),()) Y10=((t2,z),(z)) 
Y3=((t2),(z) Y11=((z),(t1) 
Y4=((z),()) Y12=((x),(t2)) 
Y5={(z) , (+1)) Yl3=((t1,t2,x,z) , (x,Z)) 
Y6=((x), (t2)) Yl*=((x,z) , (t1,t2)) 
Y7=((t1,x) , (X) ) Yl5=((t1,t2,x,z) , (t1,t2,x,z)) 
Y8=((t2,z) , (z)) 
Figure 5.3, Procedure with range-domain pairs. 
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In general, the functions compare the ranges and domains 
returning the value true» if the procedure parts are mutually 
noninterfering, or the value false, if the procedure does not 
satisfy the noninterference condition. The complete set of 
functions is given in Figure 5.5. The sets T, Y*, Y", and 
Y*" represent the operands of the associated language 
constructs. These sets are used to determine whether the 
procedures satisfy the extended noninterference condition. 
In the remaining analytic and transformation procedures 
presented in this chapter, we will use these operand sets 
extensively. 
k step-by-step application to *swap1* of Figure 5.3 is 
given in Figure 5.5. 
A3(<statement list>Y) 
A4(<statement>Y) if G8 
AU(<statement>Y*)&A3(<statement list>Y") if G9 
Figure 5.4. The determinacy analysis function A3. 
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Al (<proc?dur'» and func+-.ion>Y) 
= A1 (<proc^dur? or function h"aiinq><block>Y) 
= A2 (<block>Y) 
A2 (<block>Y) 
= A2 (begin <stat»ment list>Y?nd) 
A3 (<stat list>Y) 
iA4(<stat9in<=nt>Y) if G8 AU (<.stat.»iaent>Y* )SA3 (<stateni-=»n^. list>Y") if G9 
A4 (<stat9mant>Y) 
tru4 if G10,G11, or G12 
A5(<structurod stat<»ment>Y) if G13 
A5 (<structurcd stat'^tn«»nt>Y) 
IA2(<block>Y) if G16 A6 (<ccnditional stat«#»-»nt>Y) if G17 A?(<r<?p«=>t.itivo stat9ment>Y) if G19 A9(<parall?l statement list>Y) if G18 
A6 (<conditional stat^m?n+>Y) 
= A6 (if <QXpression>Y' thtjn<blork>Y"qls<'<hlock>Y"' ) 
=A2(<block>Y")SA2(<bîock>Y"M 
A7(<rspA+itiv4 stat9ment>Y) 
= A7 fwhil ><^xprpssion>Y' do<block>Y") 
= A2 (<block>Y") 
A8(<y^rall^l blcck>Y) 
= AR (çob£çjin<parallf>l statement list>Ycoerd) 
= A9(<pjrillel s+atemint list>Y) 
A9 (<pirall"»! statement list>Y) 
rfl2(<block>Y) if G23 
\A  (<block>Y*<parall^l statement list>Y")  if G24 
A10 (<block>Y'<parallf»l statam^nt list>Y") 
7 2 (<block>Y*) 6A9 (<parall6l statement list>Y") 
if Y ',vy"=() 
Figaro 5.5. Det^rminacy analysis functions Al through AlO. 
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A1('swap1'Yl5) 
= A2(<block>Y15) 
- A2fb9qin<statamant list>YlSend) 
= A3 (<statpm<»nt list>Yl5) 
= A4(<statempnt>Yl3) S A3(<statgment list>Yl4) 
= A5(<structured 5tat9m9nt>Y13)&A4(<statemPnt>Yl4) 
= A3(<parallel block>Y13) 6A5(<structured statement>Y14) 
= A9(<parallel statement list>Y13)RA8(<parall€l block>Y14) 
= A 10(<block>Y9<parallel statement list>yiO) 
5A9(<parallel statement list>Y14) 
= A2(<block>Y9)5A9(<parallel statement list>YlO) 
5A10 (<block>Yl Kparallel statement list>Y12) 
= A3(<statem*nt list>Y9) SA2 (<block>Y 10) eA2 {<block>Y11) 
SA9(<parallel statement list>Y12) 
= A4(<statement>Yl) RA3{<statement list>¥2) 
6A3(<statement list>Y0)5A3(<stateœent list>Y5) 
SA2(<block>Yl2) 
= tçueGA4 (<statement>Y2) 6A4 (<statement>Y3) 
SA 3 (<statestent list>Y4) SA4 (<statement>Y5) 
6A3(<statement list>Y6) 
= trueSA4 (<statement >Y4) 5A4 (<stat»îment>Y6) 
= true 
Figure 5,6. Determinacy analysis of 'swapl*. 
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Two other tasks thm algorithm will perform are the 
placement of requests and releases for access capabilities. 
The algorithm uses two sets of transformations for this 
purpose. Their objective can be illustrated graphically as 
in Figure 5.7, which gives a process graph H and the critical 
regions H* (z) and H* (y) . In order to ensure compatibility, 
tha lack of deadlock, and an increase in concurrency the 
requests and releases for z and y ar-^ arranged as in Figure 
5.8. 
The transformations which perform this location are 
given in Figures 5.9a through 5.10c. As in the functions for 
noninterference analysis, these transformations use a parser 
and the ranges and the domains of the constructs. They also 
take arguments in the form of a set of structures 
X=(X^, ... ,X^} for the first transformations and an 
individual structure X=fX^} for the second set. A 
step-by-step application to the process in Figure 5.11 is 
given in Figures 5.12 through 5.17. These transformations 
assum? d eterminate procedures. 
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H(i) 
Piqur? 5,7. Process graph and critical regions. 
A F; 
Fg 
G è 
A^: request (z,y) ^5 = release (y) 
F^: release (2) "6= release (z) 
F^: release (y) "7= release (y) 
P^: release (y) 00
 release (z) 
? : release (z) 
4 
Figure 5.8, Process graph with requests and releases. 
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BO(-anything-Y,X)^-anything-
B1(<procedure and function>Y,X) 
= BO (<procedure heading>)B2(<block>I,X);if G1 
B2(<block>Y,%) 
'BO (<block>Y) 
if %NY=* a^d G7 
BU (<state*ent>Y,X) 
if X~Yf$ and G8 
BU (<statement>Y' ,1) BO (<statement list>Y",X) 
if X^T*#* âaâ G9 
BO (<statement>Y' ,X)B3(<statement list>Y",X) 
if X~Y'=* and G9 
BU (<statement>Y,X) 
(X) BO (<assign«ent statement>Y,X);if G10 
D V(<procedure or function state#ent>Y,X) 
if Gil or G12 
B5 (<structured statement>Y,X) ;if G13 
66 (<conditional stateaent>Y,X) ;if G17 
request (X) BO «repetitive statement>Y,X);if G19 
B9 «parallel block>Y,X) ;if G18 
B6(<conditional statement>Y,X) 
= B7 (if<expression>Y» 
then<block>Y"else<block>Y"',X) ^  G20 
BO (begin) B3(<statement llst>Y, X) BO (end) 
^ X~Yf* âfiâ G7 
B3(<state«ent list>Y,X) 
/^O «statement list>Y,X) 
if X^Y=* 
request (X) 
B5(<structured statement>Y,X) 
'B2«block>Y,X) ;if G16 
Figure 5.9a. Transformations for locating requests. 
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B7(if<<;=>xpression>T* th'=>n<bloclc>Y"else<bloclc>Y"' ,X) 
•quest (X) 80 (if<expression>Y' 
thAn<block>Y"else<block>Y"' ) if XnY'# 
PSSIC 
.f 
BO (if<f»xpr^ssion>Y' 
then) B8 (<block>Y", X) BO (else) B8 (<bloc k>Y" • ,X) 
vif x/^Y=4 
B8<<block>Y,X) 
B2(<block>Y,X) 
if X/\Y#* 
BO (be>qin<statement list>Y,X) request (X)30 (end) 
if X/\Y=* 
B9(<parall3l block>Y,X) 
g if BIO (<parallel statement list>Y,X) 
else request (*) 80 (<parallel block>Y,X) 
thên 813(<pârallel block>Y,X) 
B10(<parallel statement list>Y^X) 
fBl 1 (<block>Y,X) ;if G23 
B12 (<block>Y* <parallel statement list>Y*',X) 
if G24 
B11 f<block>Y.X) =true 
812 (<block>Y* <parallel statement list>Y",X) 
ftru^SBIO (<parallel statement list>Y",X) If XmY'=$ 
true 
if X/^Y"=* 
false 
if XAY'#t and XAY"f$ 
813 (<parallel block>Y,X) 
- BO (cob eqin ) 814 (<parall?l statement list>Y,X) 
BO (coend) bjj G22 
B 1 U  (<parallel statement list>Y,K) 
[82 (<block>Y,X) ;if «23 
B2 (<block>Y*)BlU (<narallel statement list>Y",X) 
if G2U 
Fiquri 5.9b. Transformations for locating requests. 
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CO (-anything-Y,X)= -anything-
C1 (<proc9dur*> and function>Y,X) 
fCO 
CO 
C2(<block>Y,X) 
fee 
.f J£ 
CO 
if 
C3 (<stat9m'?nt list>Y,X) 
[Cstatement list>Y,X) 
X not in Y 
^CO 
if 
cu 
if 
cu 
if 
CO 
if 
CU (<stat9m9at>Y,X) 
CO 
CO 
lc5 
C5(<structured 
fC2 
={ C6 
CO 
C9 
<proc6diir® h'9ading>) C2 (<block>Y,X) ;i f G1 and G3 
<function h9ading>)C2(<block>Y,X);if G2 and G5 
<block>Y,X) 
X not in Y 
boqin) C3 ^statement list>Y,X) CO (end) 
X in Y and G7 
<statQm9nt>Y,X) 
X in Y and G8 
<stateoisnt>Y• ,X) CO (<statemor.t list>Y",X) 
X not in Y" and G9 
<statpment>Y* ,X) C3 (XstatemAnt lis*>Y'*,X) 
X in Y and G9 
<assignmant stat4ment>Y,X) release(X) :if G10 
<proceclure or function statament>Y,X)> 
release fX) ;if Gil or G12 
<structured statAmen+>Y,X);if G13 
statemant>Y,X) 
<block>Y,X);if G16 
<conditional statPinent>Y,X) ;if G17 
<rep9titivA statQment>Y,X) releasefX) : if G19 
<parallel block>Y,X);if G18 
then<block>Y"else<block>Y"*.X) b^ G20 
Pigurî 5,ina. Transformations for locating releases. 
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C6(<conditional statement>Y,X) 
= C7(if<expr»ssion>Y' 
C7 fif <expr«*ssion>Y' th9n<block>Y'*else<block>Y' ", X) 
= CO (if<ftxprQssion>Y' 
then) C8 (<block>Y",X) CO (else) C8 (<block>Y"',X) 
C8(<block>Y,X) 
rc2 (<block>Y,X) 
CO (begin) release (X) CO (<statement list>Y,X)CO (end) 
if X not in Y and G7 
C9(<parallal block>Y,X) 
= if CIO (<parallel statement list>Y,X) 
then CI3 (<parallel block>Y,X) 
else CO(<parallel hlock>Y,X)release(X) 
CIO (<parallel statement list>Y,X) 
fell (<block>Y,X) ;if G23 
C12(<block>Y* <parallel statement list>Y",X);if G24 
C11 (<block>Y,X) =true 
C12 (<block>Y'<parallel statement list>Y",X) 
trueSCIO (<parallel statement list>Y'*,X) 
if X not in Y' 
CI3 (<parallel block>Y,X) 
= CO (cobaq in) CI 9 (< par allel statement list>Y,X) 
"cOlcoond) bjr G22 
ClU (<par allel statement list>Y,X) 
rc2 (<block>Y,X) ;if G23 
C2(<block>Y',X)Cl4(<parall4l s+at*ment list>Y",X) 
bj[ G2a 
if X not in Y" 
false 
X in Y« and X in Y" 
Figure 5.10b. Transformations for locating releases. 
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proc* iur i unioni (A, A1,B,B1) 
b^in 
cobpqin 
bagin 
if has2(A,Al) 
then 
Y1 
Y2 
.J 
YU 
begin 
end 
elsa 
begin 
insert2 (A,A1) -------
end 
begin 
if has2(B,Bl) 
then 
begin 
copy2 (t,B1,B,B1) Y5 
end 
else 
begin 
assign2 ft.B1.nil)—Y6 
end 
end 
coend 
append2 (A,A1,t,Bl)---- — -Y7 
Y8 
V Y10 7 Y11 
> Y9 
Y1= (() , (A)) 
Y2= ((),()) 
Y3=((A) , 0) 
( ( )  /  ( 3 ) )  
Y5=((t) , (B) 
Y6=((t),{)) 
Y7=((t,A),(t)) 
Y8=Y1vY2uY3 
Y9=Y4^Y5uY6 
Y10=Y8v»Y9 
Y11=Y7uY10 
Figura 5,11. The procedure 'unioni'. 
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B1('union1' X={A,B}) 
= BO fprocedure unioni (A,A1,B,Bl))B2(Cblock>Y11,X) 
whore 
Yl1=({A,t),A,B,t)) 
B2(<block>Yl1) 
= BO (begin) B 3 (<stat'?mont>Y 11, X) BO (end) 
B3 (<stat«m«nt list>Y11,X) 
= B4 (<stat.eiii^n+>Y10,X) BO(<stat<»inent list>Y7,X) 
where 
Y10=((A,t) , (A,B) ) 
Y7 =((A,(t)) 
B4(<stat?m4nt>Y10, X) 
= B5 (<struct ured statement>Y10,X) 
R5 (<structured statem#>nt>Y10,X) 
= B9(<parallel block>Y10,X) 
B9(<pirallel block>Y10,X) 
= if BIO(<parallel statement list>Y10,X) 
thon B1 3 (<parallel hlock>Y10,X) 
Also request (X) BO Kparalle 1 block>Y10,X) 
RIO (<parall*»l statement list>Y10,X) 
= B12 (<block>Y8<parallel statement list>Y9,X) 
where 
Y8= (IA) , (A) ) 
Y9=((t), (B)) 
B12 (<block>Y8<parallel statement list>Y9,X) 
= false 
since 
XnY8=fA} and XAY9=[B} 
B9(<parall*l blcck>Y10,X) 
= request(A.B)BO(<parallel block>Y10,X) 
Figure 5,12. Locating the requests for A and B in 'unioni* 
of Figure 5.11, 
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procedure union(A,A1,B,B1) * 
begjp 
request fA.B)-------------Y12= (C) * (A,B)) 
cobeain 
begin 
if has2(A,A1) 
then 
begin 
egd 
else 
insert2(A,A1) 
suâ 
end 
begin 
if has2(B,B1) 
Shea 
begin 
copy2 (t,B1,B,Bl) 
end 
else 
begin 
assign 2 (t,B1, nil) 
end 
end 
coend 
append2 (A,A1,t,B1) 
end 
Figure 5.13. The procedure 'union1 * after 
B1 (union 1« {A«B}). 
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Cl (•unioni* X=(A)) 
= CO (procédure unioni (A,A1,B,Bl))C2(<block>Y11,X) 
*her4 
Yl1=((A,t) ,A,B,t)) 
C2(<block>Y11,X) 
= CO (beqinlCS «statement list>Y11.X) CO (end) 
C3(<stat@ment list>Y11) 
= CO(<statement>Y12)C3(<statement list>Y11) 
where 
Y12=(() , (A,B)) 
C3(<stat9#*nt list>Yl1,X) 
= C0(<statement>Y12,%)C3(<statement list>Y7,X) 
where 
Y10=((A,t) , (A,B)) 
Y7 =((A,(t)) 
C3 (<stat <3m«înt list>Y7,X) 
= C4(<statement>Y7,X) 
C3{<statea®nt >Y7,X) 
= CO (append2 (A,A1,t,B1) Y7.X) release (A) 
Figura 5.1%. Locating the releases in •unioni* of 
Figure 5.13. 
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procedure unioni (A, A1,B,B1) 
cobeqin 
if has2(A,Al) 
then 
begin 
end 
else 
begin 
insert2(A,A1) 
begin 
if has2{B,B1) 
then 
begin 
copy2 (t,B1,B,Bl) 
end 
SlP?. 
begin 
assign2 ft.B1.nil) 
end 
end 
coend 
append2 (A,A1,t,B1) 
release (A) ï13=((), (A)) 
eiâ 
Figura 5.15, The procedure 'unioni' after CI('unioni'[A)). 
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Cl('unioni'X=(B)) 
- CO (procedure union1(A,A1,B,B1)C2(<block>Yl1,X) 
C2(<block>Y11,X) 
= CO (heqin)C3 «statement list>Y11,X) CO (end) 
C3 (<stat9mant list>Y11,X) 
= CO (<statem^nt>Y12,X) C3(<statemeiit list>Yl1,X) 
C3((statement list>Y11,X) 
= C4 (<statement>YlO,X) CO (<stat«m«»nt list>Y7 Y13,X) 
ca(<stat*m«nt>Y10,X) 
= C5 ((structured statement>YlO,X) 
C5((structured statement>Y10,X) 
= C9((parallel block>Y10,X) 
C9((parallel statement>Y10,X) 
= if CIO((parallel statement list>Y10,X) 
then C13 ((parallel statement list>Y10,X) 
else CO ((parallel statement list>Y 10,XI release (B1 
CIO ((parallel statement list>Y10,X) 
= C12 ((block>Y8(parallel statement list>Y9,X) 
C12 ((block>Y8(parallel statement list>Y9,X) 
= true S C10 ((parallel statement list>Y9, X) 
CIO ((parallel statement list>Y9,X) 
= C11 ((hlock>Y9,X) 
C11 ((block>Y9,X) =trua 
C9 ((parallel blcck>YlO,X) 
= C13 ((parallel block>Y10,X) 
C13 ((parallel block>YlO,X) 
= CO (coh^gin) cm ((parallel statement list>YlO,X) 
CO (cofjnd) 
C14 ((parallel statement list>Y10,X) 
= C2((block>Y8,X)C14 ((parallel statement list>Y9,X) 
= C0((block>Y8,X)C2((block>Y9,X) 
Figure 5.16a. Locating releases for B in 'unioni' of 
Figure 5.15. 
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C2(<block>Y9,X) 
= CO (cobeçiin) C3 (<statemeiit list>Y9,X) CO (and) 
C3 («statement list>Y9,x) 
=C4(Cstatem9nt>Y9,X) 
CU (<stat4mqnt>Y9,X) 
= C5 (<structnr«>d statonant>Y9, X) 
CS(<structured statement>Y9,X) 
= C6 (<conditional stat*m^nt>Y9,X) 
C6 (<conditional stat»ni<?nt>Y9,X) 
= C7 (if<4xpr^ssion>Y4 
then<block>Y5 6lso<block>Y6,X) 
C7 (if <expr'^ssion>YUthfin<block>Y5else<block>Y6, X) 
= CO (if<f=îxpr 3Ssion> 
than) C8 (<block>Y5, X) CO (els*) C8 (<block>Y6, X) 
C8 (<blcck>Y5,X) 
= C2 (<block>Y5,X) 
C2(<block>Y5,X) 
= CO (bQain)C3 «statement list>Y5.X)C0 (and) 
C3(<statam*nt list>Y5,X) 
= cy(<statAm3nt>Y5,X) 
CU (<stat*m=nt>Y5,X) 
= CO f C 0 D v 2 f t.31.B,Bl) Y5,X) releasA(B) 
C8 <<block>Y6,X) 
= CO (begin) releasA (B) CO «statement list>Y6,Xend) 
Figura 5.16b. Locating releases for B in 'unioni* of 
Figur* 5.15. 
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When a ne* level is introduced, and after it has been 
analyzed for determinacy, the ranges and domains of the new 
level will be interpreted in terms of the refinements (if any 
were made) of a structure J. by F(X)=(X:X.,X_, .,X ). If 
1 z n 
some of the x^ are structures farravs. sets, lists, etc.), 
then the structure is given as F(X) = (X: set) . for example. 
Given the high level in Figure 5.17, let Figures 5.18 through 
5.22 represent a new set of low level procedures with 
structure refinement. 
Be assume that the low level processes have been 
analyzed for determinacy and found to satisfy the definition 
of noninterference. The ranges and domains for the high 
level procedures can now be given in terms of the domains and 
ranges of the low level procedures. Since we are only 
concerned with th® shared structures, we will limit the 
ranges and domains to include only shared items. The refined 
domains and ranges for each procedure are given in Figure 
5.23 along with the restated domains for the high level 
procedures, (see also Figure 5.11). 
The operand sets in the associated procedures, both the 
analytic and transformational, will only contain the variable 
names whose values will be path names to shared structures or 
substructures. 
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procedure unioni(A,A1,B,B1) 
begin 
request (A,B) 
cobeqin 
begin 
if has2(A,Al) 
then 
begin 
end 
else 
begin 
insertZ(A,A1) 
eSâ 
end 
begin 
if has2(B,Bl) 
then 
begin 
copy2 (t,B1,B,B1) 
release(B) 
Êââ 
else 
begin 
release(B) 
assign2 (t,B1 .nil) 
end 
end 
coend 
append2 (A,A1,t,B1) 
release (A) 
end 
Figure 5,17, The procedure 'unioni' after CI('unioni' {B}). 
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function has2ir e t u r n s  boolean; 
^in 
if B.name in A—- — — 
then 
ieain 
if B.part=nil 
then 
begin 
return (true) 
end 
else 
iejin 
if has3(A.B.name, B.part)——----Y2 
then 
bsala 
return (true) 
else 
begin 
return(false) 
eni 
*nd 
3nd 
alse 
begin 
return(false) 
end 
en1 
T1=((),(A,B.nameW F(E) = (B ; name, part) 
Y2=((),(&.B.nam9, B.part)) F (A) = (A ; set) 
Figure 5.19. The low l=vel procedure •has2'. 
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procedure ins®rt2(&,B) 
begin 
if 8.name in A--—----------------——-——Y 1 
" then 
insert ! (A. B. name, B. part) ------—-Y2 
ii§5 
begin 
A;=A+B. name-————————————Y 3 
if B.part=nil Y«4 
then 
begin 
end 
els* 
insert](A.B.name, B.part) ——Y5 
eni 
eni 
end 
Y1=(() , (A,B.name) ) F(B) = (B:name,part) 
Y2= ((A, B.nane) , (B.part)) F(A) = (Azset) 
Y3= ((A) , (A, B.name) ) 
Y*=((),(B.part)) 
Y5=((A.B. name) , (B.part) ) 
Figure 5,19. The low level procedure •ins®rt2'. 
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Droc*3ura copy2(A,A1,B,Bl) 
begin 
if Al. part=n i l — — - - - - - - Y  1  
then 
Main 
erase] (A.A1. name) 
copyval3 (A. A1. nane, B.B l.nano))———ï3 
als-a 
begin 
copy3(A.A1. namo, Al.part, 
B.BI.name, B1.part) ——————Y4 
qni 
ejlil 
Y1=(() , (Al.part)) 
Y2=((A.A1.name), () ) 
Y3= ((A. A l.nane) , (B.BI.name)) 
YU=((A.A l.naoe), (Al.part, 
B.BI.name, Bl.part)) 
F(A) = (A:s£t) 
F(B) =(B;set) 
F(A1) = (A1;na me, part ) 
F(B1) = (Blrname,part) 
Figura 5.20. Th<» low level procedure •copy2*. 
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procedure assign2(A,B,C) 
Mai" 
if B.nam» in A -------11 
than 
begin 
erases (A. B. name) ———- ——-y 2 
copy val 3 (A,B.name,C.val) —Y3 
9ni 
else 
begin 
A: = A + B.aame-----------— ———y y 
copyval3 (A. B.name,C. val) 
JUl 
end 
Y1= (0 , (A,3.naine) ) F(A) = fA:set) 
Y2= ((A.B.nam*») , () ) F (B) = (B: name,part) 
Y3( (A,B,name) , (C.val)) F(C) = (C;val) 
YU=((A) , (A,B.name) ) 
Y5= ((A.B.name,(c.val) ) 
Figura 5.21. The low level procedure •assign2'. 
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proopiur* appen42(A,Al,B,Bl) 
bgain 
if M. part=nil—————————————— Y1 
then 
begin 
copyval3 (A. A1, nam*?, B.Bl.nam*)— —Y2 
f»nd 
also 
kegin 
append3(A.AI.name, 
(A1.part,B.B1.name, Bl.part) ) —Y3 
end 
end 
Y1=(() (Al.part)) 
Y2= ((A.AI.name), (B.BI.name)) 
Y3= {(A.AI.name), (Al.part,B.BI.name, Bl.part)) 
P(A) =(A:s^t) 
F(R) =(B:set) 
P (A 1) = (A lTname,part) 
F(B1) = (B1: name, part) 
Figure 5.22. The low level procedure •append2*. 
Y(«has2*) = (0 , (A,A.B.name)) 
Y('in3ert2*) = ( (A, A.B.name),(A,A.B.name)) 
Y('copy2') = ((A.AI.name)),(B.BI.name))) 
Y('assign2*) = ( (A, A.B.nara^) , (A.B.name)) 
Y(*append2') = ((A.AI.name), (B.B.nam*)) 
For 'unioni•, 
Y1 = ((), (A, A.AI.name) ) 
Y2 = ((),()) 
Y3 = ( (A,A.A1.nao3) , (A,A.AI.name)) 
Y4 = (0,(B,B.BI.name)) 
Y5 = ( (), (B. B1. name) ) 
Y6 = ((),()) 
Y7 = ((A.AI.name), () ) 
Figura 5.23. The restated ranges and domains cf procedures. 
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The objective of the algorithm, after the restatement of 
ranges and domains, can he illustrated graphically, as in 
Figures 5.2U through 5.27, Let the enclosed nodes in Figure 
5.24 represent the critical regions H'(A) and H*(B) of H with 
respect to A and B prior to the refinement of A. As a result 
of the application of the B1 and CI transforms, the requests 
and releases for A and B will be placed in the procedure as 
shown in Figure 5.25. This placement will ensure 
compatibility and thf» lack of d<^adlock. This, effectively, 
changes the critical region of H with respect to A as shown 
in Fijure 5.25. Let the restated critical regions as a 
result of the refinement of A and B and the low level 
procedures bo as given in Figure 5.26. The old effective 
critical regions are given in dashed lines. We can increase 
the degree of concurrency by releasing A and B as soon as 
possible and only retaining control of those subcomponents 
nee del outside th=> critical regions of A and B. We can 
realize some of the potential increase in concurrency while 
ensuring information integrity, and the lack of deadlock by 
placing requests and releases as shown in Figure 5.27. This 
results in the effective critical regions shown. If we 
removs the releases to the orignial structures with the 
refined domains and ranges, the new critical regions for 
those structures will be protected. Figure 5,28 gives the 
procedure in Figure 5,27 after removing all releases and 
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reapplying c1('anion1* A) and C1(*anion1* B) using the 
refined ranges and domains as given in Figure 5.23. 
Figure 5.24. The critical regions of R prior to refinement. 
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F7 
KjZ request (A,B) 
release (B) 
^2'^4'^6'^8^9* celsase (A) 
Fiqur? 5.25. Th» process H restated with requests and 
releases. 
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H i^x.) 
H'(A) 
Pigurî 5.26, The restated critical regions of H, 
19t» 
H CSi) 
H \S0 
i 
HW 
H'Ca; 
H'IA») 
A jZ 
*2 ' î 6* 
request (A,B) 
request (B1) 
request (B2) 
request (A2) 
request (A3) 
p4'^8'5 
F 2» ^ 5 '5 
I 
release (A) 
release (B) 
release (B1) 
release (B2) 
release (A2) 
release (A3) 
Figure 5.27, The restatement of H with requests and 
releases. 
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We do not need to control access to substructures, if 
th«ir critical regions ar<* wholly contained within the 
critical region for the group structure. Then we will only 
place requests and releases for substructures which lie 
partially, or wholly, outside of the major structure's 
critical region. The functions that determine which are 
these substructures are given in Figures 5.29a through 5.29b. 
For the procedure in Figure 5.28, these substructures are 
A.AI.name and B.Bl.naoe. In the transformation we use a 
notational convenience to indicate the relationship of a path 
name and a structure, we let z(X,Y) = (x \x in Y and xwX#<>}. 
When *-he subcomponents of a structure which are accessed 
outside the critical region for *he structure have been 
determined, then the requests and releases for the 
subcomponents can be located in the high level procedures. 
Figures 5.30a through 5.30b locate the requests for the 
subcomponents. We can use the transforms in Figures 5.10a 
through 5.10c to locate the releases for the structures and 
the subcomponents resulting from the refinements. Figure 
5.31 gives the procedure from Figure 5.28 after 
El (•union1'A.AI.name,A), CI('unioni'A.AI.name), 
El ('union 1 'B.B1,name, B) , and CI ('unionl'B.BI.name ) hev* 
been applied. The locations of the new releases and requests 
for the structures and the substructures are shown. 
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procedure uDion1(A,à1,B,B1) 
begin 
request fA.B) 
cobeqin 
begin 
if has2(A,Al) 
then 
begin 
release(A) 
end 
else 
begin 
insert2 (A,A1) 
release(A) 
end 
ÈSÀ 
begin 
if has2(B,Bl) 
then 
begin 
release(B) 
copy2 (t,B1,B,B1) 
end 
end 
begin 
release (B) 
assign2(t,B1,nil) 
end 
coend 
append2 (A,A1,t,B1) 
end 
Figure 5.28. Relocation of releases for A and B, 
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DO (-anything-) =-anything 
D1(<procedure and £unction>I,Z,n) 
= (n=0:D0(<procedare or function heading)), 
D2 C<bloclt>T,X,D)} 
if (G1 and G3) or (G2 and G5) 
D2(<blocIc>I,X,0) 
{DO(<block>) ;0=0+Z(%,Y)} 
if X not in T 
DO (begin) D3(<statement list) Y,X,0) DO (end) 
i£ X in Y 
D3((statement list>Y,X,0) 
lDO(<statement list>Y,X,n) ;0=0+2(X,Y)} 
II X mot in Y 
=1 
DU (<statement>Y,X,0) 
^ X in Y aad G8 
(0=0+Z(X,Y") ;D4(<statement>Y',X,0) ; 
DO ((statement list>Y")} 
if X not in Y* and G9 
DO (<statement>Y• ) D3 ((statement list>Y",X,0) 
if X in Y" and G9 
D4(<statement>Y,X, 0) 
/do ((assignment statement» ;if G10 
DO ((procedure or function statement» ;i^ Gil 
DO ((access control statement)) ;if G1U 
D5((structured statement>ï,X,0);if G13 
Figure 5.29a, Analysis functions to determine those 
refinements of A accessed outside H'(A) 
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I>5(<structur*»d stat<>m»nt>Y,X,D) 
rD2 (<block>Y,X,n);if G16 
D6 {<ccRditional statemert>Y,X,0);^E G17 
D9 (<rep<?titiv« statem?nt>Y,X,n);if G19 
^10 (<parallel block>Y,X,ïï); if GIB 
D6 (<conditional statement>Y, X,n) 
= D7(if<expression>Y* 
then<block>Y"9lse<block>Y"•,X,0) b^ G20 
D7 fif<expr»ssior.>Y*thpr.<Mock>Y"Alsg<block>Y*'',X,n) 
{DO (if<<'xpression>Y *t h<5n< block>Y'*els<^<bloclc>Y" ' ) ; 
0=n+Z(X,Y")v%(X,Y"')} 
if X not in Y" Y"» 
DO(if<»xpression>Y* 
then) D8 (<block>Y",X,nj DO felse) D8(<block>Y"',X,n) 
Y" Y"' 
D2 (<block>Y,X,0) 
if X in Y 
D9(<repptitivn statempnt>Y,X,U) 
= [DO(<repatitive statement>Y>;U=0+Z(X, Y)} 
D10 (<parallel block>Y,X,U) 
= DO (cobeqinl D11 «parallel statement list>Y,X,D) DO (coend) 
b2 G 20 
D11 (<parall=l statement list>Y, x,0) 
D2(<block>Y,X,n)Dl1(<parallel statement list>Y",X,9) 
D8(<block>Y,X,M) 
•{DO (<block>Y) ;0;=U+Z (X,Y) } 
if X not in Y 
D2(<block>Y,X,0)if G23 
ib2 G2tt 
Figur" 5.29b. Analysis functions to determine those 
refinements of A accessed outside H*(A). 
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EO (-anything-Y) =-anyt.hing-
E1(<procedure and function>Y,X,Z) 
[EO (<procedure heading>E2 (<block>Y,X,Z) 
if G1 and G3 
EO (<function heaaing>E2(<block>Y,X,Z) 
if G2 and G5 
E2(<block>Y,X,Z) 
EO (<block>Y) 
if X not in Y 
EO (begin) E3 (Cstatement list>Y,X,Z) EO fend) 
if X in Y and G7 
E3(<stateient list>Y,X,Z) 
'eu (<statemant>Y,X,Z) 
if X in Y and G8 
EU (<statement>Y',X,Z)EO(<statement list>Y") 
if(X in Y« or Z not in Y") and G9 
EO (<stateBient>Y* E3 (statement list>Y",X, Z) 
JLf X not in Y* and G9 
EU (<statement>Y,XfZ) 
>t (X) EO (<assignment statement>Y);if G10 
= 
request(X)EO f<DrocAdure or function stateaent>Y) 
if Gil or G12 
request (X) EO (release {Z) ) ; if GIU and G25 
E5 (<structured statement>Y,X,Z)if G13 
Figure 5.30a. Transformations for locating requests of 
substructures. 
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E5(<structared statement>Y,X,Z) 
E2(<block>Y,X,Z);if G16 
E6 (<conditional statement>Y,X,Z);.Lf G17 
E9(<repetitive stateoent>y,X,Z)jif G19 
E10(<parallml block>Y,X,Z);if G18 
E6(<conditional statement>Y,X,Z) 
= E7 fif<expression>Y* 
+hen<block>Y"Alse<block>Y"'.X,Z) b^ G20 
E7 fif<exprqssion>Y*th?n<block>Y"glse<block>Y"*» X,Z) 
("requost (X) EG (if<expressior.>Y* 
then<block>Y"else<block»Y"«if X in Y* 
EO {if<9xpression>Y* 
then) E8(<block>Y",X,Z)E0(else) 
E8(<block>Y"',X,Z) if X not in Y* 
E8 (<block>Y,X,Z) 
rE2 (<block>Y) 
if Z in Y and X in_ Y 
EO (begin) request fX) EO «statement list>end) 
if X not in Y and Z not in Y 
and by G7 
EO (begin) E4 (<statement list>Y) EO (end) 
if ( (X in Y and Z not Y in Y> or 
(X not in Y and Z in Y) ) and by G7 
P9(<rspetitive statement>Y,X,Z) 
= requestfX) E0f<rep9titive statement>) 
E10 (<parillel block>Y,X,Z) 
= E0 fcobeqin) Ell {<parallel statement list>Y,X,Z) 
EO (coend) ^  G22 
E11(<parallel sta+sment list>Y,X,Z) 
fE2 (<block>Y,Z,Z) ;if G23 
E2(<block>Y',X,Z)El 1(<parallel statement list>Y",X,Z) 
if G2U 
Figura 5.30b. Transformations for locating requests of 
substructures. 
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procédure union 1 (A,A 1,B,B1) 
request (A.B) 
cobqqin 
^Izi 
request(A.Al.name) 
if has2(A,A1) 
then 
Ifain 
release (A) 
end" 
flse 
bfaln 
insert2 (A, Al) 
released A) 
gnd 
ssâ 
begin 
request(B.BI.naœe) 
if has2(B,B1) 
kegin 
IlleasefB) 
copy2 (t,B1,B,Bl) 
release ( B. B1. name) 
end 
else 
beqin 
release {B) 
release (B. B1 .name) 
assign 2 (t, B1, n il) 
ejjâ 
end 
coend 
append2 (A,A1,t,B1) 
release(A.Al.name) 
end 
Fiquri S.31. R'îquests and releases for A.Al.nam^ and 
R.BI.nam*. 
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after the requests and releases for the substructures 
have been placed in the high level procedures, those 
procedures may be analyzed to determine which of the requests 
and releases may be moved into the low level procedure. This 
may lead to an increase in concurrency. 
If the us*» of a low level procedure by high level 
procedure is immediately followed in all execution sequences 
by a release to a structure, the use is said to exit 
protected with respect to the structure. If, in addition, 
there exists no operations, or only release operations, 
between the procedure use and the release, then the release 
is movable with respect to the low level procedure use. For 
the procedure in Figure 5.31, the release for B is movable 
with respect to copy2, we may increase concurrency by moving 
the releases into the low level procedures. Given the low 
level procedures in Figures 5.18 through 5.22 and the high 
level procedure in Figure 5.31, we can increase concurrency 
and still maintain correctness with respect to concurrency by 
restating the procedures as in Figures 5.32 through 5.37. 
Such increases in concurrency can be, in some cases, 
actually designed into the system procedures by designing the 
procedures to take advantage of the possible release 
movements. We do cot consider any such design procedures. 
We are only interested in using the existing procedures 
generated by th? system designer. 
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procpdur* union1(A,A1,B,B1) 
begin 
request (A, B) 
cobsgjn 
request(A.A1.name) 
if has2(A,Al) 
than 
begin 
ral^asefA) 
end 
elso 
begin 
insert2 (A. A1) 
ena 
mi 
begin 
request (B.BI.name) 
if has2(B,B1) 
then 
begin 
release ( B) 
copy2 (t,B1,B,B1) 
elsp 
b.qgip. 
release (B) 
assiqn2(t,B1,nil) 
?nd 
co^nd 
ippend2(A,A1,t,B1) 
end 
Figure 5.32. The procedure 'unionl* with monitor uses moved 
into the low level. 
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function has2 (A ,B) ;rpt urnsboolean ; 
if n.name in A 
th^n 
begin 
if B.part=nil 
then 
begin 
return (true) 
end 
else 
bfain 
if has3 (A. B.name, B.part) 
then 
begin 
return(true) 
end 
else 
begin 
return (false) 
êHl ~ 
end 
?ni 
îlS"> 
begin 
return(false) 
end 
Figur? 5,33. The low level procedure 'has2' 
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proceiuro insert2(A,B) 
jg 3,name ^  A 
thmn 
begin 
release Ik) 
inserts(A.B.name, B.part) 
ani 
»lse 
Main 
A;=A+B.name 
£5lJJse (A) 
if B.part=nil 
then 
begin 
jnâ 
els* 
begin 
insert3(A.B.name, B.part) 
êHÙ. 
eni 
end 
Figure 5.34. The low level procedure •insert2* with 
releases. 
procedure copy2 (A,A1,B,B1) 
begin 
if A1.part=nil 
then 
begin 
erase3 (A. A1. name) 
copyval3(A.Al.name, B.Bl.name) 
release(B.Bl.nam*) 
enfl 
else 
"Main 
copy3(A,Al.name, Al.part, 
B.BI.name, Bl.part) 
3n1 
Figure 5.35. The low level procedure •copy2* with release. 
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procedure appena2(A,A1,B,B1) 
if AI.part=nil 
then 
begin 
copyval3(A.A1.name, B.BI.name) 
release fA.A1.naae) 
eni 
alse 
^in 
appends(A.AI.name,,(A1.part,B.B1.name, 31.part) 
release (A.AI.name) 
end 
end 
Figure 5.36. The low level procedure 'append2* with 
releases. 
procedure assign2(A,B,C) 
b^in 
if 3.name in A 
^in 
erase3(A.6.name) 
copyval3 (A. B,name,C, val) 
else 
bsgin 
A:=A+B.name 
copy val 3 (A. B. name, C, val) 
end 
end 
Figure 5.37. The low level procedure 'assign2*. 
The high level procedures are now complete. The low 
level procedures may now become the high level procedures and 
the process begins again. The algorithm which binds these 
transformations and concepts together is given in Figure 
5.38. 
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LI: in put-first-l*»7el-proc€dures-and-structures (H,îO) 
if Al(H*)=false for any H» in H 
tfarn notify designer and wait 
if acceptable 
then continua 
else go to LI 
place-ôriginal-controls (H, YD) 
don9:=false 
while done do 
Main 
L2:input-next-level-procedures-and-structures(L,Y2) 
if A1(L')=false for any L* in I 
then notify designer and wait 
if acceptable 
then continue 
els" go to L2 
restâte-operands-of-high-level(H,Y1,Y0,1,Y2) 
set-teœporary-controls (H, Y1, YO) 
analyze-and-BOva-controls(H,Y1,L,Y2) 
Y0:=Y2 
H: = L 
input(done) 
end 
Figure 5.38, The general design algorithm. 
The routines and variables ar^ listed below. 
1) input-first-level-procédares-and-structures(H.Y 0) 
This is an initialization step where the outer 
level procedures are input along with the domains and 
ranges of instructions. 
2) place-oriqinal-controls(H.YO) 
This is another initialization step where the 
original requests and releases are placed. This can be 
done by the designer or by using the B1 and Cl 
transformations. 
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3) input-next-leyal-procadurps-and-stracturpsIL,Y2\ 
The first step of th-» iterative process. The next 
levai procedures are input along with the domains and 
ranges of the structure refinements. 
<*) r =»state-operands-of-hiqh-level fH. Y 1,Y0,L,Y2) 
Th» domains and ranges of the high level procedures 
are restated in terms of the low level structure 
ref ine ments, 
5) s 4t- temporary-controls fH, Y1. YO) 
The temporary reguests and releases are placed in 
the high lavel procedures. 
6) analvze-and-move-controls fH,Yl,L,Y21 
The high lev^l and low lev»l procedures are 
analyzed to determine which releases may be moved. They 
are then moved into the low level procedures, 
7) H; the high level procedures, 
8) L; the low level procedures, 
9) YO; the unrefined high levol ranges and domains, 
10) Y_1; the refined high level ranges and domains, and 
11) Y2; ^-he low level domains and ranges. 
The only procedures to be considered here will be 
•set-tomporary-controls* and •analyzo-and-move-controls*, 
Thes® procedures are given in Figures 5.39 and 5.40. 
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set-t9>porary-ccntrols(H,Y1,Y0,L,Y2) 
for every high Imvel procedure H* in H do 
for every X in ¥0 do 
"remove all release to X from H*" 
a=D1 (H',X,P(X) ) 
C1(H' X) 
for every X' of X in TI do 
El(H'fX'fX) 
CI (H*,X') 
"and 
end 
end 
Figure 5.39, The procedure » set-temporary-controls•. 
analyze-and-move-controis(H,Y1,L,Y2) 
begin 
for every low level process L* of L do 
for every X in Y2 of L' ^  
if for every use of L* in ev^ry H' of H 
there is a movable release for X 
thsn 
remove all movable releases for X with respect to L' 
CI (L%X) 
end 
for every X in Y1 of H do 
if for every use of L' in every H' of H 
there is a movable release for X 
then 
remove all movable releases for X with respect to L' 
CI(L«,X) 
end 
end 
end 
Figure 5.40. The procedure 'analyze-and-move-controls' 
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These procedures plus th<* transformations Al, B1, CI, 
D1, and El compose thm entire algorithm which, if used as the 
system is designed, will increase concurrency and guarantee 
correctness with respect to thr problems of concurrency. 
We discuss the demonstrations of correctness in the next 
chapter. 
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6. CORRECTNESS OF PROCEDURES 
6.1, Introduction 
The algorithm presented in th.^ last chapter operated on 
the procedures generated by th^ designer. Two of its 
objectives were to detect processes which did not satisfy the 
sufficient conditions for determinacy and to place monitor 
uses so as to increase concurrency. It was also required to 
place those uses to ensure information integrity and to avoid 
creating any possible deadlock situation. We will 
demonstrate in this chapter that those objectives were 
achieved. 
6.2. Determinacy 
Thp processes ar*» analyzed for the sufficient conditions 
of determinacy by the functions resulting from the 
application of function A1. The value true is to be returned 
if thes» conditions are satisfied; otherwise, the value false 
is to bi returned. In this section, we will demonstrate that 
th^s* functions behave in this manner. 
The only way a false value can be returned is by the 
application of the functions AA and AlO, as shown in Figure 
6.1. If the function A9 is not applied to a procedure, then 
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the valu* true is returned. Since such procedures do not 
contain th? parallel block construct, they are strictly 
sequential. Hence, they are determinate. Thus, it suffices 
to show that A9 and A10 will return th«» value true if a 
parallel block satisfies the sufficient conditions for 
determinacy and false otherwise. 
A9(<parall?l statement list>Y) 
A2 (<block>Y) 
A10 (<block>Y* <parallel statement list>Y") 
A10 (<block>Y*<parallel statement list>Y") {A2(<block>Y') G A9(<parallel statement list>Y") if Y*/^Y"=$ false if Y'f^Y"#* 
Pigura 6.1. The key transformations for determinacy 
analysis. 
Consider the generalized parallel block construct as 
shown in Figure 6.2. H-? will assume that each block(i) is 
determinate. Let Y (i) = (P (i) ,D(i) ) b® thr range and domain of 
block (i). Then define Y(i)"Y (])=$, if 
P(i)'-R(j)=D(i)~R (j)=R (i)-D (])=*. 
In order for the sufficient conditions for dnt^rminacy to be 
satisfied, then for all Y (i) and Y{i), ifj, Y(i)^Y(j)=$. 
Let the parallel block as represented in Figure 6.2 
satisfy the sufficient conditions for determinacy. Then for 
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all Y (i) and T(j), ifi, Y (i)/vY ( j) =<>. Consider the 
application the function h9 as applied to a parallel 
statement list where the parallel statement list is 
constructed of 
block (1), block (2), ... ,block(n). 
Then, for i=1, ... ,n-1, we hav* 
A9(<parallel statement list>Y) 
= aiO (<block>Y (i) <parallel statement list>Y") 
=A2(<block>Y(i))6 
A9(<parallel statement list>Y") 
where Y"=Y{i+1)uY(i + 2)u .. .UY (n) . Then Y(i)'vY"=(>. 
For block (n), w*» have 
A9(<parallol statement list>Y (n) ) =A2 (<block>Y (n) ) . 
Since each block is determinate, th^n for all i 
A2 (<block>y(i))=true. 
Thus, the value true will be returned. 
T T O" 
' f 
iX 
• biocke 
_u_ & ? 
Figur3 6.2. Schematic form of a generalized parallel block. 
Assume th-^ sufficient conditions are not satisfied, that 
is for some i and j i#-j, Y(i)~Y(j)f$. Consider the 
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application of the function A9 as applied to the language 
construct parallel statement list constructed of the blocks, 
block (1), block (2), ... ,block(n). 
Let i<j, then for some application of A9, we have 
A9(<parall®l statement list>Y) = 
AlO (<block>Y (i) <parall9l statement list>Y**) 
» 
where Y''=Y(i+1)u ... uY(i)v ... uY(n). Sircp Y(i^vY(j)f*, 
then Y(i)*Y"#$ and 
A10(<block>Y(i)<parallel statement list>Y")=false. 
Thus, if th? sufficient conditions for determinacy are 
satisfied the function will return the value true, otherwise 
the value false is returned. 
6.3. Deadlock 
In this section, we will consider the placement of the 
requests in thr procedures and show that deadlock can not 
result from the concurrent execution of procedures in which 
the requests were placed. It is assumed that + he operation 
of the monitor will not lead to a deadlock state as a result 
of concurrent uses of the monitor. That is, processes can 
only deadlock as a result of the order in which the 
individual requests are mad?'-, and not as a result of the 
internal operation of the monitor for each individual 
request. We will consider the properties of the monitor in 
chapter 7. It is also noted that the processes can only 
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deadlock as a result of th*» requests and not from releases. 
There are only two sets of transformations which place 
the requests. These are initiated by the transformations B1 
and El, respectively. The first S4t is only applied in the 
initialization step to the outer-most procedures. The second 
set is applied to the procedures of the levels after the 
structures and the procedures have been refined. 
The first set of tranformations will only place requests 
in each outer-level procedure which, if executed, will 
request access capabilities to every structure accessed by 
the procedure. Also, as a result of the manner in which the 
requas+s are placed, at most one request use will occur for 
9ach axecution cf any outer-level procedure. By the monitor 
assumption, none the outer-lev^l procedure? car deadlock as a 
result of those requests. 
The second set of transformations will place requests in 
the level procedures which access refinements of structures. 
The r3qu*st for the access capabilities to the refinements 
will b? placed in the procedures so that the request use for 
A. will execute prior +-0 the release for A. Since the 
X ' 
proc^iur-» will have th^ access capability to the structure, 
it will be allocated access capability to the refinement 
immediately. That is, no request for a refinement will ever 
cause a procedure to wait. Thus, the procedure can not 
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deadlock. Therefore, both sets of transformations vill 
result in placing request uses that will avoid deadlock. 
6.4. Information Integrity 
Let thp algorithm, as described in chapter 5, be applied 
to all l3v*ls of a hierarchical structure with H as a member 
of th9 s'at of outer-lev^l procedures which share access to a 
set of information structures. Let Xq= ... »Xq^} be 
the s?t of shared information structures that may he accessed 
by H in th<* outar-level. Let be an information structure 
accessed by the level i processes as a result of the 
execution of H. Let be a refinement of some structure 
accessed by the level i processes which may be accessed by 
some level i+1 process as a result of the execution of H. 
Then we can represent the structures accessed as a result of 
the execution of H at any level by 
XQ= {*01' ••• fXono* l^vel 0, 
Xi= fXii, ... for level 1, 
*k~ f*kl» ••• th»i inner-most level k. 
Consider th^^ characteristic action sequence resulting 
from th? execution of H wh-^ r*-^ C (X^j) represents the execution 
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of th? critical region with respect to X^j . As a result of 
tho application of the transformations initiated by the 
function B1, then the characteristic action sequence for H 
will b? such that request (Xg) will précéda any C(Xj^j) for all 
*i j • 
L^t X;. bp a structure accessed by l*vel i and let X.^_ 1] i+lm 
be a cefin*m4nt of Xj^j accessed outside th»^ critical region 
of Xj^j by level i+1. Then as a result of B1 or El either 
request(Xq) precedes requestor request(X^j) precedes 
request . Also, as a result of El and Cl, 
request will precede release (X^j) and C will 
precede release • 
Since the above is true for all outzr level procedures, 
then the sufficient conditions are satisfied for Proposition 
U.6, and the request and release uses will be placed such 
that th= information integrity of all th= shared information 
structures will be preserved. 
6.5. Conclusion 
We have shown that th'^ transformation will place the 
monitor us*s such that the procedures ar»^ analyzed for the 
sufficient conditions of determinacy, deadlock fre^^, and 
information integrity. The -joint application of the 
transformations and the algorithm will also increase 
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potential concurrency by placing releases such that 
structures will be released as quickly as possible while 
still maintaining the above conditions of correctness. 
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7. MONITORS 
7,1, Introduction 
This chapter discusses the three monitors described in 
chapter U, we address five specific problems; 1) the global 
use of the monitor, 2) the form of the data structures used 
by th4 monitor, 3) the binding of argument at low levels to 
the appropriate data structures, 4) the deadlock problem, 
and 5) the correct allocation of access capabilities with 
resppct to mutual exclusion. For monitors 1 and 2, only 
points 4 and 5 are applicable. Monitor 3 will contain a 
larger and more detailed data structure, since it will be 
required to honor access requests to substructures. Monitor 
3, also, takes advantages of th<» hierarchical structure of 
the system and some properties about the location of the 
requests and releases within the procedures. 
All monitors will make use of a dynamic data structure 
which will be private to the monitor, but shared among copies 
of the monitor procedures. This will be a tree structure 
whose terminal nodes may contain control information or 
semaphore values. As access capabilities are requested and 
released, branches may be added to or deleted from the tree, 
control information modified, and processes placed into or 
removed from the waiting lists associated with the 
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semaphores. 
An alternative to this method is to place the control 
information in the information structures operated on by 
hierarchical processes. This method presents some potential 
problems which we have avoided by our approach. First, a 
process may be requesting access capabilites to test for the 
existence of a structure. If the control information were 
included in the information structures, special control 
information would be needed to be added to indicate the 
existence, or nonexistence, of the requested structure. 
Since the proposed monitors and structures are only concerned 
with logical access capabilities, then the existence of a 
structure is not important. Second, in the proposed monitor 
the control information is isolated from direct access from 
the system processes while this information may be accessible 
to the processes if included in the system information 
structures. Finally, since only a portion of the information 
structures will be accessed at any time, much of the 
additional space and time required to handle the control 
information within the information structures is wasted. 
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7,2. Monitor 1 
The control structure used by monitor 1 is given in 
Figure 7,1, It is referenced by the pointer 'ctree' and 
contains two subcomponents; 'mutex' and 'parts'. The 
subcomponent 'parts' will contain the control information 
about the access capabilities requested and granted. The 
subcomponent 'mutex' is a binary semaphore used by the 
monitor procedures to ensure mutual exclusion to the 'parts' 
component when adding to, deleting from, or testing that 
component. It is initialized to the value 1 when created. 
All subcomponents of the 'parts' component will have branch 
names corresponding to the name of the structure requested. 
Each subcomponent of parts will in turn contain three 
subcomponents as shown in Figure 7,2, The 'count' 
subcomponent will give the number of processes presently 
accessing and waiting for access capabilities to the 
structure. The 'mutox' and 'waiters' subcomponents are the 
semaphores used to ensur® mutual exclusion to the 'count' 
component and to place a process in the wait state, 
respectively. They are initialized to the values 1 and 0 
when created, respectively. 
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et rte 
mui«x parts 
d. 
Pigurg 7,1, The access control tree for monitor 1. 
fout«x Cod.C,ters count 
6 
Pigurs 7,2. The access control structure for the 
information structure A. 
The waiting lists associated with each semaphore are 
represented as in Figure 7,3. The waiting processes are 
represented by the process identifier which is a unique 
identifier assigned to each process when it is initiated, 
are not concerned here with the method of placing process 
identifiers in these lists, or the method of selection and 
restarting any process from that list, we only assume tha 
the methods are 'fair' by some definition. 
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The detailed specifications of the monitor procedures 
request and release are given in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. These 
specifications are similar to the procedure definitions. Let 
Figure 7.6 be the initial state of the control tree, then 
Figures 7.7 and 7,8 give the final states if either 
request (Jones) or release (Smith) are applied to that 
initial state. 
Q.ctrce.mwttK parts. A.TnutcA 
1 2 • • • 
pCin 
n 
pcJ'i pcj; 
2 
pÎÀ' 1/ 
Q. c.i'-ecpàrt.s. A.uAiiers 
2 m 
Figure 7.3, The waiting lists associated with the semaphores 
Q.ctree.mutez, Q.ctree.partsA,mute*, 
and Q.ctree.parts.A.waiters. 
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request (A) 
P (ctree#mutex) 
if A not in ctree»parts 
then do 
ctrae#parts=ctree*parts+A 
? (ctr4e*parts*A*mutAx) 
V(ctr9e*mutex) 
ctr«e*parts*A«counts 1 
V (ctree*parts#A*mutex) 
and 
else do 
P (ctr?A*parts#A*mutex) 
V(ctree*mu+ax) 
ctree*parts*A«coant=ctr«?e*parts*A*count+1 
V(ctr9€*parts#A*mutex) 
P (ctr«3o* parts* A «wait prs) 
end 
pnd 
Figur* 7.4. Th<? procedural definition of th? request 
procedure of monitor 1. 
release (A) 
P (ctree*rautex) 
P |ctree*parts*A*niut»x) 
ctrparts«A•count=ctree*parts*A«count-1 
if ctr^e*partE«A«count>0 
then do 
V (ctree«parts«A«wai+ers) 
V (ctree«parts#A*mutex) 
V(ctree«mutex) 
3nd 
pIs 3 do 
V (ctr"e«parts«A#mutAx) 
ctree* parts=ctree«parts-A 
V (ctree«mutex) 
and 
end 
Figura 7.5. The procedural definition of th» release 
procedure of monitor 1. 
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ctre« 
6 
parts 
'Cabot' 
mufex (wdt+erS Count 
(i) 4) © 
mutCA UdiÀÂfi CoMrtt 
6 @ 6 
Figure 7.6. An initial state of the control tree of 
monitor 1. 
zirtt 
rvtatex 
6 
parts 
Cabot' Tort CS 
MaU< 0*J\Afrs Count tHn.tex iwdl-lcrs con^t miiVex todtWrs Count 
(i)@@(i) (j) 6 (i) 
Figure 7,7. The state of' the control tree after 
request (Jones) has been applied to the 
state in Figure 7,6. 
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ctflze 
6 
parts 
Cabot 
1  
muten. 
1  
U/dC+ers Cou-nt. nu: (•CA 
1  1  
© © ® © © © 
Figure 7,8. The statn of the control tree after 
request (Smith) has been applied to the 
Stat* in Figure 7,6. 
Monitor 1 will only control the granting and releasing 
of access capabilities to single, individually requested 
structures. As mentioned in chapter U, the improper 
placement of the request uses can result in a deadlock. We 
will show here that monitor will ensure mutual exclusion of 
requested structures and will not allow deadlock between 
singla uses of tho monitor. 
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First, the monitor uses will guarantee mutual exclusion 
to any structure A. We will consider two cases the 
interaction between concurrent requests for A and the 
possible interaction between concurrent requests and releases 
for A. Tn the first case, anfl as a result of the operation 
P(ctrae*mutex), only one process can test whether A is a 
component of ctree*parts. (This corresponds to testing 
whether the access capabilities have been granted to A.) If 
A is in ctree*parts, then the operations 
P(ctrae#parts*A#mutex) and V(c+ree#mutex) are performed. 
This will allow some competing process to test for A and 
gives the first process exclusive access to 
ctree«parts«A«count. The first process then increments the 
count, gives up exclusive control of the count variable and 
places itself in the wait list. If A is not in ctree«parts, 
then A is added to ctree*parts, exclusive control acquired to 
the count variable, and V (ctree«mutex) performed. The first 
process then increments the count, executes 
V(ctr^e«parts*A«mutex) and is granted the access capabilities 
to A. In any cas-?, until the access capabilities to A have 
bepn released any requesting process will find the access 
capabiT iti-^s hav^ been granted and will he placed in the wait 
Stat-. Thus, at any point in time only one process will have 
access capabilit^s to A. 
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If the access capabilltes to A have been granted, then 
the interaction between requests and releases will not result 
in more than one process with access capabilities to A. If 
the operation F(ctree*mutex) is executed by any release, no 
process can gain access to the tree until the release has 
performed V (ctree*mutex)• In all cases, this is the last 
operation performed by the release. Thus, either no process 
will have access to A when the release terminates or only one 
process will be selected by the release procedure to have 
access. It was demonstrated in the previous paragraph that 
under these conditions, no more than one process can gain 
access to A. Thus, at no time can more than one process have 
access capabilities to any structure A. 
Ve now show that the manner of use of the various 
semaphores in the monitor will not in itself lead to 
deadlock. To show this, assume competing requests for a 
resource A. First, because no request can perform 
P(ctree*parts*A#mutex) without first performing 
P(ctree#mutex), no request will be waiting on ctree«mutex and 
have access to ctree*parts#A*count. If a process is in the 
wait list for ctree#parts*A*waiters, then it has performed 
V(ctree«parts«A*mutex) and has allowed some competing request 
to continue. In any case, the request will not deadloock. 
Since the release use maintains exclusive control of the 
ctree when executing, the only way it can produce a deadlock 
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is foc son-? request to maintain exclusive control of 
ctr?**parts#A*ccunt and be waitinq for control of ctree. 
This can never happen; thus, no deadlock can occur between 
competing requests or releases. 
Thus, monitor 1 will ensure mutual exclusion of 
requested structures and will not deadlock as a result of the 
interaction of concurrent uses of the monitor. 
7.1. Monitor 2 
The second monitor differs from the first in that it can 
process a list cf structures. This allows us to avoid the 
potential deadlock resulting from the improper use of monitor 
1. The control structure is the same, only the specification 
of th ? monitor differs. In order to avoid potential 
deadlock, the input list is sorted alphabetically and the 
request for each element in the list is processed according 
to the sorted order. The monitor procedures are given in 
Figuri 7.9 and 7.10. Th^y hav® the equivalent effect as the 
proc^iures in Figure 7.11, where request' and release* are 
monitor procedures for monitor 1. Since monitor 1 guarantees 
mutual exclusion, then the procedures cf monitor 2 will also 
guarantee mutual exclusion. The only potential of deadlock 
is whan two or mor» processes have request lists containing 
structure names which are th« same. For example, if the two 
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uses, request (A,B) and request (B,A), were realized 
concurrently as request* (A) request* (B) .. then the 
processes would be deadlocked. As a result of the sort, the 
request and allocation sequences satisfy the raquirements of 
the ordered resource usage policy (20); thus, they will not 
deadlock. 
request (A) {where A= (A^ , ... .A 1) 
begin 
A* = sort(A) (where A*=(A', 
i=1 
while i<n ^  
P (ctree*mutex) 
if A! not in ctree*parts 
then do 
ctree#parts=ctree*parts+At 
i? (ctree*parts#A!*mutex) 
V(ctree*mutex) 
ctree#parts*At*count=1 
V (ctree*parts*A I •Butex) 
saa 
else do 
P(ctree»parts«Ai*mutex) 
V(ctree «parts) 
ctree#parts*Al*count=ctree*parts*Al*count+1 
7 (ctree*parts*A!*mutex) 
P (ctree*parts*A^«waiters) 
and ^ 
i=i+1 
end 
end 
n* -
... 
Figure 7.9. The request procedure of monitor 2 
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relgasa (A) {where A=(A^, 
begin 
i = 1 
while i<n ^  
P (ctree*mutex) 
P(ctree#parts#Ai*mu+ex) 
ctreo* part s*A^*count=ctref>* parts* A j^^count-1 
if ctree*parts*A^*coup.t>0 
than io 
V(ctree*parts*A^'waiters) 
V(ctree#parts*Ai*mutax) 
V (ctree*mutex) 
end 
^5- Is 
V (ctree«parts* A j^*mutex) 
ctree«parts=ctree«parts-A£ 
7 (ctree*mutex) 
snj 
i=i + 1 
Figure 7,10. The release procedure of monitor 2. 
end 
end 
request (A) release (A) 
begin 
A'=sort(A) 
i=1 
while i<n do 
begin 
i=1 
request» (A!) 
i=i+1 
en i 
while i<n do 
release'(A•) 
i=i+1 
end 
end 
end 
Figura 7,11. The equivalent monitor 2 procedures using the 
monitor 1 procedures. 
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7.4. Monitor 3 
Monitor 3 is the assumed monitor when the request and 
release uses are placed in the procedures by the algorithm in 
chapter 5. The important difference between this monitor and 
the other two is that a process is allowed to request, and be 
granted, access capabilities to subcomponents of structures 
to which that process already possesses access capabilities. 
As a result of this difference, requests and releases will be 
located throughout the various levels of the hierarchical 
structure. This will allow some structures to be requested 
at one level and released at a lower level. Thus, the 
monitor uses must be serviceable from any level. 
As a process is being realized and processes in the 
lower level are initiated, the identity of the original 
structures accessed at the higher levels is lost to the 
processes at the lower levels. The monitor needs some method 
of binding the requests and releases to the appropriate 
structure pathname. We assume the following method. 
The control structure for monitor 3 is shown in Figures 
7.12 and 7.13. The first level will be the root level of the 
control tree and any requests will result in possible 
additions to the parts component of this level. The request 
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for any structure, or substructure, not in the trA= will 
result in the addition of a structure at some lower level in 
the tree of th*» form shown in Figure 7.13. Both forms 
contain the semaphore *mut4x', a 'count' variable, and a 
'parts' component as in monitors 1 and 2. The lower level 
compon^n» also contains the 'waiters' semaphore and an 
additional counter 'wait_count' us«d tc count the number of 
waiting processes. Both forms also contain the pointer 
variable 'pred' to point to the immediate predecessor 
structure. In th*» lower levels, this will be. used by the 
releases to return back up the tree to remove unnecessary 
branching nodes. In the first lev^l, the pointer variable 
has th<^ value 'nil ' and is used to ground th'? reference 
chain. If, for example, a process issued a request for the 
structure k and the subcomponents A.B and A.B.C, then the 
control structura would have the form as shown in Figure 
7.14. When a new s+ructur^ or substructure is added to the 
tree, the semaphores and counters are initialized. At this 
point, the 'parts' component will contain no branches, and 
the 'pred' component will not point to anything. 
An argument passed to th^ monitor will be assumed to 
have the form as shown in Figur? 7,15. The 'name' component 
will be the name of a structure, the 'rr-f component will be 
used to point to a substructure in the control tre^, and the 
•succ' component will be th® name of a logical subcomponent 
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of th«» named structure. When th? initial request is made, 
say to the structure A, the argument structure will have the 
state as shown in Figure 7,16, This will result in the 
argument and the control tree having the state as in Figura 
7.17. It is the responsibility of the monitor to bind the 
argument. This reference will be assumed present when the 
same process either releases A or requests or releases a 
subcomponent of A. 
I 
count parti 
Figure 7,12. The first level of the control structure for 
monitor 3. 
jarts. X 
MutCA U t^+erj CDurrt u.<>d_coi«ni pirtS 
1 1 
Figure 7,13, The format of any lower level component of 
the control structure for monitor 3, 
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C4rc( 
r*Mtcx cowmt parts prtA. 
MwtCX wAi,Vtf/5 cow/it w«ctron*t P*<*ts prej 
Mu.tCX wdCicfS COiaAL uA4c(*«'<t. fidft-i pffd 
f I I I I I 
mute* u/àLV«fS CoHinb ujài+COKi^t pi»rtS pred 
Figiir? 7.14. An pxampl" stats of thn control t:r«e for 
monitor 3. 
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X 
r«f ngmg Jucc 
Fig'ir® 7,15. Th? structure of an argument passed to 
monitor 3. 
When a process requests a subcomponent of A, the 
argument structure will be assumed to have the form as in 
Fiqur° 7,18 shown bound to the control tree. This will 
result in state of the control tre» and arguments as shown 
in Fiqur* 7.19. Th» references in the arguments are 
assumni to bp carried from ori=» l^v^i in th«=> hierarchical 
structure to th<=> next, so that, 4ven though the identity of 
t original structure is lost, * h-:» control component for a 
subcomponent will bf> bound to all references to the 
subcomponent and allow the monitor tc arant requests for 
further subcomponents and process all releases. 
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I 
X 
JwtC 
6 
Figure 7,16. Tha stat* of an argument structure when an 
initial request is made for the structure A. 
natne 
H 
hnutc* 
6 
Count. 
© 
przd parts 
: X 
/ \ 
/ 
/ 
\ 
A  
/ 
/ 
IX 
\ 
\ 
rwubeA ccw/)t pcVti pz-tfd 
i, 1 I 
namfc Sttcc 
A 
/ 
Figura 7, 17. An pxampl* state of the control tree after 
th® initial request for the structure A. 
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Ctr« 
H - ,s 
N 
1 
ndiMC Succ 
Pàft-ii 
A , 
• 
> 
IwècJfrSi iiwtey cou'i+ wA'l (ow/A^ pPrLs ' 
ref 
1)  u  I / 
Fiqur« 7. 18. Tho state the argument structure at th 
request for A.B. 
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I 
c\rcc 
pvts \ 
I  
I 
ccf 
1 I 1 
/ ^ 
B 
^ \ fpf 
z ® © 
u ' 
rn—rn—i i \ 
mwtex Count ^^tgn wdLitcownb pATtS pred 
1 I ' 
I / 
I y (b (i) (^ (£) 
Figure 7,19. The state of the control tree after 
request A.B, 
Rach level of proceiurps will contain monitor 
proceiur^s. The rmquost and r^l^ase procedures for the outer 
level will be in l?vel 1 and ar? specified in Figures 7,20 
and 7,21. The request and release procédures for level 
i(i>1) will bo in level i*1 and are shown in Figur^ 7,22 and 
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7,23. They also takp into account the fact that if any 
request is issued by any level (outside level 0), then the 
requested structure must b? a logical subcomponent of a 
structura in the control tree. They also make use of the 
fact that a level may release a structure or a subcomponent 
of a structr®. 
By extension of the arguments for mcnitors 1 and 2 with 
resprct to the properties of the location of the requests and 
releaiAS, monitor 3 can shown to be deadlock free and to 
ensure mutual exclusion. 
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requast(A) fwhrr" A= (A^ , ... ,A^^} 
begin 
A» =sort(A) (whe^e A'=(&", ... ,A * )) 
i = 1 
whilq i<n flo 
P (ctree*mut3x) 
ctree#count=ctr9e*count+1 
X=A£ «name 
if X not in ctreQ#parts 
then do 
ctrsp«parts=ctree•parts+X 
P (ctre9*parts*X#mat4K) 
V(ctree*mut»x) 
ctrae*parts*X*count=1 
point (ctree*parts#x*pred,ctree) 
point (A! *ref,ctr94*parts*X) 
V (ctre«iparts*X*Butex) 
else do 
P(ctree*parts*X#mutex) 
V (ctreA#mutAx) 
point (A|*rcf ,ctree*parts*X) 
ctrep*parts*x#count=ctra=*part3*X*count+1 
if ctrr9*parts#X*count>1 
then do 
ctr •><>• par ts • X*wait count =ct re® «parts* X*waitcoun t+1 
V (ctrae*parts*X*ntut(?x) 
P(ctree#part*X«waitars) 
P (ctree#part5*X*mutex) 
end 
V(ctree«parts*x•nutex) 
end 
i=i+1 
end 
end 
Figure 7,20. The request procedure at level 1 
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release (A) {wher® A=(&i, ... fA^)} 
begin 
i=1 
whil* i<n do 
point (g,ctrp«>*A.) 
P (q*mutix) 
q «cour. t=q «count- 1  
if q«waitccunt>0 
thpn io 
V (q «waiters) 
q«waitccunt=q«waitcount-1 
V (q «mutçx) 
P (ctro3*mut9x) 
ctre*«count=ctr^%«count-1 
V(ctre9*mu»ex) 
ml 
als= 4p 
V (q-mutPX) 
P (ctrec«mutpx) 
ctree«count=ctr9?«cnunt-1 
if ctree«count=0 
iiiSH ct rqq«parts=qmpt y 
V (ctree#mutnx) 
4ni 
i=i + r 
qnd 
Fiqnr^ 7,21. The r^îl^as® procodure at l^vel 1. 
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legugst (A) 
bfaiû 
peint (q,A*ref) 
point(Ï,A•succ) 
X=Y•name 
P (q#mutex) 
if X net in <j*parts 
t^n do 
q«parts=q*parts+X 
P (q*parts*X*mutex) 
V (q*mut*x) 
q*parts*X*count=q*parts*X*count+1 
point(q*parts*X*ref,q) 
point(Y*rof,q*parts*x) 
V(g*parts#X*mutex) 
9ni 
else do 
P(q*parts*x*mutQX) 
V (q*mutf» X )  
point(Y"r9f,q*parts*X) 
q«parts*X*count=q*parts*X«count+1 
if q*parts*X*count>1 
then do 
q* part s«X* wait count=q* par ts*X* wait count <-1 
V(q*parts*X»mnt9x) 
P (q «parts* X*wait<='rs) 
P(q«parts*X*mutax) 
end 
V (q*parts«X*mu+eK) 
and 
Figure 7.22. The request procedure at level i (i>1) , 
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release ( K) 
if a*succ=nil 
thÇn 
point(q,A«succ*ref) 
point (q,A*ref) 
while q*pr%3 not nil do 
P (q*mutox) 
q*count=q*count-1 
if q*count=0 
then 
q#partg=eaptv 
nlse io 
if q*waitcount>0 
then do 
V(q*wait«rs) 
q«waitcount=q*waitcount-1 
end 
point (t,q) 
point(q,q*pred) 
V (t*mut«x) 
P (ctree*mutex) 
ctr 3e*count=ctree*count-1 
if ctree*count=0 
then ctree#cacts=emptY 
V (ctree*fflutex 
end 
Figure 7,23. The release procedure at level i (i>1) . 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has presented a methodology and supporting 
theory for the development of multiuser hierarchically 
structured information systems. The algorithm in chapter 5, 
and its associated transformations, relieve the designer of 
th*= burden of analysis needed to increase concurrency and 
still maintain correctness in such systems. This means that 
each lev^l preserves the originally implied information 
integrity, deadlock will not be introduced, and any 
indeterminacy introduced by the designer into any individual 
procaiur^s will be detected. The major contributions are a 
formal model suitable for representing hierarchical 
structures, a characterization of the potential concurrency 
problems within information systems, th*> definition of 
compatibility and information integrity, and a study of the 
relationship b?twe=n the correctness properties and the 
monitors needed to ensure thes2 properties. 
This work combines the areas of systems design, 
programming techniques, language design, automated program 
analysis and verifiers, resource allocation mechanisms, and 
tho theory of correc+nnrs for concurrent systems of programs. 
The conditions for correctness, as discussed in chapter 
U, hdve implications for systems design and resource 
allocation mechanisms. Programming languages and techniques 
2 H t  
which facilitate the development of systems that satisfy 
these conditions could be developed to enhance such automatic 
analysis and verification. 
The structures considered in this study wer« limited to 
those that can te modeled by tr^^e graphs. There is a need to 
investigate th® potential of extending this work to include 
mor* sophisticated information structures (acyclic graph 
models, for example) , 
Performance measures and protection were not considered 
in this work, but n®ed to be investigated. With the 
development of applicable performance measures, it may be 
possible to develop both acceptable and correct systems. The 
dynamic control of access rights may extend the definition of 
information integrity and result in th® development of 
syst^^s with s^cur^ and protected information structures. 
The transformations used by the algorithm in chapter 5 
are directly related to the study of formal languages. Work 
still needs to be done in this area. Also, there appears to 
be certain classes of languages ov^-r which th» 
transformations are more easily constructed and applied. It 
would be helpful when constructing systems to be able to have 
some definition of these classes. The algorithm has 
applications to many languages, but some languages may have 
prcp^rtiîs which allow for a higher degree of concurrency. 
Languages should be developed which allcw for higher 
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concurrency and which l^nd +-h^?niselves in the development of 
syst*>Tis, 
This thesis considered only the logical statement of 
information systems and not th* implementation with secondary 
storaqe devices or systems whos^ programs arr; often subject 
to changn. Th«se areas also no^d to he investigated to 
determine + he applicability of the methodology presented in 
this work. 
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